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Glossary 

Capital projects funds-Capital projects funds account for the receipt and disbursement 
of resources for the purpose of building or buying major capital assets, such as airports. 
Resources may be derived from a variety of sources, including bond proceeds, loans, or 
grants. 

Corporate franchise tax-Texas' major business tax. This tax is levied only on 
corporations. A corporation pays the tax according to one of two tax bases: taxable capital 
or earned surplus. Taxable capital is the net value of a corporation's assets; earned 
surplus is its federal taxable income prior to any net operating loss deductions and with 
officer and director compensation added back into the base. Taxpayers pay the higher of 
either the tax on capital, which is set at .25 percent of taxable capital, or the tax on earned 
surplus, which is set at 4.5 percent of earned surplus. 

Crude oil production tax-The crude oil production tax is levied on the basis of the 
market value of each 42-gallon barrel of crude oil. 

Death tax-The death tax is equal to the amount of inheritance tax that would go to the 
federal government if Texas did not levy such a tax and is computed on the basis of the 
Internal Revenue Service computation called the "federal credit for state death taxes." 

Debt service funds--Debt service funds account for resources set aside to pay interest 
and principal on long-term debt. 

Devolution-In this policy, federal and/or state governments tum over previously held 
service delivery responsibilities to the local level. 

Effective property tax rate-Passed in 1987, the effective property tax rate is the rate 
that would raise the same amount of revenue as the previous year. This definition is a 
simplified version of a somewhat complicated concept. For more details, see also Truth in 
Taxation, by John Sharp, comptroller of public accounts, published in Austin, Texas, 
May 1996. 

Eight Percent Rollback Law (Texas)-The Texas rollback law stipulates that any 
combination of an increase in tax rate-the amount per $100 of property evaluation due 
in taxes-of 8 percent or more is subject to an election to roll back the increase. In 
addition, any increase of 3 percent or more requires a public hearing. 

Elasticity-Elasticity (i.e., of a tax base) refers to the responsiveness of a particular tax 
base to external factors, such as poverty, crime, and population. 

Enterprise funds-Enterprise funds account for activities that are usually self
sustaining, principally through user charges for services rendered, for example, the 
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operation of water supply and sewage plants, hospitals, and transportation systems. These 
funds are also used when management desires to control or measure costs of services. 

Fiscal need-Fiscal need is the per capita amount a city should spend to provide a 
standardized level of service for a standardized package of services based on certain 
socioeconomic factors found in the city. 

Gas gathering tax-The gas gathering tax is levied as a percentage of the current market 
value of natural gas. 

General fund-The general fund accounts for all activities except those required to be 
accounted for in another fund. Revenues in this fund are derived from taxes, fees, and 
other sources that are usually not designated for any specific purpose. The revenues are 
used for general ongoing government services, such as administration, maintenance, and 
police and fire protection. 

Gross premium tax-The gross premium tax is levied on insurance companies. Foreign 
life and accident insurers pay gross premium taxes that decrease as the percentages of 
their assets invested in Texas increase; fire and casualty companies pay slightly higher 
rates. 

Gross receipts tax-The gross receipts tax is levied on privately owned, for-profit 
electric, gas, gas pipeline, telephone, telegraph, and water utilities. Public utility taxes are 
levied against intrastate gross receipts and their graduated rates are based on the 
population of the incorporated area served. 

Highway user tax-The highway user tax is levied on fuels used to propel motor 
vehicles on public roads and registration fees imposed for the privilege of operating those 
vehicles. 

Insurance administration tax-The insurance administration tax is levied on 
administrative services of insurance companies. 

Internal service funds--Intemal service funds account for services performed by one 
government organization or department for others, for example, the maintenance and 
repair of vehicles by a centralized garage or operation of a centralized data processing 
center. 

Motor fuels tax-The motor fuels tax is levied on gasoline, diesel, and liquefied 
petroleum gas sales. 

Payroll tax-The payroll tax is levied against a portion of the wages and salaries paid to 
persons insured against unemployment. 

Perceived need-A city's perceived need is the average per capita expenditures it 
perceives that it needs to spend for such standard services as police, fire, streets, health, 
sanitation, water, sewer, and general government. For this study, this amount was 
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determined by gathering data from the general fund and the operating expenses found in 
any enterprise fund a city has established to provide sanitation, water, and/or sewer for 
each of the cities studied. Data were collected for two points in time, 1986 and 1996, and 
were averaged after 1986 data were converted into 1996 dollars. 

Property tax-The property tax is imposed by local governments-cities, school 
districts, counties, and special districts-on real property, which includes land, buildings, 
and business personal property, such as equipment and inventory. The tax is calculated by 
multiplying the value of the property by the tax rate. A property's appraised taxable value, 
which is supposed to equal its value in the marketplace, may be reduced by certain 
exemptions and deductions. Homestead exemptions reduce the taxable value of a home, 
while business property may receive tax relief through abatements, Freeport exemptions, 
or special valuation of agricultural and timber properties. 

Robin Hood plan-The Robin Hood plan involves school financing changes that 
transfer revenue from wealthy school districts to poorer ones in order to reduce inequality 
in per pupil spending. 

Sales tax-The sales tax is paid by the purchaser on the sale of certain goods and 
services. The tax is computed by multiplying the cost of the taxable item by the tax rate. 
The state sales tax is 6.25 percent . Local governments may levy an additional tax of up to 
2 percent. 

Severance tax-The severance tax is an excise tax levied on a natural resource when it is 
severed (mined, pumped, or gathered) from the earth. 

Sin tax-The sin tax is levied on tobacco products and alcoholic beverages. 

Special revenue funds-Special revenue funds generally account for the expenditure of 
revenues that have been restricted to specific programs or projects, for example, a special 
tax levy assessed for the purpose of promoting economic development. 

Tax abatement agreement-A tax abatement agreement exempts all or a portion of the 
value of new or expanded facilities for a specific period of time not to exceed ten years. 

Tax increment financing-Tax increment financing freezes property values in a defined 
area at a particular point in time and dedicates taxes collected on any value increase after 
that time to specific purposes. 

Trust and agency funds-Trust and agency funds account for collection and 
disbursement of assets held in trust or as an agent by a government for an individual, 
group of individuals, or another governmental unit. Typical examples of trust and agency 
funds are scholarship funds or a pension fund that the government administers on behalf 
of its employees. 

User fee-A user fee is a charge paid directly by the consumer of services. 
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Foreword 

The Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs has established interdisciplinary 
research on policy problems as the core of its educational program. A major part of this 
program is the nine-month policy research project, in the course of which two or more 
faculty members from different disciplines direct the research of 10 to 30 graduate 
students of diverse backgrounds on a policy issue of concern to a government or 
nonprofit agency. This "client orientation" brings the students face to face with 
administrators, legislators, and other officials active in the policy process and 
demonstrates that research in a policy environment demands special talents. It also 
illuminates the occasional difficulties of relating research findings to the world of 
political realities. 

The curriculum of the LBJ School is intended not only to develop effective public 
servants but also to produce research that will enlighten and inform those already 
engaged in the policy process. The project that resulted in this report has helped to 
accomplish the first task; it is our hope that the report itself will contribute to the second. 

Finally, it should be noted that neither the LBJ School nor The University of Texas at 
Austin necessarily endorses the views or findings of this report. 

Edwin Dom 
Dean 
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Executive Summary 

The Fiscal Capacity of Texas Cities policy research project report evaluates the ability of 
28 cities across the state to raise revenue in order to meet the service needs and demands 
of their residents. Texas cities once relied primarily on property taxes in order to fund the 
provision of services, but are now increasingly reliant on sales taxes and user fees as 
revenue sources. Cities have comparatively little control over the mix and funding levels 
of the public services which they provide, but must contend with state-imposed legal 
limits, intercity competition, low intergovernmental aid, and competing taxing 
jurisdictions in their efforts to maintain healthy and prosperous communities. 

The principal causes of Texas cities' financial troubles are declines in state energy 
resource revenue, federal aid cuts to both state and local governments, popular revolt 
against the property tax, devolution of many basic but costly services to cities, and 
competition among different taxing jurisdictions. Texas cities have responded to strains 
on fiscal capacity in diverse ways. Generally, local governments have responded to these 
financial troubles by adapting the three primary local revenue sources to changing 
political and economic conditions. 

Sales tax use has increased tremendously as taxpayer aversion to the property tax has 
grown. As cities reach their legal limit in sales tax levies, however, they have increasingly 
turned to fees to fund needed services. In addition, cities have used a variety of alternative 
measures such as local option taxes, annexation, bond financing, utility transfers, and 
attempts at privatization and productivity improvements to help raise extra revenue. Over 
the last several decades, changes in the economy, political will, and competition from 
other local governments-especially school districts-have caused cities' financial 
systems to evolve from revenue structures reliant almost exclusively on the property tax 
to structures tempered by maximum legal use of the sales tax and an increasing 
application of user fees and alternative measures of revenue raising. 

Empirical data for 28 Texas cities over the past decade reveal a very slight overall 
increase in real combined tax revenues per capita (sales and property taxes). The data 
demonstrate that per capita property tax revenues have declined while per capita sales tax 
revenues have increased for all 28 cities. The many factors involved in this shift toward 
increased reliance on sales tax revenues include a decline in property tax base, changing 
sales and property tax rates, tax competition (property tax competition in particular), and 
overall economic conditions. Still, the overall per capita tax base of Texas cities has been 
declining since 1986 due to large decreases in taxable property tax values. This decline 
appears to have slowed, and when data become available for the current year, a modest 
increase may be reported. 

Large cities like Austin, Dallas, and Houston have high fiscal capacity and high effort. 
These cities have relatively "rich" tax bases and tax higher than average. Therefore, they 
have higher actual revenues per capita and, presumably, spend more per capita than other 
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cities. Additionally, cities in the high fiscal capacity-high fiscal effort category seem to 
have high capacity in terms of all revenue sources. Border cities, including El Paso, 
Laredo, and McAllen, fit into the category of low fiscal capacity and low fiscal effort. 
These cities have weaker tax bases and tax at relatively lower rates. These cities have 
lower actual revenues per capita due to this combination and, presumably, spend less per 
capita than other cities. 

Several broad trends regarding fiscal capacity and fiscal effort are identified in this study. 
First, from 1986 to 1996 the ability of cities to raise revenues remained fairly constant. 
Those with the largest income per capita were able to continue to raise the most from 
their citizens. Particularly, large cities stayed constant in their capacity and real revenues 
collected, presumably attributable to more diverse economies. Fiscal effort also remained 
relatively constant, but showed more variability than fiscal capacity. Second, the fiscal 
condition of most cities can be understood through the lenses of their local economies. 
Midland fell due to the bust in oil, San Marcos gained due to its outlet malls, and border 
cities struggled due to low property values. As long as the strength of the economy 
persists, sales tax and fee collections will continue to help cities remain vibrant according 
to their business fortunes. Should the economy suffer, however, fiscal effort would need 
to increase as fiscal capacity becomes limited and the fiscal condition of Texas cities 
shifts as a result. 

These trends in fiscal capacity suggest Texas cities face several challenges. Cities see a 
cresting economy offering generous sales tax revenues, but also a decreased property tax 

base with competition fighting for all rate increases. fucreases in fees for municipal 
services are not likely, and cities can expect no help from the federal government or from 
the state in the near future. Texas cities face the opposition of the citizenry to increases in 
property tax rates. The presence and strength of these revenue sources directly influence 
the fiscal capacity and fiscal effort of Texas cities. 

Lastly, wealth, and therefore tax revenue, is unevenly distributed throughout Texas. The 
highest wealth is concentrated in the cities located in the northeast region of state: Dallas, 
Fort Worth, Irving, Plano, and Tyler. Not surprisingly, substantial amounts of commercial 
property and highly valued residential property are found in these cities. Such variance in 
fiscal capacity across cities constrains city officials in their efforts to determine 
appropriate levels of city expenditures. For example, poorer communities may tolerate 
lower levels of city services instead of imposing higher tax rates and fees needed to 
provide the same level of public services as other communities. fu other words, the local 
fiscal system operating in Texas reflects the disparities in wealth and income of the 
state's cities, placing even greater challenges on those cities with weak capacity. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Cities in Texas receive much of their operating revenue from taxing local citizens, but 
Texans' aversion to taxes is well known. The outcry against increased property taxes, the 
continued controversy surrounding school finance, the traditions of local control, and the 
desire for small government-manifest in a state legislature that meets biennially for only 
140 days-provide ample evidence. 

Fiscal austerity at the national level and a booming economy will likely produce a federal 
budget surplus in 1998, the first time in three decades. The improved financial condition 
of the federal government, however, may not be indicative of the fiscal health of U.S. 
cities. The federal government places great restrictions on its spending. Annual 
discretionary spending practiced by the federal government has been essentially frozen, 
and no new spending on many programs has been allowed unless it is offset by a tax 
increase. 1 Cities do not have the luxury of freezing spending on services such as police, 
fire protection, street repair, and sewage. The functions of cities do not allow cities to 
take broad fiscal and budgetary measures, as did the federal government, in order to 
improve financial standing. 

No longer a rural state, Texas has three of the nation's ten most populous cities and is 
currently one of the most urbanized states in America. Many factors have changed in 
Texas cities in the last two decades. Urban growth, along with changes in 
intergovernmental funding, has created a municipal financial dilemma: whether or not 
existing revenue sources will meet the need for services in cities in the future. Though 
most Texas cities have enjoyed strong economic growth, their principal sources of local 
revenue-the property tax and the sales tax-may not reflect this growth. This study 
determines the factors that affect average spending for city services and revenue-raising 
capacity. 

Taxation at the city level is the topic of this policy research project. The approach to the 
question of taxation will be framed in terms of a city's fiscal capacity. Twenty-eight 
cities across the state were chosen for this evaluation, which spans the period from 1986 
through 1996. The report examines the ability of these cities to raise sufficient revenue to 
continue providing necessary city programs. The analysis will further evaluate the effect 
of property taxes, sales taxes, and user fees on a city's ability to raise revenue. The effect 
on revenues of such factors as population size, age of city residents, amount of old 
housing, and the percentage of residents in poverty is also analyzed. The effects of fiscal 
capacity on city expenditures will also be explored. 

Many factors have helped shape Texas city fiscal policy. Most notable is the fact that the 
state government creates the framework for city tax policy. An individual city's 
demographic composition and local political culture can affect local decisions on taxes. 
Historical issues, such as the shift away from agriculture and petroleum production, also 
play a defining role in determining local tax policy. 
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The ability to export taxes has affected past growth of revenues in Texas but no longer 
remains a long-term factor in revenue growth. During the prosperous years of the 
petroleum industry, for instance, the state was able to export the petroleum severance tax 
along with the oil and gas sold outside the state, allowing Texans to receive the benefit of 
this revenue without paying the tax. But with the decline of petroleum exports, the 
severance tax can no longer be relied upon. It was in 1961 that Texas, in fact, adopted a 
state tax on retail sales to begin supplementing revenues to keep up with demand for 
services. Texas cities today can export taxes, to some extent, through tourism, since 
visitors pay sales taxes but do not use city services. Each city and other local 
governments rely on local residents and the local economy to fund their governments 
through implementation of local retail sales tax, property tax, and fees for services. 

Urban Conditions in Texas 

Fifteen million Texans live in the state' s 1,194 incorporated cities, accounting for over 80 
percent of the state's 19.1 million population. Three cities included in this study
Houston, Dallas, and San Antonio-rank in the top ten of U.S. cities by population. The 
state's largest 25 cities alone are home to over half of all Texas citizens. The 28 Texas 
cities examined in this study are home to 45 percent of the state's population as well as 
representing a major share of the state's businesses. 2 

In addition to being population hubs, Texas cities are also major economic centers, 
reflecting Texas' modern economy. The primary business activities in the state other than 
traditional manufacturing and petroleum processing industries are in the fields of high 
technology, communications, banking, financial management, medical services, 
insurance, and research and development.3 These activities provide billions of state and 
local tax dollars. According to state sales tax collection records, Texas cities contain 
562,900 businesses, accounting for approximately 92.5 percent of the total 608,307 Texas 
businesses that collect a sales tax in incorporated municipalities. Over 53 percent of 
Texas businesses that collect a sales tax are located in this study's 28 cities.4 

The LBJ School report Urban Texas: A Profile ofChange and Diversity, completed in 
1997, concluded that larger cities in Texas have stronger economies while smaller cities 
and those near the Mexican border have sluggish economies and difficulty in raising city 
revenues.5 Additionally, border cities are growing quickly, though they may not be as 
able to raise revenues to meet the growth as are some larger cities. Many mid-size cities 
of the state are growing slowly and have problems unique to their regional location, such 
as a lack of young citizens with college degrees, or the presence of many retirees. 

Unlike older U.S. cities, which tend to concentrate around one central business district, 
the average Texas city is highly decentralized and geographically dispersed. The 
extraordinary mobility provided by the automobile and the increased communications 
capability afforded by advanced telecommunications and computers have increased and 
dispersed economic activity, producing multiple business centers in municipalities and in 
larger metropolitan areas. For large Texas cities, growth has created mazes of freeways, 
unending suburbs, and towering skyscrapers. For small Texas cities, expansion has forced 
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local governments to provide basic municipal services on a much larger scale. As Texas 
cities expand economically, so does the demand for municipal services, such as police 
and fire protection, water, garbage collection, transportation, flood control, and parks and 
recreation. An overall conservative statewide political philosophy keeps cities from 
significantly expanding such services as cities grow because voters tend to resist 
increased taxes or bond debt. 

Changes in the demography of Texas cities and the state's economy affect how city 
governments raise revenue and provide services, as will be seen in later chapters. Texas 
has more residents living in urban areas than the nation as a whole, is growing more 
rapidly, and has greater racial and ethnic diversity. Approximately 84 percent of Texans 
lived in urban areas by 1992 compared to 80 percent nationwide. The nation grew in 
population 16 percent during the period from 1980 to 1995 while Texas grew 31.6 
percent.6 In comparison to the country as a whole, Texas had a higher proportion of 
Latinos and a lower proportion of Whites. The 1990 U.S. Census reported that 61 percent 
of Texans were non-Hispanic White, 25 percent were Latino, 12 percent were non
Hispanic Black, and 2 percent were Asian or Pacific. Moreover, the state is projected to 
have a minority White population by 2008. 7 

Texas has one of the youngest populations in the country. With a median age of 32, it is 
ranked 48th, above only Alaska and Utah.8 The state's lower median age may be due in 
part to the larger Latino population, which has tended to have a younger median age. The 
per capita income in Texas lagged at number 30 in the nation in 1995, at $21,206, 
compared to the national per capita income of $23,208.9 Texas per capita income 
exceeded the U.S. average in the 1980s, but then began to drop, partially due to the 
inability of the economy to break free from the slowdown of the oil and gas industry 
during the 1980s and the resulting inability to keep pace with the population growth. 10 

One similarity Texas unfortunately shares with the United States as a whole is the 
poverty rate of children in the state. Overall the percentage of persons under 18 in the 
United States has risen and fallen over the last few years, so that the 1995 level of 
children in poverty was lower than the 1989 level. Table 1.1 shows that Texas 
experienced a similar rise and fall, though in 1995, Texas had a higher percentage of 
children living in poverty than the United States as a whole. The striking problem is that 
Texas ranks as having the tenth largest percentage of children in poverty in the nation and 
is exceeded only by California in actual numbers. 11 

One factor limiting the ability of cities in Texas to raise funds is the intergovernmental 
competition prevalent among the multiple governmental entities in urban settings. Cities 
have to compete with the state, counties, school districts, and other special districts for 
tax dollars because they draw from the same tax base. Due to such competition, cities in 
Texas are forced to use various means of raising revenue to obtain the necessary funding 
for their functions. 
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Table 1.1 
U.S. and Texas Children in Poverty 

Percentage of Those Under 18 in Poverty 

1989 
1993 
1995 

United States 
20 
23 
19 

Texas 
26 
29 
23 

Source: Kendra A. Hovey and Harold A. Hovey, CQ's State Fact Finder 1998: Rankings across America 

(Washington, D.C.: Congressional Quarterly, Inc., 1998), p. 27. 

In addition, general urban issues that plague many cities across the country, including 
those in Texas, limit cities' fiscal capacity. As an example, while metropolitan areas have 
grown in population, the growth is the result of urban sprawl, which is a movement of 
populations from cities to suburbs. 12 Not only are some cities losing population, but they 
are also losing the revenue the population formerly provided while nonetheless having to 
provide an acceptable level of services for remaining residents. Furthermore, many of 
those who remain in the central city are those with low incomes who cannot provide 
adequate resources in order to make up for lost revenue. This competition between 
suburbs and central cities has left some cities with financial problems further complicated 
by high population densities in which few incoming residents can find adequate 
housing.13 

Related to population growth in cities is the idea that cities can expand their borders. 
Elastic cities are those that can gain more revenues as the population grows, usually 
through annexation. These elastic central cities are better able to capture the population 
growth of suburbs. Inelastic cities, however, cannot provide for new population by 
increasing their land area. 14 How will cities like Dallas, which is bounded by other cities, 
be able to continue to provide an acceptable level of services to residents if capturing the 
suburban population is not possible? How will cities such as Houston respond when 
elasticity slows or ceases? 

Another kind of competition facing Texas cities is that between cities trying to attract 
more residents and businesses. Little research has been conducted on this issue in the 
United States; however, a Canadian study suggested that tax competition among 
provinces could exacerbate inequalities among them. 15 Relating this observation to the 
state of Texas, tax competition among cities could create inefficient allocation of capital 
in the state, which could lead to some cities attracting more business than others. In fact, 
if this conclusion holds true for Texas, cities may use lower tax rates as a tool in order to 
attract businesses away from other cities. Conversely, higher taxes could very well deter 
businesses from locating in a particular city. Such competition can be an important factor 
in determining the overall fiscal well-being of a city. In addition, this competition could 
force all cities to maintain low levels of taxation on businesses and shift more taxes to 
residents. 
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Funding of Local Government 

Cities generally relied heavily on taxes as a source of revenues up until about two 
decades ago. According to the 1994 report of the U.S. Bureau of the Census, two thirds of 
the average U.S. city's general fund revenues consisted of taxes, of which property tax 
accounted for 75 percent, sales and gross receipts tax 15 percent, income tax 5 percent, 
and other taxes 5 percent.16 Cities in Texas have also relied primarily on taxes, although 
this study found a shift away from property taxes over the past decade. Public opposition 
to increases in property taxes for cities, and even school districts, has put pressure on 
cities to find other revenue streams. Texas cities rely more upon the sales tax, which 
supplies 35 percent of the average Texas city revenues, in comparison to the national 
average of 15 percent. 17 

Additionally, user fees have grown in popularity in Texas cities, as will be seen in 
Chapter 3 of this report. City officials have more freedom to apply fees than new taxes 
and can target the user services, such as water treatment or garbage collection, rather than 
applying the fee across the general population. Like taxes, though, fees have been 
criticized. There are those who have claimed fees are sometimes higher than the cost of 
the service provided. Most cities in this study were found to collect almost as much in fee 
revenues as they do in tax revenues. 

Changes in intergovernmental finance have created somewhat of a dilemma for 
municipal budgeting in recent years. Texas intergovernmental aid to local governments 
sets it apart from the other states, as shown by its ranking 50 out of the 50 states in per 
capita state aid to local governments in 1990. States at the top of the list were New York, 
providing $526 per capita; California, providing $448; and Alaska, $438. The last three 
states-Arkansas, South Dakota, and Texas-transferred $21, $8, and $4 per capita, 
respectively.18 

Research Questions 

This report seeks to determine ifcities have the fiscal capacity to support the programs 
they regularly provide. Cities traditionally supply vital public services such as police and 
fire protection, water, and street building and maintenance. Cities often have to provide 
these services while dealing with varying levels of fiscal constraints and meeting the 
needs of varying populations. For instance, some cities may have a larger population of 
those under 18 or of those over 65 who may not own large amounts of property or highly 
valued property, limiting the revenue available from that population in the form of 
property taxes. Other cities may have citizens geographically dispersed and, 
consequently, must expend greater amounts on road repairs. 19 

The report defines.fiscal capacity as the revenue-raising ability of a city relative to that of 
other cities in the study. Fiscal effort describes how much a city taxes itself to raise 
revenue in comparison to the average of the cities in the study. To determine if Texas 
cities have the needed fiscal capacity, three topics are examined, each in a separate 
chapter. First, the report asks, what is the current fiscal structure of Texas municipal 
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government? Does this structure affect revenue raising? Are cities affected or constrained 
by the fiscal structure of other local governments, such as school districts, or by the fiscal 
structure of the state government? Next, the report turns to an extensive evaluation of 
principal revenue sources. The report focuses on the property tax base, sales tax base, and 
fees. For each revenue base, what is the incidence of taxation, what economic and 
demographic factors affected changes in each revenue base, and how did policy 
instruments such as mandating a higher rate affect changes in revenue? Finally, the study 
asks, what are the contributions of the three revenue sources to each city and how fully 
does each city utilize its sources? 

Project Methodology 

The research sample comprises 28 Texas cities, which encompass approximately 45 
percent of the state's 19.1 million residents.20 The cities (see Table 1.2 and Figure 1.1) 
were chosen to represent the largest populations and all geographic locations across the 
state. The geographic regions in which the cities in this study are located are defined as 
the Mexican border, the northwest, the northeast, and southeast. The study includes 19 
cities with at least 100,000 in population, most of which are located in the eastern half of 
the state. Nine more cities were chosen based on their geographic location, their 
proximity to large urban areas, and their economic and population characteristics. A total 
of 28 cities were selected to provide a sample broad enough to warrant statistical analysis 
of the factors affecting city spending and capacity to raise revenue. The study reviews 
data from 1984 to 1996 to encompass the latest economic downturn and rebound of the 
Texas economy. 

The Institutional Framework for City Government 
and Today's Challenges 

To understand the context of Texas municipal finance, the structure of municipal 
government and the effects of state and other local government structures must be 
examined. Chapter 2 includes a discussion of federalism and the authority of general law 
and home-rule cities, as well as different governing and revenue-raising methods. The 
functions a city adopts through its use of police powers, otherwise known as a city's 
authority to preserve and promote the health, safety, morals, and welfare of local citizens, 
create a need for funding. A city can improve its funding capacity using the unilateral 
authority to annex adjoining areas. These police and annexation powers are often 
disputed by citizens as well as lawmakers. 

Chapter 2 also describes the legal authority of cities to raise revenues and how the 
revenue structure has changed over time. The changes include the use of and dependence 
on various taxes, and the shift to being less dependent on property taxation from 1986 to 
1996. Tax rates, a critical element in fiscal capacity, have increased over time, and these 
increasingly affect how city officials can plan for the future and growth of their cities. For 
example, one limit on the property tax increase is the fear of a rollback. Additionally, 
statutory tax ceilings may constrain city officials. Fees, miscellaneous revenues, and 
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intergovernmental transfers are analyzed in the context of the Texas city budget. Taxation 
by other governmental jurisdictions may be constraining on the ability of cities to raise 
revenues. For instance, Texas school districts have increased their use of the property tax 
more so than the cities in this report. The state government's responsibility to find 
equitable ways to finance all school districts across the state has important impacts on 
Texas cities. The chapter also discusses the use of taxation by counties and the expansion 
of special districts. 

Table 1.2 
Sample of Cities 

City GeoS?raphic Reeion 1996 Population 
Abilene Northwest 116,474 
Amarillo Northwest 168,592 
Arlington Northeast 288,227 
Austin Southeast 547,686 
Beaumont Southeast 115,521 
Brownsville Border 131,524 
Corpus Christi Southeast 274,234 
Dallas Northeast 1,050,698 
El Paso Border 583,431 
Fort Worth Northeast 478,307 
Garland Northeast 190,703 
Houston Southeast 1,749,001 
Irving Northeast 169,855 
Laredo Border 162,122 
Lubbock Northwest 194,522 
McAllen Border 100,589 
Mesquite Northeast 113,906 
Midland Northwest 98,251 
Odessa Northwest 93,495 
Pasadena Southeast 130,168 
Plano Northeast 173,012 
Round Rock Southeast 48,923 
San Angelo Northwest 89,421 
San Antonio Southeast 1,079,207 
San Marcos Southeast 34,661 
Tyler Northeast 80,204 
Victoria Southeast 61,320 
Waco Northeast 108,562 

Source: See Appendix B (Variablo-Total Population). 
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Figure 1.1 
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What Affects City Revenues? 

Revenue streams are affected by factors such as legal limits on tax rates. lack of a state 
income tax. and minima) intergovernmental support. Chapter 2 provides a framework for 
an examination of city revenue sources within the context of the state• s legal limits. A 
better understanding of each revenue source and the factors which affect them will 
provide policymakers with tools for decision making. Chapter 3 includes literature 
reviews and statistical analysis in order to examine revenue sources-sales and property 
tax and fees for services-in terms of level of use. performance. and reaction to changing 
economic and social indicators. The chapter identifies the major issues and conventional 
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wisdom about each revenue source, evaluates the performance of property and sales 
taxes, and the shifts in reliance on these revenue bases over time. 

The elasticity and exportability of each revenue base as determined by economic and 
demographic factors and the levels of tax incidence are examined. Understanding facts 
that affect elasticity, that is, the rate of change in tax revenues with respect to the rate of 
change in a factor, is highly relevant to today's cities. Exportability of tax bases has also 
become a more salient issue, particularly with respect to the use of hotel and car rental 
taxes for the purposes of large capital projects. The chapter asks: ( 1) What are the 
characteristics of the existing revenue bases available to Texas cities? (2) How reliable 
and effective are these revenue sources in providing fiscal resources for Texas cities? (3) 
What patterns of use and performance exist across Texas cities? and (4) What options 
exist for raising revenues more effectively? 

Fiscal Capacity in Texas Cities 

Given the analyses of the three main revenue sources for Texas cities, the report provides 
a diagnosis of the revenue-raising ability, or fiscal capacity, of a city. Cities are analyzed 
against the average of all cities in terms of how much revenue is generated, and then 
ranked according to fiscal capacity. 

In order to determine fiscal capacity, revenues generated by property and sales taxes, as 
well as fees and other revenue (referred to as Combined Lesser Discretionary Revenue 
(CLDR), are tallied and examined. In Chapter 4 the capacity of the sample cities is 
measured and provides a comparison of how each city is raising revenue with respect to 
fiscal capacity in the other cities. The analysis determines how the capacity of each city 
has changed over the ten years of the study and establishes the factors responsible for a 
low or high fiscal capacity. The study used a modification of the Representative Revenue 
System (RRS), which was developed by the U.S. Advisory Commission on 
Intergovernmental Relations (USACIR), and incorporated methods of a study devised to 
establish the fiscal capacity of Arkansas counties in order to account for fees. 21 

While revenue-raising ability of cities is the principal question addressed, its impact on 
expenditures is also important since one city may have much higher service costs than 
another. Observing revenues without also observing expenditures gives only one side of 
the balance sheet. This study analyzed expenditures with respect to determining an 
average spending amount for the sample of cities and how each city fared in comparison 
to this average. 
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Chapter 2. Powers and Fiscal Performance of City 
(;ovel"lllllentinTexas 

The economic viability, social well-being, and fiscal health of Texas cities are dependent 
on actions taken by the State of Texas. This chapter will review the authority, governing 
structure, expenditures, revenue sources, and political background of Texas cities and 
how these underlying structures and implicit policies affect the fiscal capacity of Texas 
cities. 

Texas grants more discretionary power to its cities than do most states, allowing the 
state's municipalities ample authority to solve local problems and provide the services 
each city deems necessary. Since the state allows cities a great deal of flexibility in local 
policymaking, it does not provide a significant amount of intergovernmental aid to help 
support needed programs. Further complicating the issue of financing services is the 
enormous growth occurring across decentralized metropolitan areas-such as the 
proliferation of suburbs-which has led to a fragmentation of political authority in Texas' 
metropolitan areas. The growth of local governmental units in Texas from 1972 to the 
present has been expansive (see Table 2.1), resulting in a decreased ability by cities to 
raise the revenue for necessary services. 

Table 2.1 
Local Government Units in Texas, 1972-1998 

Type 
Cities 
Counties 
School districts 
Soecial districts 
Total 

1998 
1,194 

254 
1,081 
NIA 
NIA 

1992 
1,171 

254 
1,101 
2,392 
4,918 

1982 
1,121 

254 
1,124 
1,681 
4,180 

1972 
981 
254 

1,174 
1,215 
3,624 

Source: Interview by Michael A. Kelley with Amy B. Kelley, Committee Clerk. Intergovernmental 

Relations Committee, Texas Senate, Austin, Texas, March 18, 1998; Texas Education Agency, Texas 

School Directory: 1<)<)7-1998 (Austin, Tex., 1997), p. xxxv; and U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical 

Abstract ofthe United States (Washington, D.C., 1992), p. 295. 

Competing jurisdictions complicate the problem of assigning responsibility for the 
problems facing urban areas. Furthermore, the rapid proliferation and overlapping nature 
of local governmental units suggests a possible need for an increased collaboration and 
coordination with state government or with each other to address the problems facing 
cities. 

Texas cities derive their authority from the State of Texas. Home-rule authority is crucial 
to Texas cities since it permits those with populations of 5,000 or more to organize 
themselves as they wish, within the constitution and laws of the state, in order to raise 
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revenue. Cities also have police powers that are used to promote the general welfare of 
their residents, as well as annexation authority, which allows unilateral annexation of 
territory to help guide development and maintain a strong economic base. 

Texas cities operate under one of four different governing structures: council-manager, 
strong mayor-council, weak mayor-council, and commission. The type of governing 
structure affects a city's ability to raise revenue that can be spent on municipal programs. 
The council-manager form is most popular among the state's home-rule cities and 
enables a city to raise and spend revenue by deferring budget actions to an appointed 
manager. The strong mayor-council system is mostly found among larger home-rule 
cities while the weak mayor-council is a favorite of smaller home-rule cities. The 
commission form of municipal government, found only in smaller, general-law cities, is 
not utilized by home-rule cities and is rapidly decreasing in number. 

Authority of Texas Cities 

Cities in the United States are not expressly granted sovereign power by the U.S. 
Constitution. Only national and state governmental authority were expressly established 
by our nation's founding fathers. Nevertheless, cities and other local governments have 
become the bedrock of America's federal system of government, as well as the largest 
government service providers, as a result of the democratic doctrine stating that 
government closest to the people governs best. The governmental authority which cities 
are afforded, while not outlined in the federal Constitution, is defined by legal precedent 
in a doctrine known as "Dillon's Rule," established by and named for Iowa Judge J. F. 
Dillon. Judge Dillon ruled in favor of giving precedent to state legislative authority over 
city authority, a view the Iowa and U.S. Supreme Courts later affirmed. Dillon's Rule 
states that "municipal corporations owe their origin to and derive their powers and rights 
wholly from the legislature," and has maintained the State of Texas' supervisory role 
over Texas cities. Because of Dillon's Rule, the Texas Legislature has the authority to 
limit or increase Texas municipal authority, including the ability to raise and spend 

I revenues. 

The first authority Texas afforded its cities occurred in 1836, after Texas won its 
independence from Mexico and became a federal republic. At that time, the Republic of 
Texas allowed cities to incorporate and to create their own local laws, or ordinances. 
After being annexed by the United States in 1845 and becoming the 35th state in the 
Union, the State of Texas soon thereafter granted municipal governmental powers 
through its constitution and statutory laws. This was in keeping with the state's tradition 
of an individualistic political culture that calls for government to address problems at the 
lowest possible level. This individualistic culture, a direct result of the freedom of spirit 
and suspicion of government that was brought to Texas by its early pioneers, is currently 
represented in the current state constitution-the Texas Constitution of 1876-and its 
subsequent amendments. Hence, the provision of basic government services in Texas is 
reserved for cities, as well as counties, school districts, and special districts. This is 
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practical since all Texas citizens live in a county and a school district, most live in some 
form of special district, and over 80 percent live in one of the state's metropolitan areas. 2 

Home-Rule and General-Law Authority 

The State of Texas grants cities revenue-raising authority through a 1912 constitutional 
provision that allows them to incorporate as either a general-law or a home-rule city. 
Article XI stipulates that an area with a population of up to 5,000 inhabitants can 
incorporate as a general-law city, with a charter prescribed by general laws of the state. 
Areas with more than 5,000 residents can incorporate as a home-rule city, with a locally 
drafted charter that is adopted, amended, or repealed by a majority vote in a citywide 
election. This constitutional amendment was followed by passage into law of the Home 
Rule Enabling Act of 1913, establishing home-rule cities in Texas.3 

Texas currently has 299 home-rule cities, 871 general-law cities, and over 5,700 
unincorporated areas. All 28 of the cities in this report are home-rule cities, as is typical 
of the Texas' larger cities. While general-law and home-rule cities are both subject to the 
laws of state government, they each function under unique principles. General-law cities 
simply follow the general laws of the state, while home-rule cities, whose citizens adopt 
home-rule charters, may legally do whatever is not prohibited or preempted by state law. 
The city councils of general-law cities are limited in the subject matter upon which they 
may legislate and in their property tax revenue-raising capacity, which is capped at $1.50 
per $100 property valuation. 

Home-rule cities, on the other hand, have greater flexibility than general-law cities to 
determine their governing structure and are given the ability to raise $1.00 more in 
property tax per $100 property value, or $2.50 per $100 valuation. The term home rule 
refers to state government granting a degree of local autonomy to municipal 
governments.4 

The citizens of a contiguous geographical area with a population of over 5,000 can adopt 
their own home-rule charter to spell out the procedures for passing ordinances (local 
laws) and for listing the powers, salary, and terms of office for city leaders. These 
charters cannot conflict with state law, cannot be amended more often than once every 
two years, and can be superseded by state legislative law.5 

Police Powers 

The honie-rule and general-law authority given by states to cities allows city councils to 
regulate a wide range of local activities in order to promote the general welfare of the city 
residents. This is known as a city's "police power," which encompasses all governmental 
powers exercised for the public good. More specifically, the police power of cities is 
defined as any city's authority to preserve and promote the health, safety, morals, and 
welfare of local citizens. 6 

Some of the more common methods by which municipal police powers are exercised 
include the power to maintain a police department, enact ordinances, prevent animals 
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from running at large, regulate certain business practices, enact health regulations, and 
inspect food service establishments such as restaurants. In addition to these regulatory 
powers, a city council has the authority to construct public facilities, such as water and 
sewer systems, airports, hospitals, parks, and libraries. 7 

Annexation Authority 

Texas cities have managed to partially escape some of the economic ills experienced by 
other U.S. cities, such as the movement of wealthier citizens and industrial bases from 
center cities to suburbs, due in part to the State of Texas' liberal annexation laws. The 
1912 home-rule constitutional amendment and the 1913 Home Rule Enabling Act created 
the legal framework for home-rule cities to annex unincorporated areas at will. The 
Municipal Annexation Act of 1963 (MAA) formalized these city annexation procedures 
and placed strict guidelines and certain limitations upon cities' annexation authority. 8 

The MAA afforded home-rule cities the authority to annex without the consent of the 
inhabitants of the area being annexed and to settle their own territorial differences with 
other cities. The act also established a buff er area around a city, known as an 
extraterritorial jurisdiction (ETJ), which extends from .5 to 5 miles beyond a city's 
corporate limits depending on the city's population. Within its ETJ, a city may impose 
development regulations, approve the creation of utility districts, designate tax-exempt 
industrial districts, and prohibit new incorporations.9 

The inherent power to unilaterally annex adjoining areas is one of the most important 
powers of home-rule cities. To annex unilaterally means that a city can bring an adjacent 
unincorporated area into the city without the permission of the persons residing in that 
area. The only state prohibitions on annexation by home-rule cities are that another city 
cannot be annexed and the land being annexed must be contiguous to the city's own 
limits and within its ETJ. Texas and federal courts have consistently ruled in contested 
annexations that home-rule annexations are not subject to judicial review on grounds of 
purpose and.that only the Texas Legislature can limit a city's annexation authority. The 
courts have also found in case law that once a city passes an annexation ordinance on first 
reading that the area targeted for annexation cannot be incorporated or annexed by 

h . 10anot er city. 

Home-rule cities have the power to annex as much as 10 percent of their existing area 
each calendar year. Unannexed territory may be accumulated from year to year as long as 
it does not exceed 30 percent of the city's size. Each time a city annexes more territory, 
its ETJ is expanded proportionately. The power of unilateral annexation is important for 
Texas cities because it enables them to guide the development of the cities and their 
surrounding area. It also allows cities to maintain a strong economic base by extending 
their boundaries in order to bring in taxable properties and other resources required to 
finance essential municipal services. This process usually involves recapturing that part 
of the city's population (and thus its taxes) that has fled the city to inhabit outlying 
suburbs.11 
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Governing Structure of Texas Cities 

The two most important determinants for the type of city government a home-rule city 
will choose for its charter are the form of the government of the city's neighboring cities 
and the form of government the city has been operating under as a general-law city. The 
four principal forms of municipal governments in Texas are council-manager, strong 
mayor-council, weak mayor-council, and commission. Of the 28 cities in this project, 3 
have a strong mayor-council governing structure while the remaining 25 utilize a council
manager form of government. The best municipal government structure is the one that 
works for a particular city's needs and political culture. 12 

Council-Manager Form of Municipal Government 

The council-manager is the most popular governing structure for home-rule Texas cities, 
as evidenced by the fact that 87 percent use this form of government structure, as do 89 
percent of the 28 cities studied in this policy research project. The city council in a 
council-manager structure of municipal government appoints and supervises a 
professional city manager, who serves at the pleasure of the council, to carry out the 
council's policy decisions. The council members are elected at large or in single-member 
districts and serve as the elected representatives of the city's citizens. 13 

The city manager's authority comes from the city charter and from delegation of 
authority by the city council through direct assignment and passage of ordinances. The 
city manager is directly responsible for coordination of the city's budget. The mayor in 
the council-manager system has limited formal power and is elected at large by the 
voters. He or she presides over the city council, does not typically vote on council 
matters14 unless there is a tie, and may define the goals and content of proposed policies 
for the council to consider for formal action. The only executive powers the mayor has in 
council-manager cities are largely ceremonial.15 

The council-manager structure may indirectly affect a city's fiscal capacity because of the 
accountability of the official responsible for the budget. Delegating budget authority to 
the city manager, who is appointed, creates potentially greater flexibility in revenue
raising methods and expenditure practices since the electorate cannot easily punish the 
person holding this position. Supporters of the council-manager form of municipal 
government note that it affords efficient and businesslike management of the city while 
insulating the manager from partisan politics that can lead to inaction in solving city 
problems. The principal criticism is that the chief executive officer, the city manager, is 
not directly elected by city voters and therefore may become more concerned with 
efficiency and performance than with responding to citizens' needs. A council-manager 
city government is found in all but two of Texas' largest ten cities as well as in almost 
every growing suburban community in the state.16 

Strong Mayor-Council Form of Municipal Government 

Three cities in this policy research project utilize the strong mayor-council form of 
government-Houston, El Paso, and Pasadena-which is characterized by a mayor who 
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is elected at large and serves as both chief executive and city council leader. The city 
council, composed mostly of members elected from single-member districts, have only 
legislative responsibilities while executive personnel fulfill only executive duties. 17 

The mayor in a strong mayor-council city is responsible for administration and 
management of city programs; hence he or she has the power to appoint and remove 
department heads. As chief legislator, the mayor sets the council agenda, proposes policy, 
and may veto actions of the city council. The strong mayor-council structure assists cities 
in their fiscal capacity efforts because the mayor can use his or her autocratic budget 
authority to raise necessary revenue and to block city council members' other agenda 
items if they do not support the mayor's revenue-raising methods and budget. The mayor 
may also use the position of her or his office to garner public support for specific 
budgetary actions. Supporters of the strong-mayor system of city government like the fact 
that the chief executive-in this case, the mayor-is elected directly by the voters and 
has the political clout to serve the concerns of the people who elect him or her. Critics of 
the strong-mayor system believe the office of mayor is too powerful and may become too 
politicized to distribute services fairly or efficiently .18 

Other Forms of Municipal Government 

No city in this policy research project utilizes the weak mayor-council form of municipal 
government or the commission form of municipal government. In a weak-mayor council 
form the mayor has limited administrative powers, making the position largely 
ceremonial. 19 The commission form allows voters to elect one set of officials to act as 
both executives and legislators.20 

Functions and Expenditures 

Generally, the 28 cities selected for this policy research project spent money on similar 
functions. Regardless of the size of the city, the largest expenditures of the general fund 
typically included police, fire, and combined management and administrative 
expenditures. Examples of management and administrative expenditures include city 
council, city management, city secretary, accounting, legal services, insurance, municipal 
court, and data processing expenditures. Other common general fund expenditures of 
Texas cities included planning and development, public works (including street 
maintenance and drainage services), parks and recreation, and library expenditures. 
Although a literature review of city revenue sources showed that expenditures have 
generally been financed primarily by local property and sales taxes in the past, for the 28 
cities in this ten-year study, the greatest revenue producer was actually fees, followed by 
sales taxes and property taxes. These findings will be discussed further in Chapter 3. 

These 28 cities also spent substantial amounts on solid waste, water, and sewer services, 
which are generally paid for entirely through usage fees. They also had health and 
community development expenditures that were targeted toward certain areas and 
populations of the city and were paid for generally through intergovernmental revenues 
from federal and state grants. Finally, these cities had expenditures related to various 
other activities which may be unique to a specific city, including expenditures for 
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airports, convention centers, civic centers, transit systems, toll bridges, economic 
development, and tourism, as well as other various services specific to certain individual 
cities. These unique services were paid for generally through service fees, rental 
revenues, hotel/motel taxes, special sales taxes for certain downtown or reinvestment 
districts, and by small amounts of subsidies from general property and sales tax revenues. 

Key Ismes in Fiscal Policy 

Principal Causes ofYmancial Problems of Texas Cities 

Municipalities in Texas have had to adapt to changing economic conditions and shrinking 
revenue sources. During the late 1970s and early 1980s, almost 1,000 persons a day 
moved into the state and developers dominated city council policymaking, making cities' 
primary problem that of coping with growth. By 1987, after the oil-based economy 
soured and in-migration dropped to fewer than 300 persons a day, the focus shifted from 
managing growth to managing fiscal constraints while continuing to offer a broad range 
of services.21 

The 1990s brought several changes to Texas as it shifted form from a manufacturing
based economy to one reliant more on electronic commerce. The increased mobility of 
firms, interjurisdictional tax competition, the deregulation of the telecommunications and 
electric industries, and the aging of America have also changed the landscape of the 
state/local tax structure in Texas. These changes have caused a dramatic shift in how the 
modem economy creates wealth, forcing state and local leaders to ask how well the 
current tax system matches the modem economy. 72 

Since Texas' energy resources revenue has steadily declined over the past 16 years, the 
state has had less to share with cities. Moreover, Congress and the Reagan, Bush, and 
Clinton administrations have severely limited, ifnot cut, federal aid to both state and 
local governments, and Texas cities have seen a corresponding cut in federal 
intergovernmental transfers. Such changes have resulted in a need for Texas cities to find 
new revenue sources at a time when raising taxes, especially in Texas, is an unpopular 
proposal.n 

The combination of revenue sources used by Texas cities varies greatly based on city 
size, the number of services provided by special districts, and the amount and type of 
taxes the government can levy legally and politically. The Texas Constitution limits all 
municipalities to raising revenue from three primary sources: property taxes, sales taxes, 
and fees. Occasionally, the Texas Legislature authorizes new revenues from such nontax 
sources as license fees, permits, fines, and penalties. Legislative approval of local option 
taxes (such as House Bill 92, the recent stadium and community venue law) have also 
proliferated as individual cities seek to expand their revenue-raising options for specific 
projects not covered by existing taxes. Although some U.S. cities, such as New York and 
Philadelphia, levy a city personal income tax, such a policy would probably not be 
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received favorably in Texas, one of the seven remaining states that do not levy even a 
al

. 24 
state person mcome tax. 

The fmancial problems of Texas cities have several causes.Beginning in 1978, taxpayers 
across the country began to revolt against rapidly rising property taxes, then and now one 
of the most important sources of local revenues. Forty-five of the 50 states have passed 
some type of tax limitation measure such as Proposition 13 in California, Proposition 2% 
in Massachusetts, the Hancock Amendment in Missouri, and the Eight Percent Rollback 
Law in Texas. The rollback law stipulates that any increase in the effective tax rate--the 
amount per $100 of property valuation due in taxes-of 8 percent or more is subject to an 
election to roll back the increase.25 In addition, any increase of 3 percent or more requires 
a public hearing. 

National priorities and responsibilities have also changed. General revenue sharing
federal dollars used at the discretion of local governments-ended and federal budget 
cuts in domestic programs centered on those of special importance to the cities, such as 
community development block grants and human services programs.26 Between 1980 and 
1990 federal grant programs benefiting cities were cut 46 percent. In general these cuts 
hurt poorer cities more than larger, richer cities, which could make up for revenue losses 
in other ways. In 1990 federal grants alone made up only 4 percent of city revenues, 
while federal, state, and local government intergovernmental transfers combined were 
only 9 percent of total revenues. Over the 1990-1995 period, federal grants in aid to all 
U.S. state and local governments averaged 21.5 percent of their total spending. This is 
well below the 26.5 percent peak, which occurred in 1978. Consequently, state and local 
governments have had to rely much more on their own tax revenue sources to generate 
sufficient revenue to provide the services required by the public.27 These changes in 
national priorities were the result of increased political conservatism and growing federal 
budget deficits in the 1980s.28 However, reductions in federal funding have not 
diminished cities' needs. 

State and local leaders have lauded the Unfunded Mandate Reform Act of 1995, which 
prohibited the federal government from requiring state and local governments to take on 
additional fiscal responsibilities without providing the additional funding necessary to 
cany them out. On the other hand, the devolution of domestic programs such as the 
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families Act of 1996 has been viewed by some as a 
tremendous opportunity and by others as an insurmountable burden.29 

The federal government has not been alone in shifting fmancing burdens to local 
governments. States have also transferred the responsibility of many basic but costly 
services to cities. For example, the Texas Legislature mandated that the Texas 
Department of Transportation would no longer maintain right-of-ways along farm-to
market roads inside the city limits of cities whose population is 50,000 or greater, 
compelling cities to increase their maintenance staffs and budgets. Such devolution of 
service delivery on the local level has not always been accompanied by funding. For 
example, beginning in the 1960s the national government, to ensure compliance with 
federal water quality standards, heavily underwrote the construction of sewer treatment 
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plants. However, even though the 80 percent federal funding is no longer available, cities 
must still meet stringent water quality standards. 

Changes in federal policy, especially the 1986 federal income tax reform, have affected 
municipal debt flexibility and costs in fundamental ways. When the maximum income 
tax rate was lowered, individuals had less incentive to invest in tax-free municipal bonds, 
which pay lower interest rates than do taxable investments. Cities can no longer invest 
the proceeds from bond sales and use the interest gained to add to the dollars available for 
the project for which the bonds were sold. The Clinton administration, however, has since 
raised the tax ceiling back up to 39.6 percent, reviving the attractiveness of municipal 
bonds to high-income investors. Beginning in 1988, the purchasers of state and municipal 
bonds had to be registered, a requirement that increases the cost to cities, and 
municipalities were beginning to be concerned that in its own quest for revenues, the 
national government would eliminate the tax-free status of local bonds. 

Finally, increasing competition among states and local governments for revenue sources 
has constrained cities' political and sometimes legal ability to raise taxes. For example, 
Texans are particularly sensitive to increases in property taxes, which are collected not 
only by cities, but also by counties, school, and special districts. Hone of these other 
jurisdictions raises its property tax rate, the city becomes more restricted in the amount it 
can raise because taxpayers will resist further increases even if they are initiated by a 
separate jurisdiction. 

The combination of these factors has resulted in cities with steady or even increasing 
demands for services but stable or declining revenues. Moreover, mandates-services or 
programs required by the state or the national government-reduce the municipality's 
discretion in determining how to spend what money it does have. 

Principal Ways Texas Cities Are Coping with Fmancial Problems 

Cities have engaged in various tactics in response to the tightening revenue picture. The 
mix of revenue sources has changed considerably since 1965, when property taxes 
constituted over 60 percent of city revenues. Except for the addition of the local sales tax 
in 1977, changes in Texas city taxing patterns have occurred mostly via shifts in the mix 
of existing revenue-raising methods. For example, in response to federal grant reductions 
and the decreasing popularity of the property tax, cities have altered their revenue source 
mix by relying more heavily on local sales taxes, which are perceived to be more fair. 
Despite the unpopularity of property taxes, however, Texans have still experienced 
steady increases in property tax rates for all taxing units, including cities, counties, school 
districts, and special districts. The school district increases have been due primarily to 
public school financing changes, including those required by the Texas Supreme Court 
under the Edgewood decision and the legislature's so-called Robin Hood plan, which 
transfers funds from wealthy districts to reduce disparities in per pupil funding. 

Cities have also sought new revenue sources when current ones proved inadequate. One 
example is the user fee, a charge paid directly by the consumer of services. Although 
municipalities have long had user fees for services such as water, they are charging new 
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or higher fees for other services, such as recreational facilities. There are also special 
fees, including so-called impact fees charged to developers for the effect that land 
development has on streets, utilities, and other basic services. Under especially acute 
fiscal circumstances, municipalities have simply terminated certain services, such as 
refusing to accept grass clippings at the local landfill in an effort to extend the life of the 
landfill.30 

In addition to altering the mix of revenue sources, cities have placed greater emphasis on 
public-private cooperation in everything from joint funding of arts centers to private 
sponsorship of Fourth of July celebrations. Some have turned over certain services, such 
as solid waste disposal, to the private sector all together. Instead of the city hauling away 
garbage, the homeowner or business pays a private company to dispose of solid wastes. 
Cities are also asking citizens to volunteer to perform some services that were formerly 
provided by paid employees, such as picking up litter and supervising playgrounds. 
Finally, cities have turned to productivity enhancement to make scarce financial 
resources stretch further. Examples include flexible employee schedules, workload 
standards, and pay-for-performance.31 

More recently, given changes in the structure of the Texas economy, local governments 
are asking whether personal services businesses should be included in the sales tax base 
and whether the property tax has become biased against capital-intensive firms. Now, in 
the seventh year of economic expansion-the national unemployment rate is 4.3 percent, 
the lowest since 1973-the current state/local tax structure is generating an adequate 
revenue stream to fund essential public services. Yet, the long-term threats and 
immediate challenges to the existing tax structure are very serious.32 

The Clinton administration's recommendation that Internet transactions not be burdened 
by new taxes and the strong congressional interest in the Internet Tax Freedom Act
which would preempt state and local taxation of electronic commerce via the Internet
threaten to erode the traditional sales tax revenue base.33 Burgeoning catalog sales, which 
largely go untaxed, likewise cut into tax revenues. 

Texas City Revenue Sources 

The largest areas of city expenditure are in police and fire protection, streets, solid waste 
disposal, parks and recreation, and interest on municipal debt. The most important 
sources of municipal revenue used to finance these services are the property tax, the sales 
tax, user fees, fines, borrowing through bonds, and intergovernmental transfers (see 
Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1 
Sources of General Revenue for the Ten Largest Cities, 1990 
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Somce: Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, Texas Cities: Forces ofChange (December 1993). Online. 

Available: http://www. window .state.tx.us/comptroUforces/forces.html. Accessed September 1997. 

Property taxes supply more revenue to local Texas governments than any other income 
source-generating almost $16 billion in the 1995 tax year. This amounted to 42 percent 
of all tax dollars collected locally and greatly exceeded the second leading source, the 
sales tax, which provided 28 percent of annual revenues.34 Various other local option 
taxes made up the remaining 30 percent of tax revenues, including those on motor 
vehicles, motor fuels, crude oil, natural gas, cigarettes, alcohol, and corporations. Sales 
taxes, property taxes, and user fees constituted over 70 percent of the total revenue 
generated by large Texas cities in 1990. Property taxes have been declining as a 
percentage of total revenue, while fees and service charges have risen considerably (see 
Figure 2.2). 

Some local taxes are collected by the state and then distributed back to the city. Such 
revenue includes city sales tax collected in trust, federal grants issued to cities through 
the state, and the city share of mixed drink gross receipts tax and bingo receipts tax (see 
Table 2.2). 
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Figure2.2 
Relative Shares of General Revenue Sources for the Ten Largest Texas 

Cities (Annual Combined Totals), 1965-1990 
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Source: Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, Texas Cities: Forces ofChange (December 1993). Online. 

Available: http://www. window .state.tx.us/comptrol/forces/forces.html. Accessed September 1997. 

Note: Figure key corresponds in the same order to the levels of revenue source that are presented. 

Table 2.2 
Flow of State Funds to Texas Cities 

Types of Taxes and Funds Collected for Transfer by Amount of Funds Transferred by the 
the State of Texas to Texas Cities State of Texas to Texas Cities in FY 1997 

City sales tax $1,949,902,609 
Shared revenue: 

Mixed drink gross receipts tax $28,274,218 
Bingo receipts $4,833,063 

State and federal vants: 
Transportation $29,451,882 
Public safety and corrections $2,778,405 
General government $114,981,825 
Health and human services $52,989,047 
Natural resources and recreational services $21,220,634 

Total $2,204,431,683 

Source: Comptroller of Public Accounts of Texas, State ofTexas Annual Cash Report: Volume]

Summary ofFinancial Infonnationfor the Year Ended August 31, 1997 (Austin, Tex., 1997), pp. 30-34. 
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The Property Tax 

A 1992 the U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations35 poll revealed 
that the public considered the property tax the "worst tax," outranking even the federal 
income tax in unpopularity. Despite this, the property tax is the major source of local 
revenue in Texas.36 Although both state and local governments in Texas once levied a 
property tax, the state stopped using this revenue source in 1984. Property taxes are now 
levied only by cities, counties, school districts, and special districts, such as junior 
colleges, hospital districts, municipal utility districts, flood control districts, navigation 
districts, and economic development reinvestment zones. 

Authority 

Approximately 3,500 jurisdictions in Texas have the authority to tax property. Each 
governing body has considerable leeway to determine the rate it will levy. The maximum 
city property tax levy rate depends on the legal classification of the municipality. These 
limits, based on $100 of market value, are as follows: Home-rule cities may charge up to 
$2.50, general-law A cities up to $1.50, and general-law B cities, $0.25. There are also 
political limitations to Texas cities' authority to raise property tax revenue, such as the 
Eight Percent Rollback law. 

Rates 

Property tax rates, which are typically expressed in dollars and cents per $100 value, have 
risen significantly over the last decade. While the reasons for the increases have varied, 
the most common causes have been linked with fluctuating or stagnant property values, 
population growth, or increased government spending. 

In 1995, the average property tax rate for Texas cities was slightly above $0.46 per $100 
property value. Of the 992 cities reporting rates, China Grove (Bexar County) had the 
lowest rate at $0.17 and Woodloch (Montgomery County) had the highest rate at $1.56.37 

For 1995, the average city property tax rate per $100 value for Texas' 25 largest cities, · 
which contain most of the population of Texas, was $0.61 (see Table 2.3). 

H a single "average" parcel of property were subject to taxation by all such districts and 
at their average rates, the total property tax rate would amount to $3 .22 per $100 value. 
However, in specific locations around the state the range of tax rates varies widely 
around this mean. 

Property tax levy calculations are based on the rate imposed by the property taxing unit, 
the appraised property value, and any allowable exemptions. Property tax levies for 
Texas cities from 1984 to 1995 increased, but at successively lower rates. For example, in 
1984 city property tax levies increased by 11.12 percent, but in 1995, there was only a 
4.12 percent increase from the previous year (see Table 2.4). 
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Table 2.3 
Property Tax Burden in the 25 Largest Texas Cities, 1995 

Tax Burden per $100,000 of Value bv Cat.-ory of Prooerty 
Residential Commercial Industrial Oil and 

Citv Homestead Real Real Gas Utilities 
Abilene $2,029 $2,690 $2,362 $2,362 $2,564 
Amarillo $2,189 $2,736 $2,441 NIA $2,647 
Arlington $2,272 $2,600 $2,552 NIA $2,732 
Austin $2,247 $2,371 $2,387 S2,387 $2,561 
Beaumont $2,475 $2,659 $2,692 $2,692 $2,898 
Brownsville $2,388 $2,675 $2,554 NIA $2,785 
Corpus Christi $2,607 $2,893 $2,860 $2,860 $3,004 
Dallas $2,156 $2,570 $2,564 $2,564 $2,780 
El Paso $2,503 $2,557 $2,752 $2,752 $2,930 
Fort Worth $2,588 $3,007 $2,980 NIA $3,115 
Garland $2,400 $2,463 $2,551 $2,551 $2,626 
Grand Prairie $2,454 $2,636 $2,638 NIA $2,927 
Houston $2,036 $2,759 $2,732 S2,732 $2,954 
Irving $2,100 $2,505 $2,618 NIA $2,679 
Laredo $1,996 $2,244 $2,226 $2,226 $2,358 
Lubbock $2,165 $2,322 $2,323 $2,323 $2,564 
McAllen $2,173 $2,375 $2,323 $2,323 $2,490 
Mesquite $2,371 $2,594 $2,516 NIA $2,701 
Midland $2,399 $2,677 $2,613 $2,657 $2,754 
Odessa $2,147 $2,913 $2,780 $2,855 $2,961 
Pasadena $2,496 $2,673 $2,832 $2,832 $2,958 
Plano $2,143 $2,365 $2,346 NIA $2,410 
San Antonio $21850 $2,873 $2,881 NIA $3,158 
Waco $2,414 $2,811 $2,592 NIA $2,741 
Wichita Falls $2,337 $2,214 $2,389 $2,389 $2,578 

Source: Texas Taxpayers and Research Association (TIARA) Research Foundation, Property Tax Rates, 

Tax Burdens, and Appraisal Ratios: 1995-96 (Austin, Tex., January 1998), p . 12, Table 8. 

Table 2.4 
Property Tax Levies for Texas Cities, 1984-1995 

Tax Year CitvLevv Annual Increase 
1984 $1 ,628,910,000 11.12% 
1985 $1,820,345,000 11.75% 
1986 $1,966,674,000 8.04% 
1987 $2,028,743,000 3.16% 
1988 $2,145,726,000 5.77% 
1989 $2,200,415,156 2.55% 
1990 $2,218,971,749 0.84% 
1991 $2,303,609,801 3.81% 
1992 $2,311,630,199 0.35% 
1993 $2,362,404,482 2.20% 
1994 $2.493,554,910 5.55% 
1995 $2,596,413,272 4.12% 

Source: TIARA Research Foundation, Property Tax Rates, Tax Burdens, and Appraisal Ratios: 1995-96 

(Austin, Tex., January 1998), pp. 1, 9. 
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Of the 25 largest Texas cities, San Antonio had the highest 1995 residential property tax 
burden on $100,000 of property, while Fort Worth had the highest commercial and 
industrial burden (see Table 2.5). These issues will be further explored in Chapter 3. 

Table 2.5 
Property Tax Rates in the 25 Largest Texas Cities, 1995 

Total 
Nominal Rates per $100 of Value Nominal 

Citv Citv ISD County Colle2e Hosoital Other Rate 
Abilene 0.56 l.41 0.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 $2.36 
Amarillo 0.27 l.35 0.47 0.17 0.18 0.00 $2.44 
Arlington 0.64 1.35 0.27 0.06 0.24 0.00 $2.55 
Austin 0.53 l.28 0.52 0.05 0.00 0.00 $2.39 
Beaumont 0.62 l.42 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.29 $2.69 
Brownsville 0.65 1.34 0.32 0.09 0.00 0.15 $2.55 
Corpus Christi 0.61 1.43 0.28 0.20 0.24 0.10 $2.86 
Dallas 0.67 1.42 0.22 0.05 0.20 o.oi $2.56 
EIPaso 0.65 1.52 0.28 0.10 0.19 0.00 $2.75 
Fort Worth 0.96 1.46 0.27 0.06 0.24 0.00 $2.98 
Garland 0.63 1.44 0.22 0.05 0.20 0.01 $2.55 
Grand Prairie 0.70 1.47 0.22 0.05 0.20 0.01 $2.64 
Houston 0.67 1.38 0.41 0.06 0.12 0.09 $2.73 
Irving 0.51 1.64 0.22 0.05 0.20 0.01 $2.62 
Laredo 0.55 l.17 0.35 0.16 0.00 0.00 $2.23 
Lubbock 0.59 1.47 0.17 0.00 0.10 0.00 $2.32 
McAllen 0.45 1.35 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.08 $2.32 
Mesquite 0.54 1.50 0.22 0.05 0.20 0.01 $2.52 
Midland 0.67 1.39 0.26 0.11 0.17 0.00 $2.61 
Odessa 0.61 1.41 0.45 0.20 0.11 0.00 $2.78 
Pasadena 0.65 1.45 0.41 0.11 0.12 0.09 $2.83 
Plano 0.50 1.49 0.26 0.10 0.00 0.00 $2.35 
San Antonio 0.58 1.55 0.37 0.11 0.24 0.03 $2.88 
Waco 0.67 1.42 0.43 0.07 0.00 0.00 $2.59 
Wichita Falls 0.68 l.34 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 $2.39 

Source: Property Tax Division, Comptroller of Public Accounts. cited in Texas Taxpayers and Research 

Association Research Foundation, Property Tax Rates, Tax Burdens, and Appraisal. Ratios: 1995-96 

(Austin, Tex., January 19')8), p. 11, Table 7. 

While total property tax levies increased 97 percent from 1984 to 1995, school district 
levies experienced a 124 percent jump-from $4.2 billion in 1984 to over $9.3 billion in 
1995. Counties bad the second largest increase over the same period, at 78 percent, 
followed by special districts at 73 percent and cities at 59 percent. Annual property tax 
growth rates have slowed in recent years. Total tax levies rose in 1995 by 3.43 percent, 
the lowest yearly increase in over 15 years. School district levies went up by 3.5 percent, 
also marking their lowest rate of growth for well over a decade. Since 1976, overall 
property taxes levied have increased steadily over time to $16 billion in 1995 (see Figure 
2.3) despite their shrinking role as a percent of total revenue. 
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Figure2.3 
Total Property Taxes Levied by Texas Local Governments, 1976-1994 
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Source: Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, Texas Cities: Forces ofChange (December 1993). Online. 

Available: http://www. window .state.tx.us/comptrol/forces/forces.html. Accessed September 1997. 

Of all property taxing units, school district levies increased the most from 1984 to 1995, 
while city levies increased at a much slower rate. This pattern illustrates the hypothesized 
"crowding out" effect that other property taxing jurisdictions have on cities' ability to 
increase their share of this revenue source, which will be further examined in Chapter 3. 

Property Values and Appraisal Methods 

Prior to 1982, cities appraised property at different times and at different rates from 
counties and special districts.38 Property valuations are now performed by one of the 253 
central appraisal districts located in each county. 39 These property values are based on 
market rates and are adjusted regularly by the appraisers and monitored and modified to 
maintain consistency by the state comptroller. In 1996 there were 14 million property 
accounts maintained in the state of Texas. 

Cities and other local governments cannot raise property taxes for ad valorem taxation 
purposes at rates of more than 3 percent annually without public hearings on the proposed 
increase, exposing city officials who propose such increases to political criticism.40 Other 
limits on appraisals have recently been passed by the state legislature. 
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To ensure that different types of property are appraised equitably, Texas law requires the 
Comptroller of Public Accounts to conduct a "property value study" to compare local 
appraised values to market value as determined by the comptroller in each school district 
in the state. The comptroller must determine the taxable value of all property and of each 
category of property to ensure that different types of property are appraised at the same 
level and that some categories of property are not overappraised while others are 
underappraised. 

Seven of the fourteen categories of property appraised locally have declined in value 
since 1985, while seven have increased. The most dramatic drops in market value have 
been in oil, gas, and mineral property, which has lost almost 63 percent of its value, and 
in real property inventory (unsold new houses), which decreased by over 32 percent 
during this period. In contrast, commercial personal property (largely the value of 
inventories) increased almost 64 percent, utility property increased approximately 35 
percent, and single-family residential property increased by 34 percent. On a statewide 
basis, local market values, exemptions, and taxable values have all increased 
approximately 7 percent since 1985. 41 

Appraisals have become increasingly more accurate over the past ten years. Overall 
statewide appraisal ratios to market values have reached 100 percent, up from 93 percent 
in 1986. The differences between ratios for different categories of property have also 
narrowed. However, significant differences still exist between appraisal districts and 
between categories of property within different appraisal districts.42 These discrepancies 
can be attributed to differences in the appraisal accuracy of each district, the number and 
type of exemptions granted, and market fluctuations. 

Exemptions and Special Valuations 

A property tax exemption is a partial or absolute exclusion of property from taxation. The 
most common type ofexemption is called a "residence homestead exemption" and is 
granted to homeowners on their principal residence. State law mandates some homestead 
exemptions, allows other to be granted at local option, and authorizes additional 
exemptions for elderly or disabled homeowners. 

Voters approved a constitutional amendment on August 9, 1997, which increased the 
homestead exemption for school property taxes from $5,000 to $15,000. Also approved 
was an amendment that expands the 65 years and over tax freeze to apply to alternate 
residences. 

There are also state-mandated homestead exemptions for homeowners who are over 65 or 
disabled, and for the portion of county taxes levied for farm-to-market roads or flood 
control. Besides these, additional optional exemptions may be granted at the discretion 
of local taxing units. These include (1) up to 20 percent of appraised value with a $5,000 
minimum and (2) at least an additional $3,000 for elderly or disabled homeowners, but 
not to exceed 20 percent.43 
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To attract businesses to their communities, voters in 1981 authorized local taxing units to 
enter into tax abatement agreements that exempt all or a portion of the value of new or 
expanded facilities for a specific period of time not to exceed ten years. Another way 
property may be partially exempted from property taxation is through tax increment 
financing (TIF), which freezes property values in a defined area at a particular point in 
time and dedicates taxes collected on any value increase after that time to specific 
purposes. Abatements and TIFs, which amounted to a little over $400 million in 1986, 
had grown to over $13 billion in 1996 and have remained relatively constant in recent 
years.44 This is probably due to a change in school finance laws that mandates the 
inclusion of abated property in the district's value for state aid calculation purposes, even 
though it is not taxed. The net effect of the increased use of abatements has been a 
reduced share of tax revenues from business. In fact, each level of government in the 
United States collects a smaller share of its total tax revenues from business today than it 
did in 1946.45 

"Freeport" exemptions in Texas are exemptions for property that is only temporarily 
located in the state prior to being shipped out of the state. Authorized by state voters in 
1989, Freeport property remains exempt unless an individual school district board of 
trustees voted to tax it by April 1, 1990. Over $3.35 billion in school district value was 
lost in 1995 due to Freeport exemptions compared to $1 billion in 1986.46 

Competition for Property Tax Revenue 

The increases in property tax burdens largely result from increasing school district tax 
rates and additional demands by other taxing units, such as counties and special districts. 
These jurisdictions are, in effect, competing with cities that have overlapping tax bases 
for property tax revenue. 

Property tax rates for the 254 counties in Texas, for example, averaged about $0.48 per 
$100 value in 1995. The range of county tax rates was a low of $0.16 in Somervell 
County (site of a major nuclear power plant) to a high of $1.21 in Jim Hogg County. 
There is also competition from special districts. Fifty-two community and junior college 
districts levied property taxes, averaging a rate of $0.13 per $100 value, with Southwest 
Texas Junior College (Uvalde County) having the lowest rate at $0.04. Rates for the 131 
hospital districts averaged $0.22.47 

The most competition for the property tax, however, comes from school districts. When 
costs increase for schools and cities, cities have the most difficult time raising their share 
of the property tax since policymakers report that they experience less political resistance 
when raising school taxes than other city property taxes. Because of this, city property tax 
rates have risen more slowly than school district tax rates and other taxing unit tax rates, 
and they comprise a shrinking percentage of total property taxes levied (see Figure 2.4). 
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Figure2.4 
City Taxes Share of Total Property Taxes Levied 

by Local Texas Governments, 1976-1994 
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Source: Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts. Texas Cities: Forces ofChange (December 1993). Online. 

Available: http://www. window .state.tx.us/comptrol/forces/forces.html. Accessed September 1997. 

The average school property taxpayer paid $1.389 per $100 in 1996, up $0.022 from the 
prior year. The great majority of tax rates-more than 82 percent of all school districts
lie between $1.00 and $1.50 per $100. 

Fort Worth is the only city in the state in which the collective, nonschool district tax rate 
exceeds the school district tax rate. The range of tax rates among cities and among 
counties does not vary significantly, while hospital tax rates vary greatly, from $0.0100 to 
$0.6399 per $100 value.411 

Special districts also compete with cities for property tax revenue. These limited-purpose 
local governments receive taxing authority from the state legislature. In Texas, the 
number of special districts almost doubled from 1972 to 1992. In 1995 there were over 
2,000 such districts in Texas, making them the most numerous of all local Texas 
governments.49 Compared to the entire United States, Texas in 1992 had 2,393 of a total 
of33,130 special districts, or 7.22 percent of the special districts among the 50 states.50 

These rapidly proliferating independent taxing units provide single or closely related 
services that cannot or will not be provided by county or city governments. They include, 
among many others, municipal utility districts, drainage districts, water districts, road 
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districts, and fire districts. In 1994 all special districts combined accounted for 11 
percent of the total property taxes levied in Texas (see Figure 2.5). 

Figure 2.5 
Special District Taxes Share of Total Property Taxes 

Levied by Local Texas Governments, 1976-1994 
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Source: Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, Texas Cities: Forces ofChange (December 1993). Online. 

Available: http://www. window .state.tx.us/comptroUforces/forces.html. Accessed September 1997. 

Tax rates for these districts ranged from lows of less than $0.01 per $100 value to a high 
of $7.90 in the VIA ranch water conservation improvement district (WCID) (Fort Bend 
County). The average special district tax rate is $0.56 per $100 value. 

Special districts have managed to keep pace with overall increases in the property tax 
rate. On the other hand, the proportion of property taxes going to cities has fallen over 
this same period from 24 percent to 16 percent of total property tax levies, an amount 
equivalent to $1.2 billion in potential city revenue in 1994. This may reflect the 
reluctance of taxpayers to vote for property tax rate increases as opposed to user fees, or 
it may point to a lack of awareness of special districts' share of the property tax. 

Junior or community college districts (also types of special districts) rely on local and 
district tax revenue for funding, placing an additional burden on local taxpayers. Since 
such districts are well established in many communities and supply a needed service, the 
competition for cities from these jurisdictions is not likely to disappear soon. 
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The Sales Tax 

Passed in 1967, the municipal sales and use tax is the oldest and largest revenue producer 
of all local sales taxes. In addition to general city services, sales taxes are also used to 
fund the some special-purpose districts, such as hospitals, health services, emergency 
services, crime control, and transit districts. 51 

During the prolonged decline in the state's economy beginning in 1983, sales tax 
revenues fell or failed to keep pace with population growth and the consequent demand 
for services in many cities. Recently, sales tax revenues have been making up an 
increasing portion of Texas city revenue. One reason for this growth is that high growth 
in metropolitan areas has generated higher sales tax revenues through the increased 
volume of taxable transactions. Another reason could be that more cities are reaching the 
2 percent sales tax rate ceiling, so the average local sales tax rate is rising. The increase 
could also be attributed to the expansion of the sales tax to previously untaxed items such 
as certain services. Finally, the diminution of the property tax base has also made sales 
tax revenues relatively higher. In some of the major cities, the share of sales tax revenues 
within the total revenues reached approximately 30 percent. In the City of Austin, for 
example, this share was up to 29.2 percent in fiscal year 1996. 

Authority 

Sales taxes are levied at the local level by cities, transit authorities, counties, and some 
special districts. These taxes are imposed by the local jurisdictions, collected in 
conjunction with the state sales tax by the Comptroller of Public Accounts, and remitted 
to the localjurisdictions.52 

The Texas Constitution stipulates a cap of $0.02 per $1 on total local sales tax levies for 
all local jurisdictions and specifies which local governments have priority in levying the 
second cent. 53 Cities that have not voted to be within a Metropolitan Transit Authority 
(MTA) may collect the additional cent of sales tax over and above the one cent allowed 
all cities by state law. If a city votes to be in an MTA, however, it must devote this 
second cent of sales tax to the MTA. In the City of Austin, for example, 1 percent of the 
8.25 percent total sales tax (state and local) is dedicated to the Capital Metro Mass 
Transit Authority. 

If the city does not levy the second cent of sales tax and is not part of an MTA, the 
county or special district may then levy the additional cent. There are also 
constitutionally dictated instructions regarding local option sales tax levies. For example, 
a 1987 state constitutional amendment allows cities not within the boundaries of an MTA 
to levy an additional half-rent sales tax for property tax relief. A similar provision applies 
to cities that levy the sales tax for economic development, which was authorized in 
1989.S& 
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Exemptions 

Sales and use tax exemptions include grocery food products and prescription medicine, 
property that becomes a component of a manufactured product, property sold for resale, 
some items taxed under other statutes, and residential utilities. Many items that are used 
exclusively on a farm or ranch in the production of agricultural products are also exempt 
from sales and use taxes. 

Competition for Sales Tax Revenue 

Although cities are not the only local governments authorized to levy a sales tax, they 
receive the bulk of the local sales tax revenues. Of all local governments, cities alone are 
eligible to levy the maximum 2 percent sales tax. The percent of total city revenue 
derived from the sales tax rose from 1992 to 1994 (see Table 2.6). 

In 1996, there was a larger-than-usual annual increase in the local sales tax collected by 
special districts, primarily due to the addition in late 1995 of one very large special 
district, the Fort Worth Crime Control District, which accounted for 49 .6 percent of total 
collections for special districts in 1996. 55 

Table 2.6 
Local Sales Tax Collections, 1992-1994 (in $ Millions) 

CY 1992 Share of CY 1993 Share of Increase CY 1994 Share of Increase 
Unit Type Remitted Total Remitted Total 1992-93 Remitted Total 1993-1994 

(in$) (in%) (in$) (in%) (in%) (in$) (in%) (in%) 
Cities 1,323.4 63.5 1,470.1 64.1 11.1 1,611.6 65.2 9.6 
Transit 
authorities 606.0 29.1 650.7 28.4 7.4 674.0 27.3 3.6 

Counties 144.6 6.9 158.1 6.9 9.3 167.8 6.8 6.1 
Special 

districts 11.5 .6 14.7 .6 27.8 16.8 .7 14.3 
Total 2,085.5 100.0 2,293.6 100.0 10.0 2,470.1 100.0 7.7 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Returned to Cities, Sales Tax Rate, Sales Tax Base). 

Fees 

Fees and other nonproperty or sales tax revenues have increasingly become a part of local 
revenues over the past 20 years. The various fees Texas cities can charge include user 
fees, franchise fees, permit fees, and court fees. Examples of user fees include city
provided electricity, sewer, trash collection, water purification, ambulance service, 
swimming pool usage, and golf course usage. 56 There are many possible causes for the 
growing predominance of fees and this phenomenon's relationship to a city's fiscal ·· 
capacity. Fees are an increasingly popular revenue mechanism for Texas cities because of 
citizen opposition to higher taxes and the popular notion that people should pay for city 
services they actually use.57 
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Texas cities may charge a franchise fee based on the gross receipts of public utilities, 
such as telephone and cable television companies, which operate within their 
jurisdictions. Texas courts have held that the franchise fee is fundamentally a street rental 
fee. Texas municipal franchise fees vary from city to city, but on average constitute about 
a 2 percent levy on gross receipts from business conducted within a city's limits. In 
addition, the 28 Texas cities studied in this report account for approximately 65 percent 
of the total franchise taxpayers in the state. These cities contain 317 ,679 franchise 
taxpayers out of the state total of 490,454. 

Texas cities may also levy fees for issuing beer and liquor licenses as well as for building 
and plumbing permits. Because cities are authorized to maintain municipal courts, 
revenues from municipal court costs, fines, and forfeitures are retained by the city. 
Revenues from parking meters are legally designated as police regulatory fees and are a 
substantial income source for many large cities. Texas municipalities have the authority 
to own and operate water, electric, and gas utility systems, for which they can collect fees 
large enough to permit profits that can be transferred to the cities' general revenue 
funds.SS 

The Growing Predominance of Fees 

By almost all measurements, fees have increased in importance over the past 20 years in 
local government revenues. Nationwide, between 1973 and 1991, the use of fees59 

increased 112 percent while property taxes increased by only 12 percent. In Texas, the 
largest cities' use of fees has grown by 23 times since 1970, from $65 million to $1.5 
billion in 1990. This documented a 15 percent annual average rate of increase as opposed 
to only a 10 percent annual average rate of increase for tax receipts. 

Why has this occurred? The first and most popular reason is the nature of growing anti
tax sentiment among the American populace~pecially with regard to the property tax 
and how it can be abandoned in favor of other revenue sources. A second reason is the 
devolution of federal responsibilities and the federal retreat from funding of cities. 
Indeed, many claim that it was the presence of increasing federal and state aid that 
allowed property rates to remain relatively stable and to decrease as a proportion of local 
revenues for nearly 60 years. With the abandonment of this national commitment, 
localities have had to seek out new ways to fund basic services, and fees arose as a 
possible source. 

A third reason for the growing use of fees centers on the changing nature of U.S. urban 
development and the desire to require those who benefit from a service to pay its full 
cost. In general, the low-density development of the American urban landscape, which is 
much more expensive than high-density development of the city, lends itself to the use of 
fees, which attempt to impose the higher costs of such development on those individuals 
who choose to use and perpetuate it."° 

Fees and charges for services such as garbage collection and water and sewer charges 
have become the most popular method of enhancing city revenues in recent years. While 
legislative and local approval would be required to levy a new tax or raise the statutory 
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limits on the rate of an existing one, a local government can assess fees without the 
permission of lawmakers or voters. Also, because these fees are targeted at city services 
recipients, there is less concerted resistance to them. 

Some believe, however, that user fee popularity has peaked. There is a growing resistance 
to additional fees partly because taxpayers are beginning to wonder if they are not being 
double charged for services by paying both taxes and fees. There is uncertainty in the 
mind of the taxpayer as to which services taxes cover and which are covered by fees. 
Although user fees increase the burden on taxpayers, they raise additional revenue, thus 
allowing the cities to provide additional services or simply maintain existing ones. 
Whether fees are progressive or regressive in nature is debatable. When levied on basic 
services such as garbage and sewer, fees are arguably regressive since those with lower 
incomes must pay the same amount as those with higher incomes. On the other hand, fees 
for nonbasic services such as the use of a municipal golf course compel wealthier citizens 
to pay directly for the nonbasic services they are using, thus reducing subsidies to those 
with a greater ability to pay. 61 

Local Option Taxes 

To offset reductions in property tax levies, the state authorized the optional city sales tax 
in 1977 and recently state legislatures, including Texas, have received more local option 
taxes requests; The increased use of such taxes parallels the "devolution" theme. The 
state is looking for ways to cut taxes, and the balanced federal budget has left less money 
for intergovernmental transfers to states. Furthermore, with property taxes at their 
political limit and user fees reaching one of their own, local option taxes have been a way 
for cities to decide whether to fund narrowly defined local projects. 62 Some specific local 
option taxes include the local hotel/motel tax, the car rental tax, the motor fuels tax, the 
cigarette tax, and the restaurant tax. 

A variety of issues face policymakers when considering approving and levying local 
option taxes, whether sales or otherwise. Local option sales taxes in particular add 
another potential layer to the sales tax mix, increasing competition for the 2 percent 
combined limit. Depending on the type of tax, its effect could be to increase the 
regressivity of the current system, compelling poorer taxpayers to contribute a greater 
percentage of their income. Furthermore, replacing more stable (but less popular) revenue 
sources with potentially more volatile sources could erode the stability of a city's tax 
base. Depending on whether the tax is designated as statewide or enumerated, disparities 
between urban and suburban tax structures could develop, leading to increased 
competition and further erosion of the inner city. Finally, property and income taxes are 
federally deductible, while local option sales and excise taxes are not. So in choosing the 

. less hated, "more fair" taxing options, Texans forgo the opportunity to deduct that 
revenue from their federal taxes. 
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Miscellaneous Revenue 

Utility Transfers 

Those cities owning their area electric utility provider can determine the service fee to 
create excess revenue to contribute to the city's general revenue. For example, the City of 
Austin received $74.3 million, 24.6 percent of its revenues, from utility company 
transfers. Sixty million dollars out of the $74.3 million came from the city-owned electric 
utility. The rest comes from water utility transfers. 

The justification of such a transfer is that the payment compensates for what a private 
utility company would otherwise pay in property taxes, franchise fees, and owner's return 
on equity. This reasoning, however, may not be entirely correct since most cities that own 
their utility providers have felt that they are compelled to reduce their utility transfers into 
the general revenue fund in response to the threat of competition due to utility · 
deregulation. As a revenue source, utility fees are probably regressive since low- and 
medium-income families spend a higher percentage of their income on utilities than do 
higher income families. 

Bond Issues 

When taxes and fees do not cover a city's expenses for capital improvements (such as 
constructing a new city building) and emergencies (such as fire or flood damage to city 
property), a municipality can borrow through sale of municipal bonds. The issuance of 
city public debt through sale of bonds must be preapproved by city voters in a 
referendum. The amount and use of city bond debt is determined by the same legal, 
political, economic, and cultural factors that determine the source and amount of tax 

63 revenues. 

Texas cities are authorized to issue both general obligation bonds and revenue bonds. 
General. obligation bonds are supported by a city's general revenue fund. Revenue bonds 
are backed by and redeemed out of the revenues from activity or property financed by 
sale of the bonds. 

The Texas Constitution allows Texas cities to issue bonds in any amount, provided they 
assess and collect annually sufficient revenue to pay the interest and retire the principal 
without exceeding legal tax limits. Texas law explicitly limits the amount of long-term 
debt to a percentage of appraised property valuation within the boundaries of the city. 
This restriction is intended to keep cities from bankruptcy like that suffered during the 
Great Depression of the 1930s.64 

Conclusion 

Given the great variety of Texas cities with respect to size, population, growth, and 
political culture, municipalities have chosen to address strains on fiscal capacity in 
diverse ways-within the limits set by the state. This review of the authority, governing 
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structure, expenditures, revenue sources, and policy issues facing Texas cities 
demonstrates the underlying structure and implicit taxing policies affecting the fiscal 
capacity of the 28 Texas cities studied in this report. 

Although Texas has one of the strongest home-rule laws in the United States, the state 
government nevertheless creates the fiscal framework within which cities must operate, 
often limiting fiscal innovation. Cities have received state legislative authorization for 
numerous local option taxes in order to fund city services not covered by traditional 
revenue sources, but the additional layer of taxation is often seen as a temporary solution 
to long-term regional problems that may be more effectively addressed in other ways. 

The principal causes of Texas cities' financial troubles have been found to be a decline in 
state energy resource revenue, federal aid cuts to both state and local governments, 
popular revolt against the property tax, devolution of many basic but costly services to 
cities, and competition between different taxing jurisdictions. Local governments have 
coped with increasing fiscal constraints by adapting the three primary local revenue 
sources to changing political and economic conditions. As taxpayer aversion to the 
property tax grew, cities began to rely more heavily on the sales tax to compensate for 
this politically unpopular revenue source. As a result, the majority of cities currently 
utilize the full penny of sales tax available to them by state law, and those that are able
if they have not voted to become part of an MTA-are charging two cents. As cities 
reach their legal limit in sales tax levies, however, they have increasingly turned to fees 
to fund needed services. Over the last several decades, changes in the economy, political 
will, and competition from other governments (especially school districts) have therefore 
caused cities' financial systems to evolve from being reliant almost exclusively on the 
property tax to being tempered by maximum legal use of the sales tax and an increasing 
application of user fees. 

Chapter 3 will examine the three principal revenue sources available in Texas, their 
patterns of use across the 28 cities in this study, and how these sources respond to a 
variety of economic and social factors. Based on an understanding of each resource, the 
following chapter will then assess the overall fiscal capacity of these cities. 
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Chapter 3. Sources of Revenue for Texas Cities 

Texas cities must find the resources to meet increasing demands produced by rapid 
population growth and the need for more and better services with less help from the state 
and federal governments. As shown in Chapter 2, any efforts to address this reality are 
both constrained and made possible by the structure and functioning of Texas local 
government. its political environment. and the economic and social realities that confront 
it. What are the characteristics of the existing revenue bases available to Texas cities? 
How reliable and effective are these revenue sources in providing fiscal resources for 
Texas cities? What patterns of use and performance exist across Texas cities? What 
options exist for raising revenues more effectively? This chapter will attempt to help 
answer these questions by providing an in-depth analysis and examination of the major 
revenue sources available to Texas cities. 

The three primary sources of revenue in Texas cities are property taxes, sales and 
miscellaneous taxes, and fees or charges for service. In this chapter, each source will be 
examined in terms of level of use, performance, and reaction to changing economic and 
social indicators. Issues of historical use, elasticity, incidence, and effectiveness will be 
addressed, demonstrating how each revenue base contributes to the fiscal capacity of any 
city and how these revenue sources can be used to enhance the future fiscal capacity of 
Texas cities. 

The performance and effectiveness of revenue sources can be defined and measured in 
several ways, using the concepts of tax base, tax rate, tax yield. and elasticity. For 
purposes of this study, tax base is treated as the assessed value of taxable items. The 
property tax base, therefore, is the total assessed value of taxable property in the 
municipality. For sales, it is the range of items that are amenable to sales taxation as 
mandated by the state. For fees, it is the range of services that are provided for through 
charges for services. The tax base is fundamentally important for a locality since a larger 
tax base will raise greater revenue for a locality for a given tax rate. Tax rate is defined as 
the amount of tax charged on the base. Tax rate is a particularly sensitive topic since 
higher tax rates have recently led to political upheaval and to capital flight as businesses 
and individuals seek localities with lower tax rates. 

In addition to these concepts, this chapter will examine the performance of two tax bases. 
Two measures of performance are the elasticity and the yield. Tax levy or tax yield is the 
resulting revenue that occurs from applying the rate to the existing tax base. Tax levy is 
important because it represents the revenue available to a city for providing needed 
services. The elasticity of a revenue source or tax base is a measure of how the base 
responds to changes in some other factor, such as the tax rate. If a base is inelastic, then 
increases in rates upon the base will produce higher revenues. If a base is elastic, then 
increases in rates upon the base will produce lower revenues. 

Each of the following sections examines a single revenue source and identifies the major 
issues and conventional wisdom about each. A description of methodology explains the 
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framework used for the empirical analysis of each revenue source in the 28 Texas cities. 
Data from each city are analyzed and evaluated through the use of both descriptive 
statistics and regression models in an attempt to reveal patterns, relationships, and causes 
describing the use and performance of revenue bases. Finally, summary conclusions will 
be used to reconcile and coordinate empirical analysis with conventional wisdom and 
previous research. 

The investigation has adopted a number of techniques to make it easier to identify 
patterns and to make comparisons in order to illuminate the basic issues in question. All 
dollar figures presented are in constant 1996 dollars in order to allow for comparisons 
across the 13-year period from 1984 to 1996.1 In addition, three categorizations of the 28 
Texas cities-by region, population size, and population growth-have been adopted for 
analytical purposes (see Table 3.1). 

Table 3.1 
City Subgroups 

City Rt!2ion Population Growth 
Abilene Northwest Medium (west) Slow 
Amarillo Northwest Medium (west) Slow 
Arlin~on Northeast Large Ravid 
Austin Southeast Large Moderate 
Beaumont Southeast Medium (east) Slow 
Brownsville Border Medium (west) Ravid 
Corous Christi Southeast Large Gradual 
Dallas Northeast Large Gradual 
El Paso Border Large Moderate 
Fort Worth Northeast Large Gradual 
Garland Northeast Medium (east) Moderate 
Houston Southeast Large Slow 
Irving Northeast Medium (east) Moderate 
Laredo Border Medium (west) Rao id 
Lubbock Northwest Medium (west) Slow 
McAllen Border Medium (west) Moderate 
Mesauite Northeast Medium (east) Rao id 
Midland Northwest Small Moderate 
Odessa Northwest Small Slow 
Pasadena Southeast Medium (east) Gradual 
Plano Northeast Medium (east) Rao id 
Round Rock Southeast Small Rao id 
San Angelo Northwest Small Gradual 
San Antonio Southeast Large Moderate 
San Marcos Southeast Small Moderate 
Tyler Northeast Small Gradual 
Victoria Southeast Small Gradual 
Waco Northeast Medium (east) Slow 

Note: Based on 1996 population estimates. Small cities are those with less than 100,000; medium cities 

have between 100,000 and 200,000; and large cities have a population greater than 200,000. 
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Property Taxes 

The property tax levy of a municipality is a function of the taxable value of property in a 
municipality and the municipal property tax rate. The aggregate taxable value of property 
in each municipality is the city's the property tax base. The municipal property tax rate 
describes the rate at which taxes are levied on an individual piece of property, measured 
in terms of dollars per $100 of taxable property value. The taxable value of a given piece 
of property within the municipality is multiplied by the municipal property tax rate in 
order to determine the property tax levy for that piece of property. This amount 
represents the property tax bill owed to the municipality by the property owner. The 
property tax levy for the entire municipality is simply the sum of all individual property 
tax levies owed to the municipality. 

The mathematical relationship between tax levy, tax rate, and tax base is summarized as 
follows: 

(property tax base) 
--"----=-__...;____ x [property tax rate] =property tax levy 

$100 

Though simple in mathematical form, the actual relationships among these three variables 
are simultaneously political, economic, and social. For example, the low relative wealth 
of a city may have a negative impact on the taxable value of property in the city while 
simultaneously increasing the demand for social services in the city, thereby increasing 
the property tax levy required to support those services. The municipality is then forced 
to apply a higher property tax rate in order to obtain a higher property tax levy from a 
smaller property tax base. Ultimately, property owners may be unwilling and/or unable to 
pay the high property taxes, resulting in property tax revolts against policymakers and/or 
limited revenues for the city despite the higher demand for services. 

Property Tax Elasticity 

Elasticity studies can be particularly useful methods of analyses for local government 
because they enable municipalities to determine how sensitive the property tax base is to 
property tax rates and other factors, such as population and income. Property tax 
elasticity is simply measured as the rate of change in the property tax levy divided by the 
rate of change in the property tax rate (or other selected factors). 

The application of the standard linear regression would measure the unit change in 
property tax base given a unit change in a specified factor The elasticity regression 
provides additional descriptive analysis, as it determines the rate of change or percentage 
change in the property tax base given a percentage change in the property tax rate of 
other designated factors. For example, the elasticity model could show how a 2 percent 
growth in population versus a 5 percent growth in population affects the percentage 
change in the property tax base. This would be particularly useful for a fast-growing city 
or municipality interested in estimating percentage change in property tax revenue, given 
a predicted percentage change in population. 
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A given property tax base can be elastic or inelastic. An elastic property tax base-that is, 
with an elasticity greater than one-means that the percentage change in property tax 
levy is greater than the percentage change in the property tax rate and is rather sensitive 
to property tax rates and other factors. Conversely, an inelastic property tax base, with 
elasticity less than one, means that the percentage change in the property tax levy is less 
than the percentage change in the property tax rate, and the property tax base is not 
particularly sensitive to changes in property tax rates and other factors. A property tax 
base that is elastic shows that the property tax base is rather sensitive to property tax rates 
and other factors. 

Property Tax Incidence 

Property tax incidence indicates which segment of the population bears the burden of the 
property tax. Incidence is frequently classified into three categories: progressive, 
proportional, or regressive. It is sometimes further classified into two broader categories, 
statutory tax incidence and economic tax incidence. Statutory property tax incidence 
indicates who is legally responsible for the property tax. Economic property tax incidence 
is the change in the distribution of private real income brought about by the property tax.2 

Furthermore, the theory of property tax incidence has generally ascribed to one of two 
major tenets: that owners and renters shoulder the burden of the property tax, or that all 
owners of capital shoulder the burden of the property tax. 

Under conventional theory, the real property tax was assessed as a tax on land and 
structures, which presumably resulted in an increase in the price of goods and services 
thought to be borne in proportion to the consumption of commodities.3 As such, the tax 
was felt to be regressive, because housing consumption requires a larger percentage of 
income in low-income households than in high-income households. The tax on land, 
however, was believed to be progressive, in that it was theorized to be borne by 
landowners. 

The traditional view of the tax on land was that landowners bore the burden of the tax on 
land because any tax levied on a commodity in fixed supply will be borne by owners of 
that commodity. The value of the commodity is not affected by the tax. Thus, the price 
they pay for the fixed quantity of the taxed commodity remains unaffected. 

Traditional theory on the tax on structures differed from that on the tax on land because 
structures do not have fixed supply. While variability in the supply of structures is only 
partial in the short run, those persons using real property must eventually pay property 
taxes on structures through higher rents or sales prices. In the long run, an increase in 
property taxes will decrease the stock of structures and result in a subsequent increase in 
rental prices. This process continues until the rental income per dollar of new 
construction is as high as it was before the tax increase was levied.4 Ultimately, rents will 
increase by the amount of the tax assessed. 

The new view asserts that all owners of capital bear the property tax, rather than owners 
and renters (that is, owners shifting the burden to those who consume the goods and 
services produced by the taxed property). The new view considers taxation in three 
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stages: a uniform tax, variations in tax rates, and changes in the supply of capital and 
labor. A uniform tax on the value of all land and capital would be fully borne by owners 
of capital goods because they would not be able to avoid the tax by shifting assets to 
untaxed sectors or by raising prices. Accordingly, the distribution of the burden of this 
tax would be in proportion to the ownership of assets. 

The theory that the supply of land is fixed is deemed more appropriate for analyzing 
changes in land taxes imposed by cities surrounded by other developed communities
large central cities around which there is no lightly taxed ''backstop" use, such as 
farming. In these cities, increases in land taxes will be borne solely by landowners 
through reductions in land values and land rents. ''The notion of an expandable supply of 
land is more relevant for suburban communities at the periphery of urban agglomerations 
and for isolated towns surrounded by farms."5 

Movements of capital caused by variations in tax rates across jurisdictions and among 
industries will affect payments to other factors of production. In areas with high property 
taxes, real wage rates may be low because workers will have fewer capital goods to work 
with and owners of capital goods may try to curtail wages. Thus, unless labor is perfectly 
mobile, wages will be higher in low-tax than in high-tax regions. The movement out of 
high-tax areas of transferable capital assets, and, eventually, of labor as well, will depress 
land values and rents. If labor and capital were fully mobile, it would follow that land 
rents in high-tax areas would be reduced by the full amount by which local property taxes 
exceed the nationwide average. "To the extent that neither land rents nor wages directly 
absorb above- or below-average tax rates, relative prices of products of high-tax regions 
or industries will tend to rise while those of low-tax regions will tend to fall. ,,t; 

Ultimately, according to the new view, the distribution of the burden of property taxes is 
determined by (1) the size of the decline in the rate of property taxation and (2) the 
distribution of excise-tax effects among wages, rents, and prices of final goods given 
variations in tax rates among jurisdictions. This theory suggests that there is formidable 
tax competition between cities, and that cities with lower tax rates will reap the economic 
benefits of tax competition. This would occur given the transfer of capital assets, 
investments, and labor out of high-tax cities and areas into lower tax areas. This 
movement out of high-tax cities will cause land values and rents to decline in high-tax 
cities, as supply will begin to outpace demand. This would supposedly occur until 
property taxes, land values, and rents are reduced to the average tax rate. Thus, according 
to this theory, Texas cities with much higher tax rates than other cities in the same region 
will be pressured to reduce tax rates. If these tax rates are not "voluntarily'' lowered, then 
the market will presumably lower the tax rate and land rents in these high-tax cities, with 
the subsequent increase in supply and decrease in demand for property, land, and capital. 

Determining ~ive, Proportional, and R~ive Property Tax 

The progressivity, proportionality, or regressivity of a property tax is determined by the 
proportion of income expended on property taxes. The manner in which the share of 
property taxes are distributed can be determined by observing the elasticity of tax 
collections with respect to normal income. (Normal income is simply average income 
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over a specified period of time, in this case, five years.) In other words, to determine 
which segment of the population is shouldering the burden of property taxes, the 
elasticity equation is used to determine the percentage change in tax collections with 
respect to the percentage change in normal income. This average measures the percentage 
increase in tax payments when income increases by 1 percent.7 When this average 
exceeds one, the property tax is progressive; when it is less than one, the property tax is 
regressive; when it equals one, the property tax is proportional. Additionally, two other 
elasticities determine the value of normal income. First, the elasticity of property tax rates 
with respect to normal income determines whether property tax rates are higher or lower 
for poorer taxpayers compared to wealthy taxpayers. Second, the elasticity of rents or 
home values with respect to normal income determines whether housing expenditures as 
a fraction of income rise or fall with increases in income. 

A rather substantial debate has ensued regarding whether or not property taxes are 
regressive. Historically, property taxes were largely considered to be regressive; 
however, the degree of regressivity was often a point of contention among economists 
and business analysts. Through simple regression analysis, a widely accepted study 
conducted by Henry J. Aaron found that the elasticity of home value with respect to 
normal income significantly exceeds one.8 Accordingly, property taxes on homeowners 
will be largely progressive if tax rates do not decline fairly sharply with income. 
However, it is very important to consider the unit of analysis and the income measure. 
When the unit of analysis is shifted from normal income, or a long-run average, to annual 
income, there are very different results. In almost all studies of the elasticity of property 
tax rates with respect to annual income, the property tax was found to be regressive. This 
difference in results occurs because a shorter, annual, income analysis affects the long
run distribution of tax burdens among income classes. Due to annual variations and 
quirks (variations in pay period, seasonal unemployment, etc.), the inequality in the 
proportion of taxes paid is greater for any single year than for a longer period of time. 
Thus, the law of averages, or the normal income, gives a more modest picture of income
property tax inequality. Using the more reliable measure of normal income, property 
taxes appear to be only slightly regressive, not highly regressive, as annual income 
analysis would predict. 

Property Tax Exportability 

Knowledge of property tax exportability can be useful for policymakers because it allows 
them to understand the approximate allocation of a municipality's property tax burden. 
Ultimately, this information can be used to design tax policies which are more effective 
at increasing the overall property tax export ratio of a municipality-thereby allowing the 
municipality to increase its property tax revenues without increasing the burden on its 
residents. Therefore, the following description of property tax exportability provides a 
working understanding of this concept, though it does not attempt to determine export 
ratios for the cities included in other parts of this study. 

If all workers, consumers, and owners of property in a city lived within that city, the 
income of city residents would represent the sole source of the population's ability to 
pay-the only asset against which a municipality could levy property taxes. In such an 
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economy, called a "closed economy," the aggregation of all taxpayers' abilities to pay 
would represent the basic constraint on a municipality's property tax revenue-raising 
capacity. (This argument assumes that the full burden of business taxes is passed on to 
the consumer.) 

However, in an open economy, where capital and wealth are free to flow across 
jurisdictional borders, a city may be able to tax nonresidents who come to work, play, and 
otherwise make use of the opportunities available in a city. Under these more realistic 
circumstances, a city's property tax revenue-raising capacity is enhanced by the income 
of nonresidents to the extent that the city taps into this flow through its tax instruments. 
This is referred to as property tax exportation. Similarly, residents of the city can choose 
to work, play, and shop outside the city and thus contribute to another area's revenue
raising capacity. 

In order to determine the exportability of property taxes, one must first assume. that 
owners of capital can shift investments from one metropolitan area to another in order to 
avoid the burden of local property taxes. Therefore, local property tax burdens are 
ultimately shared by consumers of housing services in the city (through rents), consumers 
of goods and services produced in the city (through prices), workers in the city (through 
wage rates), and city landowners. Eighty percent of the tax on rental residential property 
can be allocated to renters and the rest is allocated to the landowners. Percentages of tax 
burdens on commercial and industrial property can also be assigned to consumers, 
workers, and landowners based on theories of market power, factor shares, and worker 
response to taxes. 

In addition, the issue of whether the ultimate taxpayers live inside or outside the city must 
be addressed. Homeowners and renters, by definition, live in the city. In the absence of 
more complete data, it may be reasonable to assume that the proportion of workers and 
consumers of commercial and industrial products living in the city is similar to the size of 
the city relative to its metropolitan area and/or the proportion of city payrolls accruing to 
commuters. Combining the assumptions about the allocation of tax burden with the 
estimates of where people live produces export ratios by property type. 

These export ratios provide the analyst with insight into the amount of property tax 
burden on nonresidents per dollar of burden placed on city residents, for each property 
type. The overall export ratio of property taxes in an individual city is simply a weighted 
average of the export ratios for each property type in the city, or 

ep =wrer +wcec +w.ei 
where 
ep = the overall export ratio of property taxes 
wr= the percentage of the total market value of property in the city that is residential 
er= the export ratio of residential property in the city 
we= the percentage of the total market value of property in the city that is commercial 
ec = the export ratio of commercial property in the city 
w. = the percentage of the total market value of property in the city that is industrial 
ei = the export ratio of industrial property in the city 
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One prominent study calculated the average export ratio of property taxes for 78 cities 
across the United States to be 0.54.9 This finding suggests that, on average, these cities 
could expect to raise $0.54 from nonresidents for every dollar raised from residents 
through property taxes in 1976. The study found that variations across cities came from 
two main sources: the size of the city relative to its metropolitan area and the fraction of 
its tax base that was housing. Overall, the findings indicated that taxes on residential 
property had lower export ratios than taxes on business property, onaverage. This is a 
direct result of the method explained above, which uses tax burden allocations in order to 
calculate tax incidence. 

It should be pointed out, however, that regional and/or national competitiveness may be 
sacrificed if and when a municipality designs tax policy instruments which place too 
large a burden on commercial and industrial properties, as they may simply move 
elsewhere. This dilemma is ultimately a question of the property tax elasticity in a 
municipality, as discussed in the previous section. 

The variations and trends in municipal property taxes are important to Texas 
policymakers because the property tax is a significant source of revenue for Texas cities. 
The analysis that follows seeks.to present the trends and issues related to property tax 
bases, rates, and levies in the 28 Texas cities on an individual basis, on an aggregate 
basis, and in terms of their interrelationships. In addition, this section attempts to provide 
policymakers with explanations for the variations seen in this important revenue base for 
Texas cities. 

Property Tax Base 

The property tax base in Texas cities has changed significantly in value and composition 
since appraisal districts across the state first began consistent assessment of property at 
full value in 1984. (Refer to Chapter 2 for a discussion of the changes in governance 
relative to the property tax.) fu order to evaluate these changes in the property tax base, 
this section considers the property tax base of Texas cities in terms of the taxable value of 
property per capita. This adjustment for the relative size of the cities allows for more 
effective analysis of each city over the total period of the study, as well as comparisons 
across the 28 cities in a certain period of time. For example, the total value of property in 
Houston was over $100 billion in 1984. That value dwarfs all other Texas cities and 
therefore cannot be meaningfully compared to the total value of property in cities such as 
Abilene, Beaumont, or San Marcos. Considering the population of the city in relation to 
the total value of property within the city improves comparability. 

The total taxable value of property per capita in Texas cities has experienced three major 
shifts since 1984. Between 1984 and 1987, the mean taxable value of property per capita 
increased by 26 percent (see Figure 3.1). As a result of the economic downturn in the 
petroleum industry described in Chapter 2, property values then fell 35 percent between 
1987 and 1994. From 1994 to 1996, the mean taxable value of property per capita 
increased by 3 percent, but remained 17 percent below 1987 levels. An understanding of 
these shifts is important because it demonstrates that the property tax base of most Texas 
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cities was highly volatile during the study period and has not yet recovered from the 
effects of the recent Texas .. oil bust." 

Figure 3.1 
Taxable Property V aloe per Capita by Region, 1984-1996 

84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 

Year 

-+-Northwest -Northeast _..,_Southeast -X-Bonler --*-All Cities 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Total Taxable Property, Total Population). 

Between 1984 and 1987, the mean taxable value of property per capita across all 28 cities 
increased by 26 percent, from $35,000 to $44,000. Although the smallest cities 
maintained below-average property values per capita, their rate of increase in property 
value per capita was more than 40 percent during this time. The only small city in this 
report which did not experience a significant increase (greater than 20 percent) between 
1984 and 1987 was Odessa. where property values per capita fell almost 25 percent. 
Medium-sized cities in west Texas and along the Mexican border experienced a small 
increase (less than 10 percent) during this time while remaining the population subgroup 
with the lowest property values per capita. 

Many of the slowest growing cities in Texas experienced small increases in property 
value per capita, but the subgroup average changed very little due to declining property 
values per capita in Abilene, Houston, and Odessa during this time. The state's fastest 
growing cities experienced the greatest increase in property value per capita, led by 
Arlington, Plano, and Round Rock. The cities with the lowest mean value of property in 
1987 were the border cities, at $25,000 per capita, with Brownsville recording the lowest 
property value per capita in the state at less than $16,000. Plano had the highest property 
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values in the state, at $87 ,000 per capita, which caused the northeast cities to have the 
highest mean property values of any subgroup at $57 ,000 per capita in the same year. 

The next major shift in the taxable value of property per capita in Texas cities occurred 
between 1987 and 1994. During this time, the mean value of property per capita in 
Texas cities fell 35 percent to $29,000--a significant dip to 20 percent below the mean 
values per capita in 1984. hnportantly, the cities which had experienced the largest 
increase in property values per capita during the previous growth period also suffered 
the largest decline throughout this seven-year period. By 1994, the difference in property 
values per capita between faster and slower growing cities was reduced to almost $2,500 
from the previous high of $11,000, suggesting that the boom-and-bust cycle was more 
pronounced in the state's faster growing cities. The largest determinant of property value 
per capita in a city remained its region, a.s the mean property value per capita in border 
cities was still $15,000 below that of northeast cities. 

The latest shift in property values in Texas cities occurred in the period from 1994 to 
1996, during which the mean value of property per capita grew a small 3 percent. In spite 
of this increase, the mean property value per capita for all 28 cities remained 17 percent 
below 1987 levels. The Mexican border cities of Brownsville, El Paso, Laredo, and 
McAllen maintained the most stable mean property values per capita throughout the 1984 
to 1996 time frame, varying by only $5,000 per capita over 13 years. The border cities, 
however, consistently had the lowest property values per capita as well-remaining 
below a mean of $25,000 per capita in every year except 1986 and 1987. 

Northeast cities had the highest mean property values per capita as well as the greatest 
variation in the 1984-1996 study period, fluctuating between $56,600 and $36,100 per 
capita-a $20,500 per capita difference! The cities of Plano, Irving, and Dallas had the 
highest property values per capita throughout the study period, but each lost 40, 35, and 
43 percent of their property values per capita, respectively, during the crash of 1987
1994. Fueled largely by the cities of Plano and Irving, the group of medium-sized cities 
in eastern Texas maintained higher property values per capita than the largest Texas 
cities, which ·had low property values per capita in El Paso, Corpus Christi, and San 
Antonio. 

Trends in the Composition of Property Tax Base 

Real Property 

The property tax base of Texas cities is divided into two types of property: real property 
and personal property. Real property is also known as real estate property, which includes 
land, buildings, and other improvements to a fixed parcel of real estate. Personal property 
includes equipment and other assets which are not fixed to the land. Personal property 
taxes generally apply only to corporations and other organizations, not private persons. 
Overall, this research suggests that real property plays a more significant role in the 
property tax base of Texas cities than does personal property. 
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In general, real property increased as a percentage of the property tax base between 1984 
and 1987 but declined thereafter (see Figure 3.2). On average, real property represented 
81 percent of property value in Texas cities in 1984. This increased to 84 percent in 1987 
but fell to 80 percent in 1996. When this trend is considered in conjunction with the 
overall changes in property values per capita described above, it shows that there is a 
direct correlation between the percentage of property value in a city that is real property 
and the property tax base of the city. In other words, as real property values increase
thereby representing a larger portion of total property values-the value of the property 
tax base also increases. This finding suggests that although personal property has 
represented as much as 20 percent of total property value in Texas cities, it plays a 
smaller role in the property tax base of a city. 

Figure3.2 
Real Property as Share of Total Property V aloe, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Taxable Real Property as Percent ofTotal Taxable Property). 

The difference in the composition of the property tax base over time in regional. 
population, and growth subgroups also supports this finding. Real property accounted for 
84 percent of the property tax base in the northeast cities in 1985, but accounted for only 
76 percent in 1996. This 8 percent decline parallels the fall in property values per capita 
seen in the northeast cities. In the border cities. conversely, real property represented as 
much as 87 percent of the property tax base in 1987 but was at 83 percent through 
1996-reflective of the relatively stable property tax base in the border cities. In the 
fastest growing cities, real property accounted for 90 percent of the property tax base in 
1987 and fell to 83 percent in 1996. Similarly. the total property tax base in fast-growing 
cities declined over this period. The real property component of the tax base in the 
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slowest growing cities varied slightly around 80 percent between 1984 and 1996, and 
these cities experienced the least fluctuation in their property tax bases. 

The property tax base of a municipality is also divided into categories based on property 
uses. The Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts and all appraisal districts maintain data 
on 13 categories of property types based upon the use of the property (see Table 3.2). The 
three property types which constitute the majority of property in Texas-residential, 
commercial, and industrial-are examined in this study. 

Table3.2 
Texas Property Categories and Values in 1996 

Property Category Percentage of 1996 Statewide Valoe 

Single-family residential 46.1 

Multi-family residential 4.6 

Commercial real 14.8 

Commercial personal 9.5 

Industrial real 7.7 

Industrial personal 5.9 

Utilities 7.0 

Rural real (taxable) 5.5 

Oil, gas, and minerals 4.3 

Vacant lots 2.8 

Other personal Insignificant 

Intangible personal and uncertified Insignificant 

Residential inventory Insignificant 

Source: Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, Annual Property Tax Report-Tax Year 1996 
(Austin, Tex.), p. 12. 
Note: Total does not add to 100 percent because numbers were rounded at the source. 

Residential Property 

Changes in residential property values appear to be a decisive factor in the total property 
tax base of cities. This is because changes in the value of residential property per capita 
in Texas cities generally paralleled changes in the total value of property per capita 
throughout the period studied. This observation is especially pertinent because residential 
property constituted a substantial portion of the property tax base in Texas cities from 
1984 to 1996. Residential property represented 65 percent of the property tax base in 
Texas cities in 1984, but then fell to 54 percent in 1988 (see Figure 3.3). This percentage 
remained constant until 1992, when a gradual rise to 62 percent occurred through 1996. 
However, little distinction over time can be seen between the population, growth, or 
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regional subgroups with regard to the percentage of total property value that was 
residential. This suggests that residential property values explain little of the variation in 
property tax base between cities and subgroups, even though they may be significant in 
explaining changes over time within an individual city. 

Figure3.3 
Taxable V aloe of Residential Property per Capita, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix B (faxable Residential Property per Capita). 

Commercial Property 

In the period 1988-1996, the amount of commercial property in a city contraindicated the 
richness of the property tax base in Texas cities (see Figure 3.4). While the value of 
commercial property per capita varied generally in line with the total value of property 
per capita across the city subgroups, some differences between the population, growth, 
and regional subgroups become apparent. 

The fastest growing Texas cities had the lowest percentage of commercial property 
throughout the study, but also had some of the highest property values per capita. 
Conversely, gradual-growth cities had below-average property values per capita but 
maintained the highest percentage of commercial property. Commercial property also 
represented a larger proportion of the property tax base in border cities than in the other 
regional subgroups, while these same cities had the lowest property values per capita. 
Overall, this pattern seems to indicate that the amount of commercial property is 
negatively correlated with the richness of the property tax base in Texas cities. 
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Figure 3.4 
Taxable Value of Commercial Property per Capita, 1988-1996 
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Source: See Appendix B (Taxable Commercial Property per Capita). 

Note: The Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts has maintained data which distinguish between 
commercial and industrial property classifications only since 1988; therefore the first four years of the 
study period could not be included in this analysis. 

Industrial Property 

The industrial tax base appears to be an important factor in describing differences 
between population, growth, and regional subgroups during the study period. The value 
of industrial property per capita in Texas cities varied significantly across subgroups 
during the period from 1988 to 1996, though the average trend generally paralleled total 
property value per capita (see Figure 3.5). The mean value of industrial property per 
capita in northeast cities remained approximately four times that of northwest cities and 
one and a half times the average of all Texas cities. Similarly, the largest Texas cities had 
roughly three times the value of industrial property per capita as the smallest cities. This 
occurred in spite of the fact that Dallas, a large northeastern city, experienced a dramatic 
decline in its value of industrial property, from more than $8,000 per capita in 1988 to 
less than $2,000 per capita in 1996. The industrial property tax base in Garland lost one 
half of its value per capita in the same time period, though other cities in the Dallas-Fort 
Worth area did not experience such declines. 
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Figure3.5 
Taxable V aloe of Industrial Property per Capita, 1988-1996 
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Sowce: See Appendix A (Taxable Industrial Property, Population). 
Note: Data maintained only since 1988 (see Figure 3.4). 
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Though the value of industrial property per capita was much more volatile overall than 
that of residential or commercial property, only the cities of Austin and Round Rock 
experienced changes of a magnitude comparable to that of Dallas and Garland-but 
unlike these cities, Austin and Round Rock had dramatic growth in their industrial 
property tax base. In contrast to the mean trend in the industrial property tax base, which 
in 1996 was slightly below its 1989 high. the smallest Texas cities, fastest growing cities, 
and southeastern cities registered increases over the study period. In terms of the overall 
trend, the industrial property tax base of Texas cities varies with total property tax base. 
However, the industrial tax base is an important factor in describing contrasts between 
population, growth, and regional subgroups. 

The percentage of the property tax base comprised of industrial property increased from 5 
to 8 percent on average in the period from 1988 to 1994, with the only exception being a 
constant level of 4 percent seen in the northwestern cities. The southeastern cities had 
more change than other regions, where the percentage of industrial property rose from 4 
percent to 9 percent in this same time period. By 1996, the average percentage in Texas 
cities had fallen back to 7 percent. Once again, the variation in the percentage of 
industrial property across subgroups suggests that industrial property values 
contraindicate the richness of property tax bases in Texas cities. 
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Property Tax Rates 

This study primarily examined the municipal property tax rate, as this tax rate is the 
mechanism by which Texas cities obtain a significant portion of their revenues. In 
addition, the analysis of municipal property tax rates considers the relationships to other 
local jurisdiction property tax rates. This analysis explains the trends and issues in 
municipal property tax rates, as well as their relative trends and issues when compared to 
those of competing jurisdictions. 

The total property tax paid by a property owner in a Texas city is actually the sum of 
multiple property tax levies, each one individually established by a separate and distinct 
governing body. Local policymakers typically set property tax rates in response to 
changes seen in their respective property tax bases during the preceding year. The 
establishment of a property tax rate is designed to achieve a predetermined level of 
property tax levy, which a local government then uses to finance its activities throughout 
the year. The combined tax rates of all applicable local governments then establish the 
property tax paid by each property owner each year. 

The municipal property tax rate is set by the city council or equivalent governing body of 
each city each year. The independent school district (ISD) property tax rate is entirely 
distinct from the municipal rate and is set by the school board of each ISD each year. It is 
important to recognize that ISDs are not a function of municipal government in Texas
in fact, their jurisdictional boundaries may include an area larger than the city proper or 
one city may have several ISDs that serve its population. In the latter case, this study used 
the weighted average (by student enrollment) of the ISD property tax rates in order to 
report only one rate for each city each year. 

In order to standardize the measurement of total property tax rates across all cities in the 
study, special districts were not included in the total property tax rate calculations. Total 
property tax rates are thus the sum of municipal, ISD, county, and other city- or county
based districts such as community college districts, hospital districts, and/or county 
education districts (when in effect). Unique taxing jurisdictions, such as navigation 
districts, mosquito control districts, and other less common districts that are found in very 
few metropolitan areas, were necessarily excluded from the determination of 
standardized total property tax rates. 

Total Property Tax Rates 

As property values increased, total tax rates decreased-and as values decreased, tax 
rates increased. Average total property tax rates in the 28 cities increased steadily from a 
low of $1.64 per $100 of taxable property value in 1986 to a high of $2.53 per $100 of 
taxable property value in 1995 (see Figure 3.6). The average total property tax rate was 
$1.81in1984 and $2.51in1996. This general trend is consistent with the fluctuations in 
property values found in the previous section, but in the opposite direction. This 
demonstrates an attempt by local governments to maintain relatively constant property 
tax levies each year. 
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Total property tax rates varied by less than $0.50 per $100 (20 to 25 percent of the total 
tax rate) across population, growth, and regional subgroups in any given year between 
1986 and 1996. While the smallest cities had higher average total property tax rates prior 
to 1986, the largest cities had the highest total tax rates from 1990 to 1996. Border cities 
had the highest total property tax rates during the statewide peak of property values in 
1987, but maintained the lowest rates after that time. 

Figure3.6 
Total Property Tax Rates, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Total Property Tax Rate). 

Municipal Property Tax Rates 

Although total property tax rates in cities across Texas steadily increased, municipal 
governments were not the primary source of these increases. The mean municipal 
property tax rate in Texas cities decreased from $0.60 per $100 in 1986 to a low of $0.51 
per $100 in 1987 (see Figure 3.7). As property values in the state fell 35 percent after 
1987, the mean municipal property tax rate increased 20 percent to $0.61 per $100 in 
1993. The mean municipal property tax rate remained constant for the next two years 
before falling to $0.59 per $100 in 1996-lower than 1986 levels. 

Regional differences were small: northeast cities had the highest rates after 1994, 
approximately $0.05 per $100 higher than the lowest rates (the border cities). The 
variation between population subgroups, however, was more pronounced. Municipal 
property tax rates in the largest cities rose to $0.15 per $100 higher than those in 
medium-sized western cities after 1987. Municipal property tax rates in the largest cities 
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also increased the most rapidly after 1987, while the smallest cities saw the most rapid 
decline in rates after 1993. Gradual-growth cities maintained the highest municipal 
property tax rates, typically at least $0.10 per $100 higher than average and up to $0.15 
per $100 higher than moderate-growth cities. 

Figure3.7 
Municipal Property Tax Rates, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Municipal Property Tax Rate). 

The percentage of total property tax rates that is comprised of the municipal property tax 
rate declined steadily in Texas cities from 1984 to 1996. This means that although total 
property tax rates in cities across Texas steadily increased, municipal governments were 
not the primary source of these increases. In 1994, municipal property tax rates 
represented 33 percent of the total property tax rate (see Figure 3.8). This percentage 
gradually declined through the late 1980s and early 1990s until it reached only 23 percent 
in 1996. The only notable distinction between subgroups is that municipal property·tax 
rates accounted for approximately 5 percent more of the total property tax rate in gradual
growth cities than average. The lowest percentage of municipal property tax rates 
consistently occurred in medium-sized cities in west Texas and along the Mexican 
border. 
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Figure3.8 
Municipal Property Tax Rate as Share of Total Property Tax Rate, 

1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Municipal Property Tax Rate as Percent of Total Property Tax Rate). 

ISD Property Tax Rates 

In contrast to the trends of municipal tax rates, ISD property tax rates steadily increased 
over the study period and accounted for a larger share of total property tax rates. The low 
of $0. 77 per $100 occurred in 1987, and mean ISD property tax rates increased 83 
percent to $1.41 per $100 in 1996 (see Figure 3.9). Little subgroup variation is seen, 
except that the ISD property tax rates in border cities remained roughly $0.10 per $100 
lower than the statewide average ISD property tax rates after 1987. The period of most 
rapid increases in ISD tax rates across the state coincided with the decrease in property 
values from 1987 to 1994. While ISD property tax rates in 1995 and 1996 stabilized, 
perhaps in response to the small increase in the property tax base after 1994, they did not 
decline like their municipal counterparts. 

ISD property tax rates accounted for 47 percent of total property tax rates in 1984 (see 
Figure 3.10). This percentage increased steadily throughout the study period, until ISD 
property tax rates represented 56 percent of total property tax rates in 1996. The 
increasing role of ISD property tax rates is seen in all subgroups, though in the largest 
cities the ISD property tax rate accounted for approximately 4 percent less of the total 
property tax rate than average after 1991. This finding likely relates to the municipal 
property tax rates of the largest cities, which remained above average during the same 
period. 
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Figure 3.9 
ISD Property Tax Rates, 1984-1996 Per $100 Valuation 
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Figure 3.10 
ISD Property Tax Rate as Share of Total Property Tax Rate, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (ISD Property Tax Rate as Percent of Total Property Tax Rate). 
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Property Tax Levy 

Like the property tax base, the property tax levy is most comparable across cities and 
over time when considered in per capita terms. Overall, municipal property tax levies per 
capita varied with the rise and fall of property tax values per capita. However, these 
fluctuations were not nearly of the same magnitude as the changes in the property tax 
base. 

The average property tax levy per capita in Texas cities increased 12 percent from $195 
in 1984 to $218 in 1987 (see Figure 3.11). It then fell 20 percent over the next eight years 
to a low of $172 in 1995. In 1996, the average property tax levy per capita increased by 
only $1 to $173-representing 90 percent of the average property tax levy per capita in 
1984 and only 78 percent of the average property tax levy per capita in 1987. 

Figure3.11 
Property Tax Levy per Capita, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Property Tax Levy, Population). 

Regional subgroups displayed the widest variation in property tax levy per capita, as 
northeast cities remained at levels at least twice that of border cities throughout the study 
period Northeast cities also displayed the largest upward and downward swings in 
property tax levy per capita, while border cities experienced only slight variations during 
the study period. The slowest growing cities maintained the lowest property tax levy per 
capita, while gradual-growth cities maintained higher levels than either of the faster 
growing subgroups. The largest Texas cities consistently had the highest property tax 
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levy per capita, followed by medium-sized eastern cities. Medium-sized cities in west 
Texas and along the Mexican border maintained the lowest property tax levy per capita 
throughout the study period, which is consistent with their smaller tax bases and lower 
municipal property tax rates. 

Property Tax Levy as Percent of Income per Capita 

Property tax levy per capita in Texas cities declined as a percent of income per capita in 
the cities after 1987 (see Figure 3.12). This finding means that the property taxes levied 
by a municipality accounted for a smaller proportion of a person's income than had 
previously been the case. Property tax levy per capita was 1.2 percent of income per 
capita in 1984, 1.4 percent in 1987, and 1.0 percent in 1996. Though the largest Texas 
cities consistently had the highest property tax levy per capita, it represented less of 
residents' income per capita than it did in medium-sized eastern cities. Property tax levy 
per capita represented a smaller percentage of income per capita in slow-growth cities, 
while it represented a larger percentage in the fastest growing cities. Southeastern cities 
experienced the largest variation in this measure, but followed the overall trend. 

Figure 3.12 
Property Tax Levy per Capita as Percent of Income per Capita, 

1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Total Property Tax Levy, Income per Capita). 
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Factors Affecting Property Tax Base, Revenue, and Yield 

Myriad factors affect municipal property tax revenue bases. The factors used to measure 
the impact on property tax base, revenue, and yield (denoted as total taxable value, total 
levy, and yield, respectively) can be grouped into five broad categories: property type, 
policy instruments, economic indicators, sociodemographic indicators, and regional · 
factors. The independent variables are as follows: 

l. Property t}l>e:10 total taxable value of commercial property (COMM1L) and total 
taxable value of industrial property (INDTL). 

2. Policy instruments: municipal property tax rate (RATEMUN) and independent school 
district rate (RATEISD). 

3. Economic indicators: income per capita11 (INCOME), poverty rate (POVERTY), and 
unemployment rate (UNEM). 

4. Sociodemographic indicators: crime rate12 (CRIME), percentage of old housing 
(POH), share of Black population13 (BLACK), share of Hispanic population14 

(IIlSPANIC), city population (CITYPOP), metropolitan statistical area (MSA) 
population (MSAPOP). 

5. Regional factors: cities in the northeast (NE), cities in the southeast (SE), and cities on 
the border (BORDER). 

Drawing from existing theory and empirical studies, it was predicted that as municipal 
property tax rate and ISD rate increased, total taxable value, levy, and yield would 
decrease. This is because tax rates are often set in response to taxable or assessed value. 
Thus, if the assessed or taxable value of a property increases, local officials often lower 
the tax rate to stabilize effective tax rates and prevent voter outcry. 

It was further predicted that as income increased, total taxable value, levy, and yield 
would increase. These predictions assume that higher levels of income result in the 
purchase of more expensive homes (higher residential values), which increases the 
average taxable value of homes, and thus the levy and yield. It was also predicted that as 
city population and MSA population increased, total taxable value, yield, and levy would 
increase as well; cities and metropolitan statistical areas with large populations and high 
population densities tend to have higher property values because demand for property 
tends to be quite high. Furthermore, fast-growing cities should have higher total taxable 
value, levy, and yield, while slow-growing cities should have lower total taxable value, 
levy, and yield. 

It was predicted that as unemployment, crime rates, poverty, and percentage of old 
housing increased, total taxable value, levy, and yield would decrease. It was also 
predicted that border cities would have lower total taxable value, levy, and yield than 
northeastern and southeastern cities because border cities often have disproportionately 
high rates of poverty and unemployment. Higher percentages of Black and Hispanic 
populations were also predicted to result in lower total taxable value, levy, and yield. 
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This is because Black and Hispanic populations, on average, tend to have lower income 
per capita than other groups. The percentages of Black and Hispanic populations are used 
in this study because income alone may not be a good enough predictor of trends and 
shifts in total taxable value, levy, and yield. For example, a city with a high median 
income may not necessarily have high total taxable value, levy, or yield. This may be 
due, in part, to a substantial Black and/or Hispanic population, many of whom may not 
have the economic resources to purchase homes or other property with high assessed 
values; this, however, would not be captured by examining income alone. 

Total Taxable Value Model 

The results indicate that higher city population, MSA population, and commercial 
property values result in higher total taxable values in cities (see Table 3.3). An important 
result is that city population and MSA population had a significant impact on total 
taxable value, while income was not significant in explaining changes or variations in 
total taxable value. This means that, on the whole, population is a much more important 
than income in determining total taxable value of property. Another important result is 
that commercial property values had a very significant impact on total taxable value, and 
that industrial property values were insignificant. This shows that commercial property 
values are substantially more important than industrial property values in determining 
total taxable value. 

The results also show that as the municipal rate and ISD rate increased, total taxable 
value decreased. This outcome is in concert with predicted theory, as mentioned earlier, 
because if the assessed or taxable value of a property increases, local officials often lower 
the tax rate to stabilize effective tax rates and prevent voter outcry. 

The results show that southeastern cities and border cities had low total taxable values. 
Lower taxable values in border cities can be explained by an overall lagging local and 
regional economy in many border cities, which, on average, tend to have lower average 
income per capita and higher unemployment rates than other Texas cities. 

The elasticity model shows that total taxable value is very sensitive to city population and 
insensitive to income, reinforcing the previous finding that population is a more accurate 
determinant of total taxable value than income (see Table 3.4). As such, cities with 
proportionally larger numbers of higher income residents or cities with higher median 
incomes do not necessarily have higher total taxable values; however, cities and MSAs 
with higher populations should have higher total taxable values. 

A percentage increase in the municipal rate resulted in a slightly greater percentage 
decrease in total taxable value than the ISD rate. This shows that total taxable value is 
slightly more sensitive to the municipal rate than the ISD rate and that taxable value will 
decline slightly more with higher municipal rates than with higher ISD rates. This may be 
due to the fact that cities establish municipal rates in response to rates set by school 
districts. 
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Table3.3 
R~onModels for Property Tax Base, Levy, and Yield 

Variable 

Intercept 

Property type 
Commercial property 
Industrial Ill.VI""!y 

Policy instrument 
Municipal rate 
ISO rate 

F.conomic indicators 
Income per capita 
Unemployment rate 
Poverty rate 

Sociodemographic indicators 
Crime rate 
City population 
MSA population 
Fast-growing city 
Slow-growing city 
Share of Back 
Share of Hispanic 
Pelcentage old housing 

Regional Factors 
N~ 

~ 

Border 
Adjusted If 
Fvalue 
Number of observations 

Value 

-857584873 

10703123510 
N.S. 

-7337292483 
-3896037716 

N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 

32154856 
41886.263 
1658.20')1 

N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 

N.S. 
-2369542860 
-8536858427 

0.982 
261.805 

371 

Levy 

-69937065 

77017069 
-73694657 

N.S. 
-13343548 

N.S. 
IN.S. 

1186232.99 

215425.653 
260.364 
10.5843 

N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 

N.S. 
-17797993 
-49049297 

0.982 
415.978 

371 

Yield 

9.03397 

2.0307 
N.S. 

-2.607 
-0.8223 

N.S. 
N.S. 

-0.086051 

0.0053 
6.1179 

2.797 
l.2921 

N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 

0.0737 

N.S. 
N.S. 

-1.7453 
0.83 

36.058 
371 

Somces: See Appendixes A and B (Variables-Poverty Rate, Crime Rate, City Population, MSA 

Population, Northeast, Southeast., Municipal Rate, ISO Rate, Commercial Property Value, Industrial 

Property Value). 

Note: All coefficients reported are significant at p value of . l or less. 

The elasticity model also shows that total taxable value is much more sensitive to 
changes in commercial property values than industrial property values, suggesting that 
marginally higher total taxable values are more likely the result of higher commercial 
property values than of higher industrial property values. 

Unlike the standard regression model, the elasticity total taxable value model shows that 
the percentages of Black and Hispanic populations were statistically significant factors in 
the model; however, total taxable value is not very sensitive to changes in the Black and 
Hispanic population, meaning that relative increases or decreases in Black and Hispanic 
populations do not have a substantial impact on total taxable value. 
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Table 3.4 
Regression Models for Elasticity of Property Tax Base, Levy, and Yield 

Variable Value Levy Yield 

Intercept 10.71151 6.347585 1.50518 

Property type 
Commercial property 0.3133442 0.506433 0.313520 
Industrial prooertv N.S. 0.036875 N.S. 

Policy instrument 
Municipal rate -0.30758 N.S. -0.30692 
ISDrate -0.214174 .603174 -0.214094 

Economic indicators 
Income per capita N.S. N.S. N.S. 
Unemployment rate -0.128633 N.S. -0.128343 
Povertv rate -0.497019 -.432333 -0.496999 

Sociodemographic indicators 
Crime rate 0.115821 .148918 0.115397 
City population 1.04593 .996348 0.045822 
MSA population 0.084312 .084158 0.036406 
Share of Black 0.053946 .086264 0.054017 
Share of Hispanic 0.069699 .092459 0.069726 
Percentage old housing N.S. .040949 N.S. 

Adjusted/?' 0.983 0.983 0.86 
Fvalue 664.248 620.072 62.454 
Number of observations 233 233 233 

Source: See Appendixes A and B (Variables-Commercial Property Value, Industrial Property Value, 

Municipal Rate, ISD Rate, Income per Capita, Unemployment Rate, Poverty Rate, Crime Rate, City 

Population, MSA Population, Share of Hispanic, Percentage of Old Housing). 

Note: All coefficients reported are significant at p value of .1 or less. 

Total Levy Models 

The total levy model shows that higher city population, MSA population, commercial 
property values, crime, and poverty result in higher total levy. Again, it is important to 
note that city population and MSA population have a significant impact on total levy, 
while income is not significant in explaining changes or variations in total levy. This 
means that, on the whole, population is a much more important factor in determining total 
levy than income. There is no clear explanation for the positive relationship between 
crime and poverty and total levy. 

The model also shows that the higher industrial property and ISD rates result in lower 
total levy. Again, not surprisingly, the model shows that total levy decreased as ISD rates 
increased. As alluded to earlier, this is because ISD rates are often set in response to total 
taxable or assessed value. If one is lowered in response to the other, overall lower total 
levy would result, as total levy is merely a function of total taxable value times the set 
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rate. It is unclear why an increase in industrial property value would result in lower total 
levy, since higher property values in all categories should result in higher levy. 

Cities in the southeast and border cities also had lower total levy. While there is no clear 
explanation for this outcome in southeastern cities, perhaps it can be explained by the 
preponderance of very small, rural towns in the southeastern region of Texas, which tend 
to have lower residential, commercial, and industrial property values. Houston is the only 
large city in this region, and, with the exception of Beaumont, which has a large refinery 
industry, and Diboll, which has a large timber industry, is the only formidable business 
and commercial base in the southeast. The outcome in border cities can be explained by 
previously cited economic trends in that area (high unemployment and low income per 
capita). Because the levy is a function of taxable value and tax rates and because taxable 
value, on the whole, is lower in border cities than in other cities, it follows that border 
cities would have lower total levy. 

The total levy elasticity model also shows that total levy is much more sensitive and 
responsive to percentage changes in population than to percentage changes in income. 
(Again, percentage changes in income were insignificant.) Like the results in many 
previous models, these results show that a percentage increase in ISD rates resulted in a 
percentage decrease in levy. However, unlike previous results, the elasticity model shows 
that percentage increases in municipal tax rates resulted in percentage increases in total 
levy. The model also indicates that, overall, total levy was more sensitive to percentage 
changes and fluctuations in municipal tax rates than those in ISD rates. 

Higher percentages of Black and Hispanic populations were also shown to result in slight 
percentage increases in total levy. However, the fact that the coefficient values are very 
low and very inelastic (significantly less than one) suggests that total levy is not very 
sensitive to percentage changes in the population of either group. 

Yield Models 

The results for the yield model (property tax revenue per capita per $.01 per $100) show 
that yield increased as city population, MSA population, commercial property value, and 
percentage old housing increased. The results of the yield model are similar to those of 
the previous total taxable value and levy models. Population is a much better determinant 
of yield than income. Moreover, commercial property seems to have a more substantial 
impact on yield than industrial property. Fast-growing cities are a significant factor in the 
yield model. The results show that fast-growing cities have higher yields. This is an 
important point; although fast-growing cities are not significant in explaining levy and 
total taxable value, they do explain yield This suggests that the fast growth of cities has a 
more marked effect on revenue per capita or each additional dollar raised than on overall 
or total revenue. 

The model also shows that border cities and increases in poverty rates, ISD rates, and 
municipal rates resulted in lower yield These results, which are consistent with previous 
models and predicted theory, are substantiated by the aforementioned relationships 
between the property tax base and municipal rates, ISD rates, and border cities. 
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The yield elasticity model also shows that a percentage increase in city and MSA 
population resulted in a percentage increase in yield. Again, income is insignificant; 
percentage changes in yield are quite sensitive to percentage changes in city and MSA 
population, but insensitive to percentage changes in income. Moreover, the model shows 
that, again, yield is more sensitive to the percentage change in the municipal rate than a 
percentage change in the ISD rate. As such, a percentage increase in the municipal rate 
results in a greater percentage decrease in levy than the ISD rate. 

Yield is also much more sensitive to changes in commercial property than industrial 
property. Thus, a percentage increase in commercial property results in a higher 
percentage increase in yield than does a percentage increase in industrial property. 

Summary of Findings 

Total taxable values experienced substantial shifts between 1984 and 1996, due in large 
part to fluctuations in the Texas real estate industry in the 1980s. Extremely high interest 
rates, coupled with high inflation, served as a large disincentive for potential 
homebuyers. This decrease in demand for housing may have caused the taxable value of 
residential property to drop substantially, magnifying the slowly manifesting effects of 
the 1980s oil crisis on all types of property in the state. In the later study years, however, 
the real estate market rebounded and growth was steady; total taxable values per capita 
increased by roughly 3 percent. 

As would be expected, the percentage of commercial property was largest in the largest 
Texas cities. However, the fastest growing Texas cities had a lower percentage of 
commercial property value than any other subgroup. This is easily explained by the 
predominance of fast-growing, suburban cities in this subgroup, which began largely as 
bedroom communities of larger metropolitan areas. Commercial development often 
lagged behind initial residential development in these suburban cities, initially causing 
residential property values to exceed commercial values. However, regression analysis 
shows that as this evens out over time, commercial property values are a very strong 
indicator of total taxable value, levy, and yield. In comparison to industrial property, 
commercial property was a much stronger predictor of total taxable value, levy, and 
yield. This suggests that the value of industrial property in a city does not play as 
important a role as commercial property value in explaining changes in the 
aforementioned dependent variables across cities. This would seem reasonable given the 
extreme fluctuations in industrial property, cited in property tax trends. 

Smaller cities had higher-than-average total property tax rates prior to 1986, while the 
largest cities had the highest rates after 1990. These higher tax rates in larger cities after 
1990 may well be the result of, and reason for, business relocation to the suburbs. This 
loss of a substantial commercial property tax base likely resulted in the levy of higher 
taxes to offset that loss. Over the period studied, municipal property tax rates declined 
somewhat, while ISD rates experienced a steady increase. ISD tax rates accounted for an 
increasing share of total property tax rates-more than all other property tax rates 
combined. This would suggest that total property tax revenue became increasingly more 
reliant on ISD rates in the last decade. However, while ISD rates comprised an 
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increasingly larger share of total tax revenue, the elasticity model shows that total taxable 
value and yield were more sensitive to changes in municipal rates than changes in ISD 
rates. 1bis may be due to the fact that cities establish municipal rates in response to rates 
set by school districts. 

Overall, city and MSA population had a much stronger impact on property tax base than 
income. Thus, although a city may have higher median income, it will not necessarily 
have a higher taxable value, levy, or yield. Rather, larger populations are much more 
likely to result in higher taxable value, levy, and yield. This is an important consideration 
for local policymakers as it suggests that they should rely more heavily on population 
trends than income trends when attempting to determine the property tax base. This is 
also an encouraging result, as city and MSA populations tend to be more stable than 
income, which may fluctuate given variable economic trends and conditions. 

Generally, rate of population growth did not seem to be a significant factor in 
determining the property tax base. The rate at which cities grow does not seem to be as 
important as the city or MSA's actual population. Fast growth was a significant factor 
only in yield, suggesting that the fast growth of cities has a more marked effect on 
revenue per capita, or each additional dollar raised, than on overall or total revenue. 

Sales Taxes 

Texas Sales Taxes as Local Revenue 

In comparison to the 44 states that levy a sales tax, Texas had the fifth highest rate. From 
1972 through 1997, statewide sales tax collections grew at an 11.1 percent average 
annual rate and generated an annual total of approximately $11.3 billion.15 The 
corresponding growth rate for the underlying base before adjusting for legislative 
changes at the end of the period was 8.8 percent. The strong growth in sales tax revenues 
during the 1972-1997 period, however, cloaks a disturbing trend. Between 1972 and 
1983, when the tax rate remained constant at 4.0 percent, the average annual growth rate 
was 13.5 percent. Dming the 1983-1992 period, the average annual growth rate in 
collections fell to 11.1 percent, despite base broadening and rate increases; and for the 
1992-1997 period, the average annual increase was expected to drop to 5.9 percent once 
again, suggesting that the tax base is remaining stagnant relative to the state's economic 
base. 

Cities in Texas can collect up to $0.02 per dollar on taxable sales (see Chapter 2). The 
sales tax base is the total value of taxable sales in a city. Thus it excludes all nontaxable 
or exempt transactions such as prescription medicines and medical services. Because the 
sales tax collections are proportional to the sales of goods, they are subject to fluctuations 
in the economy, the effects ofother elements such as population growth and 
development, the attraction of a city as a destination for out-of-town consumers, and 
special regulatory provisions like tax refunds for foreign visitors. The base is fixed in 
scope but fluctuates in magnimde as economic conditions vary, for example. 
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There are several advantages and disadvantages to raising revenue through the sales tax. 
The sales tax generally keeps pace with economic growth and can be easily collected. 
Citizens have also expressed less resistance to its adoption, making the tax more 
politically expedient. Those concerned with equity also note that the sales tax is effective 
in capturing undeclared income, and if applied selectively, can be used progressively
for example, the luxury tax. However, deciding which items to exempt or select causes 
considerable debate, as the tax can also be applied regressively-for example, food or 
cigarettes. Despite this debate, there are drawbacks to the sales tax. From the citizen's 
perspective, revenue from this consumption-based tax is not deductible on federal tax 
returns. From the government's perspective, reliance on constant revenue streams from 
the sales tax is problematic because it is highly sensitive to economic fluctuations. 

The sales tax is only one revenue-raising instrument which must be analyzed in the 
context of the overall taxation system of which it is a part. Attempts to increase sales tax 
revenues, whether by increasing rates or broadening the base of goods taxed, must also 
consider whether the changes will lead to improvements or a deterioration in the public's 
welfare.16 According to optimal tax theory, in order to maximize efficiency, various tax 
rates should be set so that the compensated demand for each commodity is reduced by the 
same proportion. 17 In simpler terms, an optimal commodity tax schedule would result in 
the same percentage drop in demand for each good. Attempts to meet this rule would 
appear to be inegalitarian in that it directs commodity taxation toward necessities.18 In an 
attempt to impose such an equiproportional decrease in all goods, those goods with 
inelastic (stable or insensitive) demand are taxed at relatively hifh rates (e.g., cigarettes) 
and vice versa. This, however, disregards regressivity oftaxes.1 Unfortunately, many 
typical price-inelastic (insensitive to changes in price) goods make up a high portion of 
the budgets of the poor, which makes these taxes regressive. However, ''by exempting 
those goods consumed intensively by the poor, the after-tax income can be made more 
equal, other things the same."20 

The practical application of sales taxes to particular goods is a complex matter requiring 
thorough analysis and consideration. Unfortunately, there often is little time in which to 
fully assess the potential impact sales taxes will have on social welfare (equity). "In 
general, selective sales taxation is relatively clumsy and very often politically motivated 
with little analysis or justification relative to egalitarian goals.'.21 

Sales taxes can also be viewed as substitutes for user fees. For example, because it would 
be impossible to easily measure road use by individuals and to charge for this use as a 
fee, a fuel tax might be applied to gasoline, which would capture some of the 
proportional use of roads. 

There are many opinions regarding what the optimal mix of tax instruments might be. 
Clearly there is no correct mixture of taxes for all governments. Reliance on too few 
instruments can result in an unpredictable and inequitable revenue stream. On a lifetime 
basis, in general, the U.S. personal income tax is progressive, whereas sales and excise 
taxes have been found to be regressive because they are applied to those goods which 
account for a large share of low-income family budgets. In general, as part of any attempt 
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to attain equitable optimal taxation, ''both commodity and income taxes would be 
employed. "22 

In the next section, sales tax bases and tax collection methods are examined to gauge the 
conditions of sales tax bases and revenue collection in the 28 Texas cities in this study. 
First, overall trends are analyzed, and cities are compared in an effort to draw reliable 
conclusions about the past few years and what may occur in the future. Second, factors 
affecting the sales tax base are analyzed. The significant importance of sales tax as a 
major revenue source becomes apparent in this analysis. Results from the analysis of the 
time period 1986-1996 indicate that the sales tax revenue has not fallen far behind the 
economic growth of the state. However, evidence of rigidity in the sales base is becoming 
apparent. 

Methodology for Examining Sales Tax Stability and Strength 

As part of the analysis of sales tax revenues, various measures of sales tax stability and 
strength were analyzed: tax bases, tax rates, and actual revenues measured per capita or 
by yield. Yield is defined as revenue collected per capita per 1 percent tax rate per annum, 
which is equivalent to 1 percent of the sales tax base per capita. The different sales tax 
revenues are measured in order to present overall trends and to make comparisons 
between city groupings based on both population and respective regions. These 
comparisons indicate relative strengths of the sales tax base and identify disparities 
among cities and regions. The sales tax analysis included economic, demographic, and 
tax data from 28 cities from 1984 to 1996. To present data, detect trends, and make 
comparisons between cities, various measures of tax collection were plotted. These 
analyses were performed for individual cities, cities grouped by region, and cities 
grouped by population (see Table 3.1). Finally, to determine the relative importance of 
numerous socioeconomic factors on sales tax revenues and tax bases and in order to 
provide clues to underlying reasons for these disparities, regression analysis was 
performed. The regression analysis technique allows for the effects of various 
explanatory variables to be analyzed simultaneously so that the magnitude and 
importance of factors which affect sales tax revenue can be investigated 

Trends and Comparisons in City Sales Taxes 

The analysis shows that Texas cities were depending far more on sales tax revenues in 
1996 than in 1986. Sales tax revenue and tax base trends were analyzed over the period 
1986-1996 for both individual cities and groups of cities.23 A general trend of increasing 
sales tax revenue per capita was found in all the cities studied except Brownsville. 

From 1993 to 1996 the relative share of purchases that provide sales tax revenue in Texas 
cities fell from approximately 31 percent to 28 percent of total purchases. This percentage 
varied between large metropolitan areas and smaller (less than 100,000) population areas. 
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Individual Cities 

In order to compare cities in terms of their sales tax base, a standardized tax rate base 
measure was developed, defined as 1 percent of taxable sales per capita. In other words, it 
assumes that each city utilizes a hypothetical (typical) tax rate structure consisting of a 1 
percent sales tax. This rate is a reasonable measure since all the cities used at least this 
rate and 14 in 1996 applied a 1 percent rate; thus, this rate provides a basis for making 
comparisons over time. 

The sales tax base per capita increased in all Texas cities except Brownsville between 
1986 and 1996 (see Figure 3.13). Some cities made significant gains (Plano, Round 
Rock, San Marcos), while others increased their sales tax base per capita only slightly (El 
Paso, Victoria, Waco).24 Round Rock and San Marcos had the largest relative gains, with 
235 percent and 205 percent of 1986, respectively, with Brownsville decreasing to 80 
percent of 1984 levels and Victoria increasing to 120 percent of 1986 amounts, 
respectively (see Figure 3.14). 

Figure3.13 
Standardized Sales Tax Base per Capita: 1986, 1990, and 1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Base, Population). 

Note: Data based on 1 percent sales tax rate, in constant 1996 dollars. 
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Figure 3.14 
Percentage of 1986 Standardized Sales Tax Base, 1990 and 1996 

(Based on 1 Percent Sales Tax Rate) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Base). 

Afer 1986. the standarized measure indicates expanded use of sale tax revenues. The 
increases in actual revenues, which incorporate increases in tax rates and base 
broadening. are compared over time. 25 The average actual sales tax revenue per capita for 
study cities in 1996 was approximately $132 (see Figure 3.15), while the revenues per· 
capita for the .. standardized" sales base was only $114 (see Figure 3.13). The sales tax 
base legislation increased the scope of sales transactions for which cities are authorized to 
tax. 

Groups of Cities 

Standardized sales tax bases for all groups of cities by population size increased from 
1984 to 1996, with west Texas cities with populations between 100,000 and 200,000 
showing the largest gain relative to 1984 (see Figure 3.16). Border cities, as a group, had 
the smallest standardized sales tax base, approximately $65, while cities in the northeast 
had the largest standardized sales tax base, approximately $140 per capita (see Figure 
3.17). After 1984, border cities' sales tax bases appeared to be growing more rapidly than 
other cities until the 1994 Mexican economic crisis. 
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Figure 3.15 
Actual Sales Tax Revenues per Capita: 1986, 1990, and 1996 

(in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Revenue, Population). 

Figure 3.16 
Standardized Sales Tax Base per Capita in Population Groupings 

(in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Figure3.17 
Standardized Sales Tax Base per Capita in Region Groupings 

(in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Base, Population). 

Note: Based on I percent sales tax. 

Whereas the sales tax base is relatively restricted by legislation and uncontrollable 
economic conditions, the actual revenues collected depend largely on the rate applied to 
sales transactions. The ability to adjust the sales tax rate offers some flexibility to cities. 
The actual revenues collected per capita are in general similar to patterns of the 
standardized bases. Sales tax bases for all groups increased from 1984 to 1996, and again, 
west Texas cities with populations between 100,000 and 200,000 showed the largest gain 
relative to 1984, approximately a 200 percent increase (see Figures 3.18 and 3.19). 

Border cities, as a group, had the smallest actual sales tax revenues per capita, 
approximately $70, while cities in the northeast had the largest actual sales tax revenues 
per capita, approximately $145 (see Figure 3.17). 
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Figure 3.18 
Actual Sales Tax Revenues per Capita in Population Groupings 

(in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Revenue, Population). 

Figure 3.19 
Actual Sales Tax Revenues per Capita in Region Groupings 

(in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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As mentioned earlier, many goods and services are excluded from sales tax in Texas. 
With a different unit of analysis-MSAs, rather than cities-total gross and taxable sales 
amounts (in constant 1996 dollars) for six Texas MSAs were calculated (see Figure 3.20). 
Taxable sales' proportion of gross sales remained relatively stable after 1984, fluctuating 
less than ±5 percent from 1984to1996. Total gross sales exhibited more volatile 
behavior through time than total taxable sales; nevertheless, taxable sales kept pace with 
gross sales to a large degree. In the last five years of the period studied, however, the gap 
between taxable sales and gross sales widened. 

Figure 3.20 
Gross Sales and Taxable Sales for Six Texas MSAs, 

1984-1996 (in Billions of Constant 1996 Dollars) 

(in $Billion) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Gross Sales, Taxable Sales). The six MSAs include Austin-San 

Marcos, Dallas, El Paso, Fort Worth-Arlington, Houston, and San Antonio. 

Despite the initial indication that taxable sales have not fallen significantly behind, the 
issue of taxable sales deserves more intensive investigation in order to determine whether 
taxable sales categories have become more or less regressive and to what degree this may 
change in the next decade. An analysis of sectors of consumers and goods should be 
undertaken to more accurately measure the real changes in the sales tax as it relates to 
actual goods being produced and sold. Recently in Texas, serious debate has taken place 
about taxing the sales of services in order to raise revenue and shift the sales tax system 
to a less regressive posture. Additional attention has been given to the possibility of 
taxing additional services such as those provided by doctors, engineers, and lawyers. 
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Determining the Significance of Factors Affecting Sales Tax Revenue 

In order to determine the factors that could cause the patterns in sales tax generation in 
these cities, regression analysis was used. The two measures of performance to be 
examined are sales tax collected per 1 percent tax rate for each city and sales tax 
collection per 1 percent sales tax rate per capita (hereafter, sales tax yield). As before, use 
of the 1 percent sales tax rate is intended to eliminate differences due to different sales 
tax rates. Similarly, sales tax yield holds constant the differences in population size as 
well as sales tax rates of Texas cities. A higher sales tax yield means a higher revenue
generating capability of the sales tax in a city when population and sales tax rate are 
equal. In addition, in order to equalize the difference in the unit of each variable, an 
elasticity model was employed, using the natural logarithm of the value of each variable. 

The sales tax collection is clearly dependent on the performance of the economy. A 
strong economy results in an increase in economic transactions, or purchases/sales, which 
constitute the sales tax base. But other factors are potentially important. 

Three groups of explanatory variables were used: economic, sociodemographic, and 
competing taxes. Economic factors include income per capita, unemployment rate, and 
poverty rate. Good economic conditions suggest that the sales tax base will increase and 
thus increase the sales tax yield and the sales tax collection. Higher income per capita 
suggests more income to spend. More consumption increases the sales tax base, thereby 
increasing sales tax revenue. The opposite effect occurs when cities experience a higher 
unemployment rate and poverty rate, which mean less money to consume and translates 
into a negative effect on sales tax revenue. 

The next group, sociodemographic variables, is expected to impact collection and yield. 
These variables are crime rate, the size and relative growth rate of population, and racial 
composition. Crime rate is expected to have a negative relationship with sales tax 
collection per 1 percent sales tax rate and sales tax yield because crime tends to have a 
negative influence on commercial transactions. The age structure of the population was 
used to gauge the impact of the share of economically active persons, defined as over 18 
~~~~~~~~~~~~bec~~~tax 
collection results from more economically active persons producing more economic 
transactions. The relative growth rate of the population was chosen as a dummy variable 
in order to show the impact of population growth on the sales tax collection and the sales 
tax yield. For determining the rate of population growth, the cities are grouped into three 
groups: below 10 percent increase between 1986 and 1996, over 20 percent, and between 
10 and 20 percent. Dummy variables are expected to explain the influence of speed of 
population growth on sales tax revenue and yield in relative terms. In the analysis, fast
growing and slow-growing cites are compared to moderate-growing cities. Racial/ethnic 
composition consists of two variables: percent of Black and percent of Hispanic. The 
results are expected to show that the higher the minority population, the lower the sales 
collection and yield because minority groups on the average still experience higher 
poverty rates and lower income per capita. 
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The competing tax category includes total property tax levied and the property tax levied 
per capita As the property tax is hypothesized to be in a competing position with the 
sales tax, it is assumed that higher property levy will have a negative influence on sales 
tax yield and revenue. 

Effects of Economic and Demographic Variables on Sales Tax Performance 

Regression analysis was undertaken on the sales base model and sales tax yield model. 
Each model shows interesting results, some of which conform to our initial expectation 
and some of which are unexpected. 

The results indicate that sales tax revenue will increase with an increase in income per 
capita, an expected result (see Table 3.5). Surprisingly, the results indicate that revenue 
would increase if the poverty rate also increased. The coefficient of population suggests 
the sales tax revenue has a strong positive relationship with city size. Fast-growing cities 
generate less revenue per capita than slow-growing ones. As expected, crime rate and 
percentage of Black were not related to an increase in sales tax revenue collected. 
However, percentage of Hispanic population was related to an increase in sales tax 
revenue collected, which is different from the initial expectation. A negative coefficient 
indicates the higher the value of reserve or yield (e.g., the higher the percentage of Black 
population, the lower the level of revenue). As competing tax variables, total property tax 
levied and total property tax rate were shown to have no effect on sales tax revenue 
collection. 

The regression results on the sales tax at the 1 percent rate show that economically strong 
cities can raise more revenue. The larger the size of city population, share of Hispanic 
population, and income per capita, the more sales tax revenue cities can generate. In the 
sales tax yield model, which controls for differences of cities in the size of population and 
the sales tax rate, economic variables and sociodemographic variables are found to be 
very significant in explaining variation across cities. All economic variables are 
significant. Unemployment is significant but appears to increase yield, which was 
different from the initial expectation, whereas the poverty rate decreases yield, as 
expected. 

Most of the sociodemographic variables are significant except crime rate. Compared to 
moderately growing cities, fast-growing and slowly-growing cities enjoy more sales tax 
yield. Shares of Black and Hispanic persons both increase yield in this model. While the 
share of Hispanic may be explained by their concentration in larger cities, more study is 
needed to explain why the population affects the sales tax yield in this way. Different 
from initial expectations, a greater number of persons over 18 does not increase yield. 
The results show that the relationship between share of over-18-year-olds and sales tax 
yield is not linear. The relationship might be explained by the number of persons over 65 
who are included in the variable and less active in the economic activities. The 
coefficients concerning total population suggest that the size of city does not influence 
the sales tax yield. 
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Table3.5 
Regression Coefficients for Sales Tax Revenue and Yield 

Variable Revenue Yield 
Intercept 50,302,930 310 

Economic variable 
Income per capita 
Unemployment rate 
Poverty rate 

4471.9 
N.S. 

630,618 

o.oi 
1.83 

-1.63 
Sociodemographic variable 

Crime rate -134.2 N.S. 
City population 65.9 --0.0002 
City population squared 0.00002 0.0000 
Fast-growing city* -5,280,218 13.0 
Slow-growing city* 4,899,665 22.3 
Share of Black -18,787,919 65.9 
Share of Hispanic 16,928,502 134.54 
Share of over 18 -915,234,274 -2,175 
Share of over-18 squared 1,496, 755,528 2,907 

Competing tax 
Total property tax levy 
Property tax levy per capita 
Total property tax rate 

N.S. 
NA 

N.S. 

NIA 
N.S. 
9.17 

Adjusted If 
Fvalue 
Number of observations 

0.9663 
525.4 

257 

0.6905 
41.793 

257 

Source: See Appendixes A and B (Variables-Income per Capita, Unemployment Rate, Poverty Rate, 

Crime Rate, City Population, Share Black, Share Hispanic, Share over 18 Years Old). 

Note: All coefficients reported are significant at p values of .1 or less. 

*See Table 3.1. 

Property tax levied per capita is insignificant but total property tax rate is significant and 
has a positive estimate, different from the expectation, which needs further study. 

The results of the elasticity models are similar (see Table 3.6). Economic variables are 
found to be very influential compared to other variables. For sales tax collection per 1 
percent sales tax rate, income per capita, unemployment rate, poverty rate, crime rate, 
city population, and total property tax rate are significant. Only income per capita and 
city population conform to the initial expectation and are found to be very influential 
compared to other variables. For sales tax yield, income per capita, unemployment rate, 
poverty rate, crime rate, city population, and total property tax rate are significant. The 
coefficients of income per capita and poverty rate conform to the initial expectation and 
are very influential. 
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Table3.6 
Regression Coefficients for Elasticity Model 

Variable 
Intercept 

Economic variable 
Income per capita 
Unemployment rate 
Poverty rate 

Sociodemographic variable 
Crime rate 
City population 
Share of Black 
Share of Hispanic 
Share of over 18 
Share of over 18 squared 

Competing tax 
Total property tax levy 
Property tax levy per capita 
Total prooerty tax rate 
AdjustedK 
Fvalue 
Number of observations 

Revenue 
-9.80 

1.61 
0.15 
0.13 

0.12 
0.73 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 

N.S. 
NIA 
0.24 
0.9483 

407.792 
245 

Yield 
-9.92 

1.62 
0.15 

-1.63 

0.12 
-0.3600 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 
N.S. 

NIA 
N.S. 
0.25 
0.5836 

32.083 
245 

Source: See Appendixes A and B (Variables-Income per Capita. Unemployment Rate, Poverty Rate, 

Crime Rate, City Population, Total Property Tax Rate). 

Note: All coefficients reported are significant at p value of .1 or less. This model uses logarithmic values 

for all variables. 

Overall, performance of the economy has a significant effect on sales tax revenue and can 
help to explain the dramatic increase in the sales tax revenue of Plano and Round Rock. 
Both cities are fast growing and have strong economic indicators, such as a higher 
income per capita than the state average and a low unemployment rate. However, except 
income per capita, other economic and demographic variables do not show any 
significant difference. The characteristics of Plano as a suburban area might explain the 
steep increase of sales tax revenue; Plano is mainly White (the share of minorities was 
less than 1 percent in 1996) and enjoys higher income per capita than the state average. In 
the case of Round Rock, the city might benefit from the booming economy of the Austin
San Marcos MSA income per capita, which is higher than the state average. More 
detailed study is needed for explaining an individual city's distinctive shape. 

Fm~ from the Sales Tax Analysis 

Both actual sales tax revenue per capita and the sales tax base increased from 1986 to 
1996 for all 28 Texas cities except Brownsville. Some cities, such as Round Rock and 
San Marcos, saw very large increases in their tax bases and revenues. Results of this 
study suggest two primary reasons, one related to growth in base and the other related to 
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change in tax rates. The city sales tax bases have increased after 1986 because of 
legislated broadening of the taxable sales categories and the healthy economy beginning 
in the early 1990s. Second, the rates cities apply to the sales tax base increased for some 
individual cities. The mixture of specific effects of base and rate for each city is highly 
variable, the result of controllable factors (e.g., politically motivated rate changes) and 
uncontrollable factors (economy). 

The regression analysis indicated, as expected, that increases in population and resident 
income level increase sales tax collections. These positive variables are income per 
capita, share of Black and Hispanic, and the size of city population. Collections and the 
bases are affected negatively by high crime rate, high poverty rate, and high total 
property tax levied. Cities located in the border region and the southeast region tend to 
generate more growth in each city's sales tax base but collect far less per capita than 
cities in the northeast, which have the highest collections in actual dollars in comparison 
to the rest of the state. The sales tax yield is affected positively by income per capita and 
share of Hispanic population, while it is affected negatively by crime rate, city 
population, and property tax levied per capita. 

Trends of Combined Sales and Property Taxes 

Now that the sales tax and property tax revenues for Texas cities have each been 
analyzed separately, the combined effects of the two taxes are analyzed by combining the 
two taxes on a per capita basis in order to identify similarities or differences in the two. 
Results indicate, in general, that even though the actual revenues per capita remained 
stable, the combined tax base per capita of Texas cities declined during the last few years 
of the period studied and that the property tax base is the primary reason. 

The combined actual sales and property tax revenues per capita received by the collective 
28 cities remained relatively constant from 1984 to 1995 (see Figure 3.21) at 
approximately $320 (population weighted average). This result is not surprising as cities 
certainly adjust their tax rates in the face of declining revenues per capita. Of course, the 
tax bases themselves changed in response to economic conditions and legislative acts 
such as that of broadening the classification of goods that can be taxed at sale. These 
changes largely tended toward an increasing reliance on the sales tax base, the more 
volatile of the two bases, particularly since 1987. 

In general, tax bases for Texas cities declined beginning in 1987. A standardized tax rate 
base measure is used to show how the tax base itself fluctuated after 1984 (excluding 
changes in the tax rates; see Figure 3.22). This measure differs from actual revenue per 
capita in that it measures the "standardized base" of cities if each city utilized a 
hypothetical (typical) tax rate structure consisting of a 1 percent sales tax combined with 
a $0.5/$100 property tax levy. This combination of rates is reasonable for comparing the 
tax bases of cities because it reflects actual rates. In 1996 the average sales tax rate for the 
28 cities was 1.15 percent and the average property tax levy was $0.53/$100. 
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Figure3.21 
Sales and Property Tax Revenues per Capita (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 

nt;oCapita Revenue 
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Source: See Appendixes A and B (Variables--Total Population, Sales Tax Revenue to Cities, Total 

Property Tax Levy). 

Note: Laredo not included. 

Figure3.22 
Standardized Sales and Property Tax Base per Capita 
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Source: See Appendixes A and B (Variables-Total Population, Sales Tax Returned to Cities, Total 

Property Tax Levy). 

Note: Laredo not included. 
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The changes occurring in the "standardized" tax base of the 28 cities are more dramatic 
than the actual revenue collections. The fall in the property tax base was steeper than the 
overall tax revenue collections themselves might suggest. Cities had to adjust their levy 
rates in order to temper the effects of the declining property tax base. The fall in the 
property tax base from 1984 to 1995 indicates that in order for cities to maintain revenue 
levels, they had to either tax the existing property tax base to a higher degree or increase 
their reliance on sales tax collections. More likely, a combination of the two was used. 

Figure 3.23 shows the percentage of equivalent 1984 revenues for the purpose of 
measuring relative changes. The trends of actual revenues (per capita) show a 
deceleration of changes in property tax collections and bases, or in other words a 
"flattening out" of changes relative to 1984. This is in contrast to a continued increase in 
changes in relative sales tax revenues.26 

Figure3.23 
Actual Combined Tax Revenues as Share of 1984 Revenues, 1984-1995 

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 19'1 1992 1993 19'4 1995 

• Sales • Property ---Total 
Source: See Appendixes A and B (Variables-Total Population, Sales Tax Returned to Cities, Total 

Property Tax Levy). 

Note: Laredo not included. 

Two correlations were observed between tax collections per capita and city size. First, 
more disparity existed among larger cities ($230-$498), and next the highest collections 
per capita were in larger cities. In general, larger cities in the northeast collected more tax 
per capita than most, and border cities collected the least per capita. 

A more interesting contrast appears when one looks at the change between 1986 and 
1996 in the relative shares of actual sales and property tax revenues per capita (see Figure 
3.24). Between 1986 and 1996 the proportions of sales and property tax revenues 
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changed dramatically for each city in the respective years (see Figures 3.25 and 3.26). 
For example, the largest change occurred in Plano, where in 1986 property tax revenues 
per capita were 4 times as large as sales tax revenues per capita, whereas in 1996 this fell 
to less than 1.5 times. Although not all changes were so dramatic, the pattern and degree 
of change is unmistakable. All 28 Texas cities increased their relative reliance on the 
sales tax. 

Figure3.24 
Standardized Combined Tax Base as Share of 1984 Revenues, 1984-1995 
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Source: See Appendixes A and B (Variables-Total Population, Sales Tax Returned to Cities, Total 

Property Tax Levy). 

Note: Laredo not included. 

In 1986 sales tax collections for 25 of the cities was equal to 33 percent of the total 
property tax collections. In 1996 this percentage increased to 63 percent of property taxes 
collected. This indicates a significant shift in the relative proportions of the two taxes.27 

Groups of Texas Cities 

In order to discern disparities among Texas cities, regions analysis was performed on 
cities grouped by both population and region (see Table 3.1). The overall decline in the 
standardized tax base be~g in 1984 holds true for all groupings except for border 
cities (see Figure 3.27).2 The same overall pattern is found in the grouping by population 
size, although this grouping shows less disparity between yields per capita and greater 
disparity in their yield changes after 1984 (see Figure 3.28). In these two sets of 
groupings the most pronounced disparity between yields, approximately $150 per capita, 
was between border cities and northeast cities, with yields per capita at $320 and $175, 
respectively. 
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FigureJ.25 
Actual Sales and Property Tax Revenues per Capita in 1986 

(in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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FigureJ.26 
Actual Sales and Property Tax Revenues per Capita in 1996 
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Figure3.27 
Standardized Tax Base by Region per Capita (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Base, Total Population, Total Taxable Property). 

Figure3.28 
Standardized Tax Base by Population Size per Capita 

(in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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These actual revenues per capita, not surprisingly, show more disparity across both 
groupings of cities than the standardized tax base per capita because they measure not 
only the changes of the tax base but also the effects of changing tax rates (see Figures 
3.29 and 3.30). The largest disparity in revenues per capita in 1996 was between 
northeast and border cities, $380 and $200, respectively. In general, compared to 1986 
the sales tax revenues per capita in 1996 were up slightly for all city groups. 

A Changing Mix of Tax Revenues: Sales Taxes Emerging 

From 1986 to 1996, Texas cities saw a slight overall increase in combined tax revenues 
per capita. This slight increase belies the fact that the relative proportions of property and 
sales taxes changed dramatically in this same period. The many factors involved in the 
shift toward increased reliance on sales tax revenues include a declining property tax 
base, changing rates, tax competition affecting property taxes, and overall economic 
conditions. 

The mix of tax revenues changed significantly during the period studied. Property tax 
revenues declined and sales tax revenues increased for all 28 cities. Based on the most 
recent data, this trend appears to be stabilizing to some degree. The implications of this 
trend include questions regarding the potential for cities to expand tax bases per capita in 
the face of population growth and regarding the cause of the property tax base decline. 

All the cities in the study currently utilize a 1 percent sales tax rate or more. A higher 
sales tax rate is, by law, intended to alleviate property tax burdens and does not represent 
a source of net new revenue available to these cities because any revenue from increases 
in the rate would be compensated by equal reductions in property tax revenue. This 
suggests that cities may be reaching full utilization. 

Fees 

Fees have increasingly become an important source of local revenue for city 
governments. As a result, it is imperative that they be studied as a revenue source to 
determine their ability to help cities raise adequate revenues to meet their service needs. 
The literature is reviewed in order to explain many of the issues relating to the use of fees 
that cannot be addressed by an empirical study. Data are analyzed on the use of fee 
revenues by the Texas cities in this study over the 1986-1996 period to determine the 
patterns of fee use over time and how fees can be used most effectively to help meet the 
revenue needs of Texas cities. This analysis includes an examination of the advantages 
and disadvantages of using fees and how fees can best be structured. It considers the 
elasticity and incidence of using fees as a revenue raiser. It examines how and why fees 
were used in Texas cities during the period studied. Conclusions and analysis are 
presented to integrate the literature review with the data on the Texas cities in an attempt 
to show how fees can contribute to stronger and healthier Texas cities. 
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Figure 3.29 
Combined Revenues per Capita by Region (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Actual Sales Tax Revenue, Actual Property Tax Revenue, Total 

Population). 

Figure3.30 
Combined Revenues per Capita by Population Size 

(in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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What, However, Is a Fee? 

"If it is a Democratic proposal, it is a tax; if it is Republican, it is a user fee" (former 
Republican Secretary of Commerce Malcolm Baldridge, distinguishing between a tax and 
a fee to a congressional hearing in March 1987).29 Although made in jest, Mr. 
Bald.ridge's statement suggests that the distinction between taxes and fees is not always 
clear. Fees refer to a broad category of charges, including the following: charges for 
service (user fees), franchise and easement fees, utility fees, special assessments, 
vouchers, and impact fees (see Table 3.7). Vouchers and impact fees are two unique 
categories that deserve extra explanation. Vouchers allow individual citizens to use part 
of their tax bill to choose which activities within a certain city res~nsibility (such as 
recreation) that they want funded with that portion of their taxes.3 Impact fees are used 
to finance the cost of expanding development, especially low-density suburban 
development in urban areas. A recent study by Martin L. Leitner and Eric J. Strauss 
defines an impact fee as "a fee to be imposed at building permit issuance and calculated 
based upon the costs of facilities in proportion to the development creating the need for 
such facilities."31 

Table 3.7 
Definitions of Different Types of Fees 

Types of Fee Definition of Fee Example of Use 

Charges for service. or 
user fees 

Charge imposed on the receipt of a specific service Sanitation charge 

Franchise/easement fees 
and gross receipts tax 

Charges that are imposed on businesses and 
franchises for the cost of doing business 

Telephone franchise or 
ricltt-of-way charge 

Utility fees Charge imposed on consumers for their use of utility 
services 

Electricity, water, and 
sewer charges 

Licenses and permits Charge imposed on citizens to cover the cost of 
governmental regulatorv activity 

Building permit 

Special assessments Charge imposed on property owners who benefit 
from a rise in property values due to public 
improvements 

Charge levied on 
property owners in a 
commercial district for 
increases in their land 
values due to a street 
widening 

Vouchers A sum of tax dollars in a specific service area that 
citizens are allowed to use as they best see fit 

Recreation voucher to 
use on a number of 
oossible prosrram; 

Impact fees A fee to be imposed at building permit issuance and 
calculated based upon the costs of facilities in 
proportion to the development creating the need for 
such facilities 

Fee imposed to pay for 
new sewer and water 
developments in 
suburban subdivisions 

Source: Robert A. Bland. A Revenue Guide for Local Government (Washington. D.C.: International 

City/County Management Association [ICMA], December 1989). pp. I 05-150. 
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Fees can be used to pay for the provision of goods or services, to cover the cost of 
regulatory activity, or, less often, as a net revenue raiser (see Table 3.8).32 First, fees can 
act as "purchasable commodity charges," which are prices assessed for goods and 
services intended for consumption by individual persons, businesses, or other government 
agencies.33 Some of these goods or services may have external benefits, but they are 
meant primarily for individual consumption in some sense. Second, fees can be used as 
regulatory charges. In this case, most likely, fees will be used to pay all or a portion of 
the cost of a certain service. These are less-than-voluntary exchanges in which local 
governments use their police powers (powers to protect the health, safety, and welfare of 
the collective citizenry) to carry out activities intended to benefit the common good. 
These are fees for services that citizens would not normally consume without 
compulsion, such as zoning fees, subdivision fees, filing fees, and lot cleaning. 

Finally, fees can act as net revenue raisers both directly and indirectly. Directly, they are 
used as charges for higher marginal rates for the use of a good or service at "peak times" 
to raise actual net revenues (as in the case of a toll bridge fee or an electric utility).34 

Indirectly, fees can also be considered a net revenue raiser by their ability to achieve cost 
savings and efficiency gains and their ability to release general tax revenues for other 
purposes. 

Table3.8 
Uses of Fees 

Uses of Fees Definition Example 
Market price The fee acts as a price for the purchase of a 

voluntarv service from the city. 
Recreation fee, golf fee 

Regulatory cost The fee covers the cost of a less-than
voluntary regulatory activity. The city 
imposes the fee to cover the cost of carrying 
out an activitv under their oolice oowers. 

Zoning fees, subdivision fees, 
filing fees, lot cleaning 

Revenue raiser The fee actually produces extra revenue by 
covering more than the cost of the service 
itself. 

Electric utility fees, toll bridge 
fees-charging higher rates for 
use of the service at "peak use" 
times. 

Source: J. Richard Aronson and Eli Schwartz, eds., Management Policies in Local Government Finance, 

4th ed. (Washington D.C.: ICM.A. 1996), pp. 2fi0-283. 

These types and uses face both political and legal constraints. Politically, city residents 
may become resistant to fees at a certain point-reluctant to pay more in fees while they 
also pay considerable amounts in property and sales taxes. Legal limits separate fees from 
taxes and technically limit the use of fees to covering the cost of providing a service. 
Under home-rule law in the Texas Constitution, municipalities may levy a charge against 
any person benefiting from a municipal service or good. 35 Most states, including Texas, 
allow cities to charge for services that are not truly optional, such as garbage, and allow 
their enterprises, such as water, sewer, and electric, to exceed covering cost alone in order 
to make a reasonable return on their investment. 
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Why Fees? Advantages and Disadvantages 

The use of fees has both benefits and costs. These advantages and disadvantages provide 
the parameters for the debate over when and where fees should be used in the public 
sphere to raise revenue and fund city services. The two most common advantages to the 
use of fees are that they raise extra revenue and increase efficiency in services. Other 
benefits include equity and exportability (see Table 3.9). 

Table3.9 
Advantages and Disadvantages of Using Fees 

Disadvantages 
Detrimental effect on low-income ations 

Advantages 

Hi h administrative costs 
Not deductible from federal income tax 
Many services not amenable to fee structure or 
"IV11NV1in·ate for financio throu fees 

Source: Robert A. Bland. A Revenue Guide/or Local Government (Washington, D.C.: ICMA, December 

1989), pp. l 05-150. 

Fees can help a locality raise extra revenue and achieve efficiency gains. Revenues can 
be increased by efficiency and cost savings, the funding of services by fees, which frees 
up general revenue, or actual surpluses that come from fee-generated activities. 36 As 
demand for a good rises, so does the revenue stream. Oftentimes, with increased demand 
for public services, the benefits of economies of scale can be obtained, delivery costs can 
be ~ and revenue can be increased. The cost savings inherent in providing the 
service in this manner may free up more tax revenue. In addition, if a fee is truly set at 
the marginal cost level (the cost of providing each marginal unit of service) and increased 
at peak use times, it is conceivable that the fee will produce surpluses (such as the use of 
fees on a toll road or bridge). Setting the fee at marginal cost will act as a market price 
and thus reduce waste and overconsumption by providing only the amount of good or 
service demanded within the marketplace as measured by willingness to pay for its full 
costs. However, the effect that fees will have on revenues and efficiency is not certain. 
Higher fees, since they are like prices, can lead to less use of a service and thus less 
revenue and can serve to crowd out the ability or willingness of the citizenry to pay more 
in taxes. 

Another advantage to fees is the ability that fees have to reach nonresidents who use city 
services. Instead of general revenue tax dollars for an overstressed urban center being 
used to pay for services that benefit suburban residents, those services are paid for by the 
noncity residents who use them and benefit from them. 

The ability of fees to require those who use and benefit from a service to pay for it is the 
fourth advantage. One seldom-mentioned benefit of this equity advantage is that the 
equity of fees often provides economic stability to the locality by discouraging capital 
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and population flight from urban to suburban areas through a tax system that is 
considered more "fair" by more affluent populations.37 

There are disadvantages to financing services through fees as well. The principal 
detriment is the effect on low-income individuals and families. Fees have been criticized 
as a highly regressive tax that may keep low-income residents from obtaining basic 
services. Fees can be extremely regressive because they often charge the same fee for all 
income levels and therefore take a greater proportion of income from low-income groups 
for the same level of service. As a result, the public sector, which is meant to help counter 
and correct the hannful effects of the marketplace, such as income inequality or lack of 
access to goods due to lack of income, becomes nothing but an extension of those market 
failures. 

Additionally, administrative costs and the difficulties of setting the fee often dilute the 
cost savings and revenues collected. Fees in general are more expensive to collect and 
administer than sales and property tax. 38 In addition, the difficulty of accurately 
estimating the cost of a service hinders the ability of fees to achieve maximum gains in 
efficiency and cost savings. Reevaluating and monitoring the fee to see how demand is 
changing for the service and whether cost is being covered adds to these administrative 
difficulties.39 

Further, fees are not deductible from federal income taxes. Thus, the taxpayer who is 
paying fees has much higher after-tax costs for the same level of service than does an 
individual paying for services through general revenue funded by property taxes.40 This 
can lead eventually to greater public resistance to taxes and to public services in general 
as citizens begin to question what they are actually getting from their general revenue 
taxes when they have to pay a fee for more and more specific services. 

Finally, many services may not be amenable to fee structures, or certain localities may 
philosophically believe that some services should be universally ensured and subsidized. 
If the good is one that provides large positive benefits to a locality that extends beyond 
the individual person receiving the immediate service, as with police and fire protection 
or education, then providing that service through a pure fee, which acts as a price 
mechanism, will lead to underproduction of that good or service and serious social 
inefficiency. 

Setting and Structuring a Fee 

As with most revenue sources, how a fee is set and then structured will determine its 
effectiveness and its implications for revenue and incidence on different portions of the 
population. There are two ways to set the cost and a number of ways to structure the 
financing of a fee. Setting cost can be done by average cost or marginal cost pricing (see 
Table 3.10). Average cost pricing charges the same price per unit regardless ofthe 
volume of service consumed. This is best used for lump-sum type payments, such as 
initial fee charges for development or infrastructure or for covering the cost of land and 
capital uses.41 If this type of pricing is used for services that are used over time or in 
different quantities by different users, it can lead to severe inefficiencies and inequities. 
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Marginal cost pricing sets the fee to the price of each marginal unit. As a result. 
efficiency is maximized as marginal cost is set equal to marginal demand. Marginal cost 
pricing is best used for services that are exclusionary, rival, and provide direct benefits to 
the user and for those goods and services that are used over time and may become scarce 
at different times of use (e.g., electricity, water and sewer, a toll road).42 

Table3.10 
Setting a Price for a Service 

Type of Pricing Definition When Used 

Average cost pricing Charging the same price per 
unit regardless of the volume 
of service consumed 

Initial lump-sum payments such as covering 
capital and land costs 

Marginal cost 
pricing 

Setting the fee to the price of 
each marginal unit 

Exclusionary, rival, and directly provided services 
for services used over time and those that may 
become scarce at different times of use (i.e., 
electricity, toll bridges, roads) 

Source: I. Richard Aronson and Eli Schwartz., eds., Management Policies in Local Government Finance, 

4th ed. (Washington, D.C.: ICMA, 1996), pp. 260-275. 

Whether using average cost or marginal cost methods to set the price, each city should 
engage in a cost analysis in order to determine the price of a service. This cost analysis 
should account for output levels, location and delivery, administration, and demand 
After cost is determined, the fee becomes very much like a price for a good in the market. 
H the fee is set below the incremental cost. the city subsidizes those who use the service 
and potentially encourages waste of resources. H the fee is set above the incremental cost. 
the amount of the good or service purchased is less than optimal and those who do use 
the service potentially serve to subsidize other city activities funded by those excess 
revenues. Ideally, for most services, cities should set the price by average cost to cover 
land and capital costs and by marginal price to cover the actual use of such services. This 
ensures maximum efficiency and serves a notion of equity by requiring those who 
actually use the service more to pay for the costs of their use at the marginal level.43 

Once the price is set. how the service will be financed is an extremely important question 
that must involve a number of other considerations and issues. H the good or service to be 
provided is truly a rival good with benefits only for those who use it, using the fee to 
finance the full cost is a good idea. However, if the good or service is a merit good, one 
that has external benefits to the locality, or there are concerns of equity or universal 
access, then a city may wish to subsidize a portion of the service or to use general tax 
revenues to fund the service completely. One solution that many localities have used in 
order to obtain efficiency gains from the use of fees while ensuring public benefits and 
equity needs is the use of a combination of fee charges, public subsidy from general 
revenues, and means-tested benefits for low-income individuals.44 
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Whatever method is used, in reality, usually the full cost will not be covered (see Table 
3.11). The inability to accurately estimate costs and the political realities of applying such 
costs leads to a less-than-scientific process. Most likely, a city will complete a cost 
analysis to set the price of the fee. After evaluating the performance of the fee, the city 
may find that the $10 fee is being imposed on a service that actually costs $50. However, 
resetting the fee is limited by political climate to a small readjustment and may not be any 
more accurate in the future than the original estimate. Although far from perfect science, 
using a process of this nature, while keeping equity and merit good considerations in 
mind, can allow localities to effectively use fees in order to gain efficiency, cost, and 
revenue benefits. 45 

Table3.11 
Methods of Financing 

Type of Financing When Best Used 
General fund revenues Merit or public good that benefits the entire public and has 

spillover benefits to the rest of the community (e.g., 
education) 

Solely fees Highly exclusionary and direct-benefit service consumed by 
one oerson (e.g., golf) 

Mixture of fees and general fund revenues Goods which are somewhat rival, but which involve extensive 
concerns of equity, universal access, and have some larger 
benefits (e.g., water and sewer, libraries, public recreation) 

Source: Robert A. Bland, A Revenue Guide for Local Government (Washington, D.C.: ICMA, December 

1989), pp. 105-150. 

Elasticity 

In order to evaluate fees as a revenue source for Texas cities, it is important to determine 
how fees react to changes in the economy and how the imposition of fees alters economic 
activity. Localities strive to use those revenue sources that are stable and effective in 
raising revenues under diverse economic conditions and that do not skew or dampen 
highly desired or widely beneficial economic activity. Fees are an extremely diverse 
category and are therefore difficult to study in general in this regard. 

Potentially, during economic hard times, large segments of the population will cease 
using certain services. Ifone conceives of a fee as a "price" in the open market, then it 
makes logical sense to assume that in poor economic conditions, less of that good will be 
consumed by the public and less revenue will be raised. However, many of the user 
charges that exist are not truly "prices" placed on voluntary items of consumption. Many 
of these charges are the cost for providing government regulation or the revenue used to 
provide basic services that people and business must continue to use in order to function 
in modem society (i.e., garbage, water, sewer, electricity, roads, bridges, inspection fees, 
franchise fees). As a result, fees are generally seen as an effective means of raising 
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revenue during times of fiscal crisis because they are highly inelastic in many cases and 
somewhat insulated from economic change.46 

However, one must also be concerned with the effect of the revenue raiser on the 
economic activity that it is regulating. Despite the relative inelasticity of fees in general, 
one of the advantages cited with respect to fees is that they will ensure an efficient 
allocation of resources. Often, this will mean dampening economic activity or service 
provision by disciplining it with market forces. If the economic or service activity in 
question is one that provides externalities or spillover benefits to the local community, 
there may not be a good result. One must ask whether the fee prevents desired economic 
activity. 

Fees are a stable revenue raiser as well as efficient. A case study in the state of California 
following Proposition 13 and some nationwide studies by the International City/County 
Management Association (ICMA) since 1957 have shown that fees, in general, have 
increased efficiency in resource use at the city and county levels.47 Thus, when a fee is 
imposed on a service, that service is provided more efficiently, leading to cost savings 
and welfare gains for the locality. Moreover, despite these efficiency gains, fees are still 
somewhat inelastic. Thus, they will remain a stable source of revenue, even under poor 
economic conditions. A study done in 1980-1981 showed that nationwide, fees were less 
responsive to the economy than income taxes, with measures of elasticity consistently 
less than 1 (greater than 1 would show elasticity and high dependence on the level of 
economic activity).48 More specifically, studies on the use of solid waste fees, 
development impact fees, and recreation vouchers have all found similar results: the use 
of fees, when structured and administered effectively, can achieve large efficiency and 
welfare gains for a locality.49 

Fees have seemed to serve as fairly stable revenue raisers during diverse economic 
conditions and most often do increase the efficiency of provision of goods and services 
despite their relative inelasticity. Depending on their structure and the service to which 
they apply, they may serve to dampen economic activity or the consumption of certain 
services and thereby decrease revenues. When examining whether a specific fee works 
well under different economic conditions or serves to dampen economic activity, cities 
must use additional criteria such as equity and larger community interests to evaluate 
whether the fee is an effective revenue raiser in the specific situation. 

Incidence 

The incidence of fees is very difficult to measure. Such a measure requires knowing the 
specific fee charge for each individual service (not only total revenue) and a clear 
understanding of the use pattern of that individual service for different income groups. As 
a result, there is very little literature on the incidence of fees in general. 

Fees have the tendency to be an extremely regressive revenue raiser and, ifpoorly 
structured, one that creates a large burden on the poor and working portions of the 
population. Charging a flat rate to all individuals who use a service requires low-income 
portions of the community to pay a greater portion of their income and thus to bear a 
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heavier burden in comparison to other income groups in financing that service. 
Supporters of the use of fees would argue that regressivity is highly dependent on how 
the fee is structured. Through the use of marginal cost fee structures, as opposed to 
general tax revenue financing or average cost fee structures, fees can be targeted to 
services that disproportionately benefit affluent citizens and tailored to the full costs 
encumbered in providing those services. 50 

This point can be illustrated through the use of development impact fees. Impact fees can 
be used to force upper income suburbanites and subdivision developers to pay for the full 
social costs of their development. In this way, their development is not subsidized by the 
general revenues of poorer citizens. In fact, impact fees can be set to achieve an "equity
neutral result" while simultaneously ensuring that the full costs of the economic activities 
are accounted for and recognized. An equity-neutral result is one in which all users pay 
the same fee for the same level of service, regardless of when they move into the 
community, adjusted for how long they use the service.51 

In general, marginal cost fees can be less regressive than average cost fees. However, 
they are still more regressive than property taxes on average.52 Despite this regressivity, 
many would argue that the efficiency gains from the use of fees are quite large and that 
remaining equity concerns should be met through general programs to aid low-income 
individuals. 

Fees in Texas Cities 

Recent history and experience in U.S. and Texas local government paints a picture of 
cities increasingly turning to fee revenues as a means for doing more with less to meet 
increasing needs as federal and state dollars disappear.53 Less is known about the 
behavior of Texas cities since 1986 with respect to raising fee revenues. Have cities 
continued the rapid increase in fee usage of the 1970s and early 1980s, or have they 
reached a saturation point, presenting a new challenge to find other revenue sources? The 
following analysis of 26 Texas cities will evaluate the extent to which Texas cities are · 
using fees and how the reliance on fees has grown since 1986. 

Methodology 

To gain a clear picture of the use of fees in Texas cities, an examination of 26 Texas 
cities and their comprehensive annual financial reports was undertaken. Two cities, El 
Paso and Brownsville, were excluded from the fees analysis due to lack of data on fee 
revenues from 1986. Fees were defined as charges for services, franchise fees (plus 
business tax and gross receipts tax), licenses and permits, operating revenues from 
enterprise funds, and charges for service listed in special revenue, capital projects, or trust 
funds. Revenues generated from fees from 1986 and 1996 were then totaled for each city, 
adjusted for inflation (using 1996 dollars), and standardized for population. In order to 
ensure a more accurate comparison across cities, the revenue from electric utilities was 
excluded. 
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Difficulties of this methodology include the task of defining fees and comparing the use 
of fees across cities. Defining the term fees required a determination of what sources of 
non tax revenue should be included. Fees are defined here as those revenues that are 
generated from optional and direct-benefit services that are provided by a city or 
municipality. As a result, categories of own-source, nontax revenue such as fines and 
forfeits , intergovernmental grants, interest, revenue from property, and other 
miscellaneous categories were excluded. This definition may fail to capture all fee 
revenues. 

There are also problems regarding the comparability of the cities. Cities choose to 
provide different services and to fund those services in different ways. As a result, one 
city may appear to be notably more dependent than another on fee revenue. For example, 
cities with toll bridges that charge fees or cities with electric utilities funded by user 
charges end up with much higher revenues from fees. Additionally, with the possible 
deregulation of electric utilities on the horizon, these revenues are in danger of 
disappearing in the near future. As a result, cities that look quite wealthy and healthy may 
not remain so. One question is whether these revenues will disappear completely. In 
order to deal with this, electric utilities were subtracted from fee revenue totals. 

Cities account for fee revenues in different ways. All data for Texas cities' use of fees 
were obtained from the respective cities' comprehensive annual financial reports 
(CAFRs). However, there was great variability in the ways that different cities 
categorized and accounted for fee revenues, even fee revenues for similar services. For 
example, in some cities franchise fees were classified as taxes and in other cities they 
were classified as fees. 

Finally, in terms of comparability, it is difficult to know whether different fees are truly 
providing greater efficiencies and revenues for cities. For example, in some cities, 
specific fees may be set below cost. As a result, they may be actually increasing 
inefficient use of resources, taking general tax revenues away from other basic services, 
and subsidizing the use of certain services by specific populations in those cities. On the 
other hand, in some cases, fees may be set at or above cost, thereby increasing revenues, 
releasing pressure on other tax sources, and providing efficiency gains. Thus, in a 
calculation of total revenues from fees, it is difficult to measure how much a city is 
actually gaining from an increase in fee revenues. If those fee revenues are being 
obtained in an inefficient manner, they may not be contributing to a stronger level of 
fiscal capacity, but in fact may be creating vast inefficiencies and preventing the 
provision of needed services on a universal and equitable level. 

Use of Fees in Texas Cities 

The use of fees in Texas may be reaching its economic and political limits, presenting 
Texas cities with a tremendous challenge in their attempts to expand fiscal capacity. The 
data from the cities indicate that the usage of fees on a per capita basis did increase over 
the ten years studied, but on average by only 5 percent. The average increase does not 
appear dramatic, but an increase in the use of fees was found in 19 of the 26 cities 
surveyed. The change from city to city varied greatly, from an increase of 55 percent to a 
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decrease of 25 percent. The pattern of low-rate cities increasing and high-rate cities 
decreasing indicates that a saturation point may exist. 

Study Results 

On average, between 1986 and 1996, the 26 Texas cities evaluated in our fees analysis 
increased the amount of revenue generated by fees by 5 percent, from $385 per capita to 
$404 per capita (see Figure 3.31). While the average increase does not appear dramatic, 
an increase in the use of fees was found in 19 of the 26 cities surveyed, and the change in 
individual cities varied significantly (see Table 3.12 and Figure 3.32). On one end of the 
spectrum, Austin decreased its revenue rate from fees by 25 percent. During the same 
time period, the revenue rate from fees in Lubbock increased by 55 percent. 

Figure 3.31 
Average User Fee Revenue per Capita in Texas Cities, 1986-1996 

(in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-User Fees, Income per Capita, Population). 

While the change in fee rates for cities varied a great deal, whether a city increased or 
decreased its usage of fees was somewhat predictable. Every city whose fee rate was 
below average in 1986 experienced an increase in the per capita fee rate over the ten-year 
period ending in 1996. The below-average grouping of cities averaged a 16 percent 
increase (see Figure 3.33). 
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Table3.12 
Change in Reliance on User Fee Revenues in Texas Cities, 1986-1996 

City Percent Change City Percent Change 
Lubbock 55.3 McAllen 3.7 
Laredo 46.3 Victoria 2.6 
Plano 26.2 Tyler 2.5 
Irving 23.6 Amarillo l.9 
Garland 22.7 Arlington 1.1 
San Marcos 21.3 Abilene 0.8 
San Angelo 18.6 Dallas -4.2 
Round Rock 15.1 Fort Worth -4.6 
Mesquite 14.3 Waco -4.8 
Houston 13.4 Beaumont -5.3 
San Antonio 8.5 Corpus Christi -6.l 
Pasadena 6.0 Midland -17.7 
Odessa 3.8 Austin -24.6 

Source: See Appendix A (Variable-User Fees). 

Figure 3.32 
User Fee Revenue per Capita 1986-1996 (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-User Fees, Population). 
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Figure3.33 
Change in Average User Fee Revenue Reliance per Capita in Below

and Above-Average Texas Cities, 1986-1996 (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-User Fees, Population, Income per Capita). 

In contrast to the below-average grouping, the above-average grouping averaged a 3 
percent decrease in fee rates for the ten-year period. Seven of the ten cities in the above
average grouping in 1986 experienced decreases in the ten-year period. 

The data indicate that there may be a saturation point at which fees no longer produce 
more revenue or are no longer used to increase revenue for a city. There may be a 
threshold at which it is not politically viable to raise the rate charges for various services. 
Also, there may be rates at which usage is discouraged and consequently revenue from a 
service begins to decline. 

VVaterandSewerFees 

By far, the largest fee category for cities involves their utilities such as water, sewer, solid 
waste, and electricity. Electric utility gross revenue was not included in this analysis 
because electric utilities generate an extraordinary amount of gross revenue and because 
very few cities own an electric utility. However, every city except El Paso accounted for 
revenues from water services, sewer services, or both. 

In 1986, cities averaged about $218 per capita in water and sewer revenues. That number 
climbed by 7 percent to $234 in 1996. These calculations indicate that water and sewer 
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fees account for about 57 percent of all revenues from fees in 1986. By 1996, the 
percentage of revenue from water and sewer had crept up to 58 percent. 

Similar to the trend for overall fee revenues, water and sewer fees increased sharply for 
those cities that were below average in 1986 and increased only slightly for those cities 
that were above average in 1986. In fact, below-average cities increased their per capita 
water and sewer operating revenues by 15 percent from 1986 to 1996, whereas the above
average cities increased by only 1 percent (see Figure 3.34). It is possible that water and 
sewer fees are also approaching a saturation point. 

Figure 3.34 
Comparison of Average Percentage Change of per Capita Water and 

Sewer Operating Revenue in Texas Cities, 1986-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Water and Sewer Revenue, Population, Income per Capita). 

The fact that water and sewer rates appear to be able to increase steadily might indicate 
that some barriers to more revenues from fees might be political. In addition, it is quite 
possible that water and sewer services are necessities that people will continue to 
consume and use despite price increases. Thus, as prices are raised, revenues continue to 
increase due to continued high levels of usage. 

Franchise Fees 

Although cities' revenue sources and accounting styles vary, one revenue source that 
could be identified in nearly all Texas cities was franchise fees. Also called gross receipt 
taxes, business taxes, and utility fees, franchise fees are collected from utility companies 
that operate as monopolies or at least maintain a large share of the market for their 
particular product in that city. The types of business that are charged franchise fees are 
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electricity franchises, telephone franchises, taxicab franchises, fiber optics franchises, and 
cable television franchises. Right-of-way taxes charged to a telephone company also are 
considered franchise fees. 

Across Texas cities franchise fees on average made up a fairly large portion of total user 
fee revenue-13.4 percent in 1996, up from 12.7 percent in 1986. However, the amount 
that individual cities relied on franchise fees varied. In Dallas, for example, franchise fees 
revenue was as high as $81 per capita-over 17 percent of total user fee revenue. 
However, in San Antonio the amount of revenue from franchise fees was as low as $13 
per capita-4 percent of total user fee revenue. One reason for this discrepancy between 
these two large cities is that cities such as San Antonio and Austin rely heavily on their 
electricity transfer as a means of revenue, whereas cities such as Dallas and Houston are 
forced to rely more heavily on fees charged to their utility franchises. Lubbock and 
Garland are two other examples of cities which operate electricity utilities and therefore 
rely less heavily on franchise fees as a means of revenue (see Figure 3.35). 

Figure3.35 
Franchise Fees as a Percentage of User Fee Revenue 

in Texas Cities, 1986-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Franchise Fees, User Fees, Population, Income per Capita). 

Two cities that were visible outliers in terms of their reliance on franchise fee revenue as 
a percentage of user fee revenue were San Marcos and Waco. In San Marcos in 1986, 
franchise fees were $99 per capita of total revenue (see Figure 3.36). In 1996, although 
the amount had dropped to $80 per capita of total revenue, it still remained very high
making up nearly 20 percent of user fee revenue. Waco also distinguished itself from the 
other cities in that it had the largest growth in reliance on franchise fee revenue per capita 
from 1986 to 1996 (see Figure 3.36). Over the ten-year span, the city's reliance on user 
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fees increased from 14 percent to over 20 percent. It is not clear why some cities 
increased their reliance on franchise fee revenue. It may simply be the result of the 
increased revenue generated from collecting fees from new businesses moving within the 
city limits. 

Figure 3.36 
Franchise Fees per Capita in Texas Cities (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Franchise Fees, Population, Income per Capita). 

Although franchise fees remained a substantial revenue source for Texas cities up to 
1996, the future role of franchise fees as a revenue source is uncertain. Many of the 
businesses charged the franchise fees continue to challenge the city's right to charge such 
high fees. The businesses argue that franchise fees interfere with competition and raise 
the price consumers pay for the service. From 1986 to 1996, cities remained determined 
to not only maintain franchise fees, but to increase them in amounts comparable to 
growing populations. However, it will be interesting to see if pressure from business can 
change this trend in the next ten years. More research would be useful in understanding 
the past effects of franchise fees on cities' fiscal capacity and their future role as a 
revenue source for Texas cities. 
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Cases of Cities with Substantial Changes 

Cities with large increases in the use offees provide an illustration of the potential 
saturation point approaching Texas cities in their use of fees as a major revenue source. 
The largest two decreases over the ten-year period in our study shared the commonality 
of high per capita rates in 1986. Similarly, the largest gainers in revenues per capita 
shared the commonality of low 1986 rates per capita (see Figures 3.32 and 3.33). Austin 
and Midland saw the largest decline in per person revenues from fees and charges for 
services from 1986 to 1996. The common denominator in these cities is that they had the 
highest revenue per capita rates in their base year. Austin ranked the highest at $790 per 
capita, 105 percent higher than the average of all cities studied (see Figure 3.32). The 
largest two gainers in fee revenues from 1986 to 1996 were Lubbock and Laredo. They 
share the commonality of extremely low rates per capita in 1986. 

Austin 

In 1987, Austin had the highest revenues per capita ($790) from charges for services and 
fees. Given this information, one would expect that the city might have reached a 
saturation point or limit to its revenues in this area. According to our measurements, per 
person revenues dropped to $596 in 1996. This 25 percent drop constituted the largest fall 
of any of the cities measured. Upon further investigation, it appears that the city did not 
drastically change its policies toward fees. 

In the 1990s, the city-owned hospital encountered management and financial problems. 
'The city changed the status of the hospital. By 1996, the city had changed the way it 
accounted for the hospital. Revenues from the hospital were reported as greater than $72 
million in 1987 as opposed to approximately $2 million in 1996. By controlling for the 
hospital changes, it appears that the City of Austin did not change its fee structure at all. 
If the city had maintained the hospital on its books and the hospital revenue for 1986 had 
been adjusted for real growth and included in the 1996 evaluation, the fee rate per capita 
would have risen about 1 percent. 

Next to Austin, Midland had the second highest rate of per person revenue in fees in the 
base year (see Table 3.12). Also, like Austin, Midland experienced the second largest 
drop in revenues per capita, approximately 18 percent, between the two years; however, 
the reason for the drop is not as evident as in Austin (see Figure 3.32). 

Midland experienced an increase in population of about 20 percent between 1986 and 
1996. At the same time, the total revenue from fees in 1996 dollars fell approximately 1 
percent. The population increase without a corresponding increase in real revenue 
accounts for the drop in revenues per capita. Water and sewer revenues accounted for 
over half of all Midland fee revenues in 1996. In 1986, the city generated about $318 per 
person from water and sewer revenues (adjusted to 1996 dollars). If the city had 
maintained that rate of revenue from sewer and water in 1996, overall fee revenue would 
have dropped by only approximately 12 percent. 
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The city also experienced low revenue in two other primary areas, franchise fees and 
airport. When adjusted to 1996 dollars, revenue from franchise fees dropped 12 percent 
and revenue from the airport dropped 32 percent. 

Despite the 20 percent drop in revenue per capita from fees from 1986 to 1996, Midland 
maintained a high level of revenue generation from fees compared to other Texas cities. 
Midland ranks the highest among cities with less than 200,000 population and was well 
above average for all cities studied. 

Lubbock 

Lubbock was the biggest gainer over of the ten-year period, increasing revenues per 
capita from fees by 55 percent. The bulk of the increase in revenue from fees came from 
the water, sewer and solid waste, and franchise fees categories. If these categories had 
simply kept pace with inflation, Lubbock would have seen only a modest increase in 
revenue per capita. 

Despite the large increases in revenues from these basic categories, Lubbock's rate of 
$387 per capita was still less than the 1996 average of $404 per capita. 

Llzredo 

In 1986, Laredo generated $282 per capita, with only four other cities generating less 
revenues from fees. By 1996, Laredo was raising $412 per capita, an increase of 46.3 
percent. The increase can be traced to two primary areas---<harges for services and the 
bridge fund. 

City documents show that "charges for services" totaled over $17 million in 1996 
compared to less than $1 million in 1986. The increase in "charges for services" appears 
to partially be due to changes in accounting and primarily due to growth of services 
charges. In 1986, the CAFR did not include garbage fees (approximately $1.5 million) or 
administrative charges to enterprise funds (approximately $460,000) in the "charges for 
services" category. In 1996, these two categories were included in the "charges for 
services" heading, but more importantly, the categories grew exponentially. In 1996, 
garbage fees totaled about $4.5 million and administrative fees totaled over $10 million, a 
2,000 percent increase for administrative fees over the ten-year period. 

Bridge revenue, as an enterprise fund, increased by over $10 million when adjusted to 
1997 dollars. The CAFR attributed the increase in the enterprise fund solely to the bridge 
toll receipts. 

If service charges and bridge revenues had been held constant from 1986 levels, Laredo 
would actually have raised less revenue per capita in 1996. This demonstrates that all of 
the increase in revenues in the fee category over the ten-year period can be attributed to 
these two categories. 
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The Fllture of Fees? 

Fees are a difficult revenue raiser to study due to their diversity across both uses and 
types. However. they became an important revenue base during the period between 1986 
and 1996. As complete an understanding as possible of the structuring, evaluation, and 
use of fees is crucial in order to ensure that fee use is effective. efficient, and equitable. 

It is difficult to know whether fees are at a saturation point and what their future use may 
be in Texas cities. Fees can increase efficiency, help to control or lower tax rates, free up 
other general tax revenues for other purposes, and ensure that those who use a benefit 
truly pay for its full cost.54 However, the use of fees can undermine the goals of equity, 
universal access. and production of merit good services such as education, recreation, and 
public safety. In addition. with deregulation of utilities on the horizon, a large portion of 
these fee revenues for a number of Texas cities is in doubt, which could create a further 
squeeze on major tax revenues. So, what can be done in the use of fees to help Texas 
cities meet their growing needs? 

One possible alternative is to continue to shift more services toward fees, with the hope 
that this will allow property and sales taxes to be more effective in covering other needs. 
However, without effective structuring. administration, monitoring, and reevaluation, 
fees cannot promise great gains in efficiency and cost savings while maintaining 
universal public access and equitable provision of services. There is serious question as to 
whether fees alone can create enough gains so that property and sales taxes can raise 
necessary revenue. 

An alternative proposal would be the use of a state income tax coupled with incentives to 
increase the use of fees at the local level.55 The increased use of fees at the local level, if 
done correctly, would bring about great efficiency and cost savings. The state income tax, 
in the form of transfers to local governments, would then be used to release the burden of 
tax financing through sales and property tax. Arguably, the state income tax could raise 
revenue in a manner that is more progressive, better tied to the performance of the 
economy, and more effective at ensuring universal access to public goods for individuals 
of all income levels. · 

Revenue Sources-Texas Cities at a Crossroads 

Between 1986 and 1996. the study cities saw a very slight overall increase in real 
combined tax revenues per capita This slight increase belies the fact the relative 
proportions of property and sales taxes changed substantially. Property tax revenues per 
capita declined and sales tax revenues per capita increased for all 28 cities. The sales tax 
took on an increasingly larger role in tax collections as cities increased their reliance on 
sales tax revenues in the midst of a rebounding economy. The many factors involved in 
the shift toward increased reliance on sales tax revenues include a declining property tax 
base, changing sales and property tax rates. tax competition (in particular, property tax 
competition). and overall economic conditions. Based on the most recent years' data, this 
trend toward increasing sales tax dependence appears to be slowing to some degree. The 
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implications of this trend prompt questions regarding the potential for cities to continue 
to expand their tax bases in the face of population growth. 

The overall tax base (sales plus property) per capita for Texas cities declined between 
1986 and 1996. This decline appears to have slowed, although it is difficult to attribute 
this slowing to any single cause. This decline is occurring partly as a result of property 
tax valuation decreases. Interestingly, the relatively small tax bases of border towns, in 
general, have experienced smaller declines per capita than other Texas cities. However, 
the actual tax collections (sales plus property) per capita of Texas cities have remained 
relatively stable although there is some variability among city groups. Border town 
collections are quite low relative to those of other cities. 

Actual sales tax revenues per capita increased from 1986 to 1996 in the 28 Texas cities 
studied. Many cities, such as Round Rock and San Marcos, saw very large increases in 
their sales tax collections per capita. There are two primary reasons for this increase. 
First, the sales tax bases (except for Brownsville) increased beginning in 1986 due to the 
booming economy and legislated broadening of the taxable sales categories. Second, the 
rates cities apply to the sales tax base have increased for most individual cities. The 
mixture of these effects for each city is highly variable, the result of controllable factors 
(e.g., tax rates) and uncontrollable factors (e.g., economic conditions). 

Statewide, it appears that taxable sales have, in general, kept pace with gross sales, 
although taxable sales saw steady decline in their share beginning in 1993. The trend has 
shifted for various reasons, including a broadening of the sales tax base on three 
occasions between 1983 and 1992. 

In general, cities with larger populations are able to generate more sales tax per capita, 
although the highest revenues per capita were found in suburban jurisdictions like Plano 
and San Marcos. Border towns appear to be improving their sales tax collections at a 
better-than-average rate, although they are still far below other Texas cities in their actual 
collections per capita. 

The sales tax base per capita was found to be affected positively by population, income 
per capita, share of economically active persons, and regional characteristics (e.g., border 
cities) and negatively by crime rate and poverty rate. Sales tax yield appears to be 
affected negatively by property tax levied per capita, city population, and crime rate, and 
to be affected positively by share of Hispanics and income per capita. The regression 
analyses show that sales tax revenue and sales tax yield are highly correlated with 
economic performance and sociodemographic factors. 

All the study cities utilize a full 1 percent sales tax rate or more. Additional sales taxes 
are, by law, intended to alleviate property tax burdens and are not, for practical purposes, 
available to cities. On the property tax front, there appears to be "crowding out" of ·· 
municipal property taxes by school district, county, and special district property taxes. As 
a result, municipal property tax increases will become more difficult. 
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The use of fees on a per capita basis increased between 1986 and 1996, but by only 5 
percent on average. The variation among cities between 1986 and 1996 ranged from plus 
55 percent to minus 25 percent. The pattern of cities with low fees per capita in 1986 
increasing their rates per capita and cities with high fee rates per capita in 1986 
decreasing their fees per capita may indicate that a saturation point was reached in some 
cities (Austin, Beaumont, Corpus Christi, Dallas, Fort Worth, Midland, and Waco) and is 
approaching in others. 

The future of fees is uncertain. If they have reached a saturation point, then Texas cities 
will need to consider alternative means of raising revenue to meet growing needs. The 
use of fees can, in theory, contribute to a more efficient and effective system of local 
government finance. If they are to contribute to the strengthening of the fiscal capacity of 
Texas cities, however, they must be applied with precision and in conjunction with a 
comprehensive fiscal policy that deals with larger issues of universal access, equity, and 
tax base stability and responsiveness. 

Through 1996, Texas cities appear to have maintained their revenue-raising capacity in 
the battle for tax revenues and tax bases, although it appears that, perhaps, cities may now 
be reaching the capacity of these revenue resources. The result may be a crossroads; to 
the right, Texas cities see a cresting economy offering generous sales tax revenues, and to 
the left they witness the decline of their property tax bases because of heavy competition 
with school districts taking the lion's share. At the same time the wave of increased use 
of fees appears to be ebbing. Texas cities can expect no help from the federal government 
and foresee little direct assistance from the state in the near future. Up ahead, Texas cities 
also face citizen opposition to increases in sales and property tax rates. If cities find that 
they require additional revenues to fulfill their service obligations, questions remain 
whether there will sufficient capacity in the existing structure of local revenue generation. 
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Chapter 4. Fiscal Conditions in Texas Cities 

Citizens rely on local government to provide basic services such as fire and police 
protection. The strength of revenue sources and cities' fiscal capacity explain the extent 
to which they can provide those services. Given the examination of individual taxes and 
fees within Chapter 3, this chapter answers the basic questions, ''What is the fiscal 
capacity of Texas cities?" and ''How do fiscal capacity, effort, and expenditures 
contribute to an understanding of the fiscal condition of the 27 study cities?" 

This study measures fiscal capacity based on each city's annual operating revenues. 
Fiscal capacity of a city-its revenue-raising ability-is a comparative measure of that 
city relative to the other cities in the study, and thus it compares cities' fmancial standing. 
Fiscal capacity can be calculated on "point in time" measures such as debt levels 
outstanding, fund balances, or simply how much cash and investments each city has in its 
treasury. However, these gauges only partially explain how well a city is able to fund its 
future financial challenges. 

This chapter first determines how each city used the three revenue sources in 1986 and 
1996: sales tax, property tax, and fees. The chapter then proceeds to the heart of the study 
by analyzing the fiscal capacity of each of the 27 study cities, 1 and, correspondingly, how 
cities rank against each other. Since fiscal capacity only examines revenue bases, the 
chapter also measures tax rates. Fiscal effort, which compares a city's rates with the 
average of the 27 cities studied, is also reviewed. A second measure of effort determines 
what share of a person's income goes to the city via the three revenue sources. The final 
analysis of fiscal condition is based on a synthesis of the cities' capacity and effort 
indexes. 

In order to compare cities' financial condition, it was necessary to establish a "standard 
basket" of revenue sources. For example, all cities levy property taxes but only a few 
cities charge tolls for transnational bridges. Including the revenue generated by such 
bridges would increase the capacity of those border cities relative to nonborder cities. 
This is the reason no electric utility funds or transfers were included in the standard 
revenue basket. The analysis of fiscal capacity and fiscal effort is based on revenues from 
the sales tax, property tax, and assorted fees that are grouped into a category called 
combined lesser discretionary revenues (CLDR). 2 The CLDR is an amalgamation of user 
fees and charges which individually may not significantly impact the revenue-raising 
ability of a city but which are important in total.3 Cities are creative and bold in their 
searches for revenue and uses of the resources available to them. Thus, another section of 
the chapter discusses the net effect of funds which change city per capita revenues. 

Finally, the chapter concludes with an examination of city expenditures to determine 
whether a city's fiscal capacity influences its decisions about the level and quality of 
services it provides for its citizens. City officials and residents may find these results 
interesting because the study determined, unexpectedly, that the size of a city's 
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population does not greatly influence that city's expenditures. Rather, fiscal capacity 
explains much of a city's spending. 

Trends in Reliance on Revenue Sources 

The most striking characteristic of revenues collected by the 27 Texas cities in the study 
is that over 50 percent of total revenues in both 1986 and 1996 were from the CLDR 
category (see Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1). In addition, nearly equal revenues were raised 
per capita in 1986 and 1996, reliance on property taxes decreased, and reliance on the 
sales tax increased. 

Before proceeding with an analysis, the methods for interpreting the data deserve brief 
explanation. All analyses are based on the revenues raised in cities in 1986 and 1996. 
Data can be analyzed in relation to two measures: (1) the percentage of total city 
revenues that one of the three revenue sources constitutes and (2) the amount of revenue 
that each source provides in inflation-adjusted dollars (see Table 4.1). 

Table 4.1 
Summary of Revenues: Revenue Average of 27 Cities Studied 

Aven12e of 27 Cities Studied 
1986 1996 

Sales Tax 
Rate 
Base per capita 
Revenue per capita 
Share of total 

Property Tax 
Rate 
Base per capita 
Revenue per capita 
Share of total 

CLDR 
Rate 
Base per capita 
Revenue per capita 
Share of total 

Total 
Revenue per capita 

1% 1.15% 
$11,496 $12,308 

$115 $129 
15.66% 17.48% 

$0.493 per $100 $0.593 per $100 
$49,928 $32,957 

$243 $206 
33.16% 27.90% 

NIA NIA 
NIA NIA 

$375.53 $403.49 
51.17% 54.63% 

$733.87 $738.61 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-CLDR, Economic Development Sales Tax Rate, Municipal Property 

Tax Rate, Total Population, Property Relief Sales Tax Rate, Sales Tax Base, Sales Tax Rate, Sales Tax 

Revenue Returned to Cities, Total Property Tax Levy, Total Taxable Property). 

The 27 Texas cities in this study collected approximately the same revenues in 1986 as 
they did in 1996, with revenue per capita barely increasing from $734.87 to $738.61 (see 
Table 4.1). The rough equivalence of these two values shows that the average revenues in 
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real terms for these 27 cities in 1986 and 1996 were equal. This reinforces Chapter 3's 
conclusion that the sales tax revenue increases and property tax revenue decreases offset 
each other. 

Figure4.1 
City Revenues by Source, 1986 and 1996 
(Weighted Average Shares in Percent) 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Cl.DR. Economic Development Sales Tax Rate. Municipal Property 

Tax Rate. Total Population. Property Relief Sales Tax Rate. Sales Tax Base. Sales Tax Rate. Sales Tax 

Revenue Returned to Cities. Total Property Tax Levy. Total Taxable Property). 

Combined ~r Discretionary Revenues 

Comparing 1986 per capita revenue to that of 1996, CLDR collections increased from 
approximately $375 to $400, a finding similar to that of Chapter 3 (see Table 4.2). Most 
notably, large nonborder cities raised above-average CLDR. In addition, cities with lower 
use ofCIDR increased their use at a higher rate than those collecting higher than average 
revenues. 

In 1986, the average city raised 51 pe:rcent of its revenue through CIDR. The CIDR 
category accounted for a low of45 pe:rcent of revenue (Round Rock) and a high of 63 
pe:rcent of revenue (Odessa) (see Table 4.2). Other than a large overall reliance on 
CIDR. there is no pattern with regard to city size or location on the border in 1986. In 
1996, though. CLDR increased to over 55 percent of average city revenue. indicating a 
growing reliance on fees, as was noted in Chapter 3. 
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Table4.2 
Utilization of Combined Lesser Discretionary Revenue, 

1986 and 1996 

CLDR's Share of Total Revenue CLDR Revenue per Capita 
{in Percent} (in Constant 1996 DoUars) 

Citv 1986 1996 1986 1996 
Abilene 54.35 55.50 326 316 
Amarillo 58.25 60.75 360 366 
Arlington 57.49 52.17 462 354 
Austin 47.31 56.34 378 489 
Beaumont 53.86 51.62 419 398 
Corpus Christi 52.79 63.75 350 444 
Dallas 47.88 52.48 454 485 
El Paso 49.56 39.07 193 145 
Fort Worth 55.73 58.50 534 550 
Garland 58.72 62.18 373 446 
Houston 50.10 54.13 426 464 
Irving 45.53 50.94 349 453 
Laredo 56.62 62.27 202 294 
Lubbock 46.20 58.28 251 395 
McAllen 54.45 43.03 303 252 
Mesquite 48.15 50.53 314 354 
Midland 60.13 61.27 561 476 
Odessa 63.19 68.68 457 462 
Pasadena 59.67 62.48 374 369 
Plano 44.16 53.18 405 522 
Round Rock 45.17 51.57 231 370 
San Angelo 46.06 56.05 256 334 
San Antonio 52.07 52.98 257 270 
San Marcos 56.61 58.55 395 446 
Tyler 49.47 55.60 332 403 
Victoria 50.52 55.30 344 362 
Waco 57.10 59.44 412 498 
State Average 51.17 54.63 376 403 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-CLDR. Total Population). 

Property Tax 

In 1986, property tax was the second largest source of revenue, averaging 33 percent of 
city revenue. This share of revenue decreased in 1996 to 28 percent (see Table 4.3). The 
decrease is consistent with Chapter 3 's assessment of the decline in the property tax base. 

A comparison of actual 1986 and 1996 property tax revenue also shows a decrease in 
importance of this revenue source for Texas cities. The decline in the total property tax 
base of over $76 billion in the 27 cities decreased property tax revenues per capita from 
$243 to $206. This is significant considering that property tax rates on average increased 
$0.10 from $0.49 to $0.59 per $100 of appraised value. The decline in the value of the 
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property tax base contributed to the drop in the portion of city revenue generated by this 
source. 

Table4.3 
Utilization of Property Tax, 1986 and 1996 

Property Tax Share of Total Revenue Property Tax Revenue per Capita 
{in Pen:eot} (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 

Citv 1986 1996 1986 1996 
Abilene 29.23 20.49 175 117 
Amarillo 24.38 12.28 151 74 
Arlington 28.77 29.88 231 203 
Austin 35.89 26.67 287 232 
Beaumont 31.32 23.61 244 182 
Corpus Christi 33.12 22.03 220 153 
Dallas 3550 30.30 337 280 
ElPaso 33.17 42.97 129 159 
Fort Worth 32.04 29.32 307 275 
Garland 29.17 27.30 185 1% 
Houston 35.43 28.92 302 248 
Irving 35.76 28.38 274 253 
Laredo 25.48 23.63 91 ll2 
Lubbock 34.97 23.99 190 163 
McAllen 24.63 23.28 137 136 
Mesquite 33.()1) 22.67 216 159 
Midland 26.15 23.34 244 181 
Odessa 2158 16.36 156 llO 
Pasadena 2951 24.76 185 146 
Plano 41.39 28.17 380 277 
Round Rock 39.04 20.76 200 149 
San Angelo 36.62 28.22 203 168 
San Antonio 29.25 28.27 144 144 
SanMarcos 29.32 13.97 204 106 
Tyler 27.85 24.65 187 179 
Victoria 32.27 28.99 220 190 
Waco 26.25 20.81 189 174 
State A Vc:rcu?C 33.16 27.90 243 206 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Municipal Property Tax Rate, Total Population, Total Property Tax 

Levy, Total Taxable Property). 

In 1986, Odessa was the least dependent of the cities on property taxes, receiving only 22 
percent of its revenues from this source. Plano, on the other hand, was the most 
dependent, earning 41 percent of its revenues from this source. Most of the 27 cities 
earned more than a quarter of their revenues from property taxes in 1986. Although no 
pattern by city size existed, geographically, border cities tended to receive less than the 
27-city average proportion of their revenues from property taxes, possibly reflecting 
lower valued property bases. 
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In 1996, by contrast, dependence on property tax revenue had fallen to the point where 15 
of the 27 cities earned less than a quarter of their revenues from this source. Reduced 
property values, discussed in Chapter 3, are apparent (see Table 4.3). However, the 
differing degrees to which cities were affected by this is evidenced by the large difference 
between El Paso, which received 43 percent of its revenue from property taxes in 1996, 
and Amarillo, which collected only 12 percent of its revenues from property taxes in that 
year. Therefore, the strength of the property tax base within a city appears to better 
indicate a city's fiscal capacity than does sales tax revenue or CLDR. 

Comparing actual property tax revenues with the share of total city revenues leads to two 
conclusions. First, border cities do not raise much property tax revenue, nor do they rely 
heavily on this revenue source, relative to other cities. El Paso serves as the single 
exception, garnering 35 percent of its revenue in 1986 from property taxes. Border cities 
in both 1986 and 1996 fell below both the average property revenue per capita and the 
average percentage reliance on this source. Second, the decline in the property tax base 
between 1986 and 1996 decreased the proportion of revenue cities raised from property 
tax and the revenues property taxes generated for cities. With property tax revenue 
decreasing, cities began to rely more on CLDR and the sales tax. 

Sales Tax 

Sales tax revenue accounted for an average of 16 percent of total city revenue for the 27 
study cities in 1986 (see Table 4.4). This increased slightly in 1996 to approximately 17 
percent. The difference appears small, but the shift is actually quite significant since the 
increase in the proportion of revenue raised by the sales tax relative to its contribution to 
total revenue is large. Although each city's sales tax rate was 1 percent in 1986, the 
degree to which each of the cities depended on the sales tax differed, depending on the 
strength of other revenue bases. From 1986 to 1996 actual average city tax rates changed 
only slightly, from 1 percent to 1.153 percent. Analysis shows that the substantial 
changes in the sales tax base rather than the slight increase in sales tax rates drove the 
increase in sales tax revenues. 

In 1986, the reliance of larger cities such as Houston and Fort Worth on sales tax revenue 
varied from $145 to $114 per capita, respectively. A pattern for border cities is apparent, 
showing a tendency toward the higher end of dependence on sales tax revenue, with 
McAllen at 21 percent, Laredo at 18 percent, and El Paso at 17 percent. These values are 
relatively high, indicating that border cities may have had greater sales tax revenue 
because of exportation of this tax. Exportation means that nonresidents of the border 
cities, such as Mexican citizens and U.S. tourists, pay a large portion of the sales tax 
revenues. The relative strength of sales tax as a revenue source for border cities is 
supported by findings in Chapter 3. Smaller and mid-sized cities in the study showed no 
pattern in their use of the sales tax. 

In 1996, the difference between the cities in the study relying most and least on sales tax 
was 23 percent. In 1986, this range was only 10 percent. This increased variability 
reflects a more divergent dependence on the sales tax base and legal changes allowing 
higher sales tax rates for property tax relief. Interestingly, McAllen collected almost 34 
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percent of its revenue from sales tax, suggesting that it was able to export its sales tax in 
1996 even more than in 1986, probably because of its status as a regional and 
international trade center. 

Table4.4 
Utilization of Sales Tax 

Sales Tax Share of Total Revenue Sales Tax Revenue per Capita 
{in Percent} {in Constant 1996 Dollars) 

City 1986 1996 1986 1996 
Abilene 16.43 24.01 99 137 
Amarillo 17.38 26.97 107 162 
Arlington 13.73 17.96 110 122 
Austin 16.81 16.99 134 148 
Beaumont 14.81 24.78 115 191 
Corpus Christi 14.08 14.23 93 99 
Dallas 16.62 17.21 158 159 
El Paso 17.28 17.96 67 66 
Fort Worth 12.23 12.18 117 114 
Garland 12.11 10.52 77 75 
Houston 14.48 16.95 123 145 
Irving 18.71 20.68 144 184 
Laredo 17.90 14.10 64 67 
Lubbock 18.83 17.73 102 120 
McAllen 20.92 33.69 116 197 
Mesquite 18.75 26.80 122 188 
Midland 13.71 15.39 128 120 
Odessa 15.23 14.96 110 101 
Pasadena 10.82 12.75 68 75 
Plano 14.45 18.64 133 183 
Round Rock 15.80 27.67 81 199 
San Angelo 17.33 15.73 96 94 
San Antonio 18.68 18.75 92 95 
San Marcos 14.07 27.48 98 209 
Tyler 22.68 19.75 152 143 
Victoria 17.21 15.72 117 103 
Waco 16.64 19.75 120 165 
State Avera~e 15.66 17.48 115 129 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Economic Development Sales Tax Rate, Total Population, Property 

Relief Sales Tax Rate, Sales Tax Base, Sales Tax Rate, Sales Tax Revenue Returned to Cities). 

Comparing sales tax revenue from 1986 to 1996 helps explain Chapter 3's finding that 
sales tax revenue increased as a share of total city revenue. The increasing share and per 
capita revenue from the sales tax resulted from three factors: a healthy economy in 1996, 
legal expansion of the tax base, and higher sales tax rates. Of these three reasons, the 
increase in the sales tax base of over $20 billion in the 27 study cities was the most 
important contributor to the increase in the per capita sales tax intake. The sales tax 
brought in $129 per capita in 1996 as opposed to $114 in 1986. Reliance on sales tax 
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revenue increased 12.5 percent on average, garnering large amounts of revenues for city 
coffers. 

In sum, the sales tax base and the proportion of revenues it generated for the 27 study 
cities increased, the property tax declined for the same two measures, and CLDR 
constituted a surprisingly large and growing portion of total and per capita revenue. 
Evidence suggests that per capita revenue in big cities was greater than that of smaller 
cities in both 1986 and 1996. This advantage is not because of the strength of any one of 
the three bases, but rather because of the strength of each of the three bases individually 
and combined. Finally, the border cities of El Paso, Laredo, and McAllen, as well as 
Corpus Christi and San Antonio, faced serious revenue shortages because of low and 
declining property tax bases and CLDR collections. 

Fiscal Capacity 

Method of Measurement 

In Texas, citizens rely upon local government to provide basic services such as garbage 
collection, police protection, and street maintenance. A city's fiscal capacity determines 
its ability to meet the expense of such services. Fiscal capacity is a government's ability 
to collect revenues, relative to other similar governmental units. 

The now-defunct U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (USACJR) 
made significant contributions to the development of fiscal capacity methods. It 
developed the Representative Revenue System (RRS) as a method of assessing each 
state's needs so that federal funds could be distributed equitably to the states. Over the 
past 35 years, state ACJRs have modified the federal methods in order to apply them 
locally.4 

Two assumptions about fiscal capacity methodology are relevant to analysis of fiscal 
capacity in this study. First, fiscal capacity refers to revenue that comes from a 
government's own sources. For example, grants from the federal government to a state 
would not be included. Second, capacity is relative. The study' s methodologies compare 
the practices of each individual jurisdiction being measured to the average of the entire 
group under consideration. 5 

The RRS measures use of every tax base and relevant fees in each jurisdiction, regardless 
of whether or not the revenue source is used within that jurisdiction.6 Data collection 
difficulties and the fact that some taxes do not exist within Texas cities, such as the 
personal income tax, led the study to limit the tax bases studied to sales tax, property tax, 
and CLDR. Through a series of mathematical steps, a "representative," or average, tax 
system is derived from the tax bases for each jurisdiction.7 
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Strengths and Critiques of RRS 

A primary strength of RRS is that it provides extensive fiscal information. Since each tax 
base is calculated individually and then added together, information is available about the 
relative capacity of each tax or revenue base. Decision makers therefore can see quickly 
how much each tax yields and how much similar taxes raise in other localities. 8 

Since RRS is a relative measure, derived from the averages of all current tax and fee 
revenue, several complications can arise. First, RRS measures fiscal capacity at a given 
time and may misrepresent long-term fiscal trends. If a city faces a severe recession, its 
capacity might appear extremely low. Conditions before and after this recession are not 
accounted for in this methodology. Second, since RRS utilizes averages, it tends to distort 
the fiscal capacity ofjurisdictions at the high and low ends of the spectrum. If the Laredo 
metropolitan statistical area (MSA) bas high revenue while the Houston MSA has low 
revenue, comparing the two cities' average revenue is likely to understate the fiscal 
capacity of Laredo. Third, RRS does not account for the likelihood that relationships 
exist between the various revenue bases such as a city choosing to implement a higher 
sales tax to compensate for low property tax revenue. 

Finally, comparing fiscal capacity over time may be misleading. This is because tax bases 
change from year to year; comparing fiscal capacity from one year to the next is 
problematic because there is no "standard basket of revenue." Comparing the fiscal 
capacity index (FCI) over time is mathematically valid with modifications such as those 
included in this study.9 Comparing a city's relative rank over a period of time is more 
telling than its FCI is alone. For example, if Austin's fiscal capacity indexes were 105 in 
1986 and 113 in 1996, it could be concluded that the fiscal capacity of Austin improved. 
However, a change in Austin's rank from eight in 1986 to three in 1996 would be more 
telling. This would show that Austin was in stronger fiscal shape than the other cities in 
the study .1° 

In spite of these limitations, the RRS is among the most sophisticated methods available 
for anal}rzing the fiscal capacity of a jurisdiction. The method estimates the per capita tax 
yield that a uniform, hypothetical, and representative tax and fee system would produce 
in each jurisdiction, providing an indicator of the relative richness of a jurisdiction's tax 
bases.11 

Ftseal Capacity Results 

Unlike the trends in revenue collections shown in the preceding section, which 
considered actual revenue collections, the following analysis is based on predicted 
revenue collections. In order to determine a city's predicted revenue, the average tax rate 
of the 27 study cities was applied to each city's tax base. This has the advantage of 
controlling for differences in tax rates across the cities. To compare fiscal capacity 
indexes across years, predicted revenues for 1986 are calculated using 1996 rates.12 
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Fiscal Capacity in 1986 

The 1986 FCI ratings of Plano, Dallas, and Irving are 12 points above the fourth-ranked 
city, Midland (see Table 4.5). Predicted property tax revenue in these metroplex cities 
was nearly $100 greater per capita than that of the other cities in the study, suggesting 
that these cities were able to raise revenue more easily than the others (see Table 4.5). 
These high FCis are a result of large tax and fee revenue bases, especially the property 
tax base, and not to the rates applied to these bases, since rates are held constant. 
Examining these same three cities' predicted sales tax revenue shows less of a gap 
between their predicted revenues and that of other study cities. Property tax revenue 
appears to be a stronger determinant of fiscal capacity than sales tax revenue, as 
suggested in Chapter 3 and earlier in this chapter. In addition, these three cities are all 
located in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex, which had a strong economy in 1986. 

Table4.5 
Fiscal Capacity and Predicted Revenues 

Ca2acity Index Ca2acitI Rank Predicted Revenues 
City 1986 1996 1986 1996 1986 1996 
Plano 129 128 l l $1,062 $937 
Dallas 124 114 2 3 $1,028 $835 
Irving 122 123 3 2 $1,004 $905 
Midland 110 95 4 15 $907 $694 
Houston 109 107 5 5 $899 $785 
Austin 106 112 6 4 $874 $819 
Tyler 105 105 7 6 $864 $774 
Round Rock 98 105 8 7 $808 $769 
Arlington 97 99 9 8 $799 $725 
Mesquite 95 97 10 11 $786 $716 
Victoria 95 92 11 18 $783 $674 
Fort Worth 94 95 12 13 $778 $698 
Garland 93 91 13 19 $766 $668 
Beaumont 90 98 14 IO $740 $719 
Corpus Christi 89 89 15 20 $736 $657 
Waco 89 92 16 17 $735 $679 
Amarillo 89 97 17 12 $732 $713 
McAllen 88 98 18 9 $730 $723 
Abilene 88 85 19 23 $724 $626 
Odessa 87 84 20 24 $714 $619 
San Antonio 86 89 21 21 $712 $654 
Lubbock 85 93 22 16 $702 $685 
San Angelo 83 86 23 22 $681 $630 
San Marcos 81 95 24 14 $670 $695 
Pasadena 80 84 25 26 $657 $618 
El Paso 78 84 26 25 $644 $618 
Laredo 74 82 27 27 $612 $602 
State Average 100 100 (7-8) $826 $734 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-CLDR, Economic Development Sales Tax Rate, Municipal Property 

Tax Rate, Total Population, Property Relief Sales Tax Rate, Sales Tax Base, Sales Tax Rate, Sales Tax 

Revenue Returned to Cities, Total Property Tax Levy, Total Taxable Property). 
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Large cities ranked in the top half of the fiscal capacity rankings. The exceptions were El 
Paso (rank 26), San Antonio (21 ), and Corpus Christi ( 15). 13 These three cities 
demonstrate characteristics more similar to border cities than to the other large cities, 
which warrants their inclusion in the border city category. The revenue San Antonio 
collects from its public electric company was not included in CLDR because of the need 
for a "standard basket" with which to compare city fiscal capacity. Obviously, this 
greatly decreased San Antonio's reported fiscal capacity. The reason other large cities 
have high FCls may be their development of diversified economies. Small cities that 
exclusively depend on one or two industries are vulnerable to changes within those 
industries. 

In 1986, the large cities Arlington, Austin, Dallas, and Houston ranked among the top 
nine study cities, demonstrating their strong ability to raise revenue. Generally, cities in 
1986 with more than 200,000 people and not on the border had greater fiscal capacities 
than other study cities. Small and medium-sized cities showed no pattern. Big cities such 
as Dallas (with predicted revenues per capita of $1,028), Houston ($899), and Austin 
($874) had correspondingly higher revenue. These dollar amounts represent the revenue 
that each of these three large cities would have accrued with the average 1996 tax rate 
applied to their 1986 tax bases. 

The fiscal capacity of border cities was low in 1986. Among border cities, El Paso and 
Laredo were at the bottom of the index, with ranks of 26 and 27, respectively. Although 
McAllen had a marginally higher fiscal capacity rank at 19, its FCI was significantly 
lower than the state average. These low ranks are supported by findings in Chapter 3 and 
the analysis of the three revenue sources above. Specifically, Laredo's low fee intake, 
coupled with low property and sales tax bases, decreased its rank significantly, as shown 
in Chapter 3. In addition, the property tax base for border cities was quite low in 1986. 
These low ranks and the low per capita predicted revenue show that border cities had 
difficulty raising revenues in 1986. 

Several trends emerge. Most importantly, the wide variance in FCls from 74 in Laredo to 
128 in Plano shows that some cities were far more capable of raising necessary revenues 
than others in 1986. The FCls of 20 of the 27 cities fell below the 1986 average, showing 
the large impact of cities with high revenue-raising capacity on the rankings. Other 
conclusions for 1986 are that border cities have low capacity and big cities tend to have 
high capacity. 

Fiscal Capacity in 1996 

In 1996, the breakdown of FCls fell roughly into three groups (see Table 4.5). Cities with 
the greatest capacity include Austin, Dallas, Houston, Irving, Plano, Round Rock, and 
Tyler. A few cities, such as Abilene, El Paso, Laredo, Odessa, Pasadena, and San Angelo, 
had significantly lower ability to raise revenues. The average FCI of the top group was 
113.32, while the low-ranking cities' average FCI was 84.28. The FCis for border and 
large cities in 1996 followed a pattern similar to their 1986 FCls. 
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Most big cities' fiscal capacity rankings lay in the top half of the FCI. Arlington, Austin, 
Dallas, and Houston ranked in the top ten. The exceptions were San Antonio, Corpus 
Christi, and El Paso, all of which ranked in the bottom eight cities in the FCI, placing 
their capacity more in line with that of border cities than that of large cities. These three 
cities in 1996 continued to show characteristics more reflective of their economic ties to 
the border than their size. As in 1986, small and medium-sized cities in 1996 did not 
share common fiscal capacity characteristics. While Chapter 3's use of size and location 
categories was useful to analyze fiscal capacity, the population growth category was not a 
significant indicator of fiscal capacity. 

The pattern of low capacity for border cities continued in 1996. Corpus Christi, El Paso, 
Laredo, and San Antonio ranked in the bottom seven. Chapter 3 pointed to a higher sales 
tax base in McAllen as the reason that its rank was in the top third of cities studied. This 
high ranking is an exception to the hypothesis that border cities have lower ability to raise 
revenue. With regard to predicted revenue, no border city was above the weighted state 
average. Additionally, El Paso could raise only $618 per capita from its base with 
average tax rates. Both the predicted and actual revenue raised by El Paso fell far below 
the predicted average of $734 revenue per capita. Decreased capacity means that each 
border city resident was less able to contribute revenue if taxed at an average rate. 

Comparison of 1986 and 1996 Capacities 

Most cities did not experience a significant change in fiscal capacity, exhibiting the same 
relative ability to raise revenue in 1996 as they did in 1986. Particularly, the capacity of 
large cities changed little, indicating greater stability in tax bases compared to other 
cities. 

However, a few cities demonstrated interesting shifts in fiscal capacity and rank. First, 
Midland's capacity rank decreased 11 places from 1986 to 1996. Since Midland is a 
small city, the decline in the oil-based economy could have greatly influenced the city's 
fiscal capacity. Chapter 3's analysis suggested that the reason for Midland's decreased 
fiscal capacity was the decrease, by almost half, of the city's property tax base from 1986 
to 1996. Predicted revenues in this base decreased from $362 in 1986 to $159 in 1996, 
using constant rates, drastically decreasing fiscal capacity and accounting for the drop in 
rank (see Table 4.5). However, Midland's revenue per capita declined by only $62, 
reflecting the higher property tax rates the city applied by 1996 to make up for losses in 
property value. The decline in revenues was mitigated by increased fiscal effort, as 
discussed later in this chapter. 

Second, San Marcos increased from a fiscal capacity rank of 24 to 14 over the ten-year 
period because of a vast increase in the revenue available from sales tax. Sales revenue 
drove a $25 per capita increase in predicted revenues, using constant rates (see Table 
4.5). 

Third, border cities had low capacities in both 1986 and 1996. Fiscal capacity rankings of 
border cities were low, with the exception of McAllen. Laredo was last in fiscal capacity 
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rankings in both 1986 and 1996. Revenue for border cities was over $100 less than the 
nonborder cities, given average rates (see Table 4.5). 

Other than these three exceptions, the revenue-raising ability of most cities changed little 
between 1986 and 1996. During this period, Dallas and its suburbs generally had the 
highest fiscal capacity. Other large cities, like Austin and Houston, had high capacity, 
while border cities had lower capacity to raise revenue. Differences between large cities 
and border cities may have been due to the low reliance on CLDR by border cities. 
Overall, most of the study cities were below the state average because of the influence on 
the average by the wealthier cities. 

Finally, an analysis of fiscal capacity and income reveals that cities with higher per capita 
income in 1986 and 1996 tended to have higher fiscal capacity rankings and thus greater 
ability to raise revenue. Arlington, Austin, Dallas, Houston, Irving, Mesquite, Plano, and 
Round Rock were all in the top ten in per capita income and capacity in 1986. This 
suggests that per capita income in that year was related to fiscal capacity. The same group 
of cities showed high income and capacity in 1996, with these two exceptions: Irving, 
which fell in per capita income ranking, and Beaumont, which saw both measures 
increase. A similar correlation is apparent for border cities where per capita income and 
fiscal capacity rank are correspondingly low. 

Effort 

Where analysis of fiscal capacity for the 27 study cities allows for comparisons of tax 
bases and CLDR per capita, effort, in contrast, nets out the effect of bases in order to 
compare cities based on their relative tax rate levels. Fiscal effort answers the question, 
"Relative to other cities, how much of a particular city's capacity is being used?"14 The 
"effort" a city makes to raise revenue through its tax rates and CLDR reflects decisions 
made by city officials. Fiscal effort, which is the amount of real revenues actually 
collected, divided by predicted revenues, reveals the unique tax rate for each city. This 
result is multiplied by 100 to create the fiscal effort index (FEI). 15 Like fiscal capacity, 
fiscal effort is relative because it is derived mathematically from the predicted revenue 
generated as part of the fiscal capacity calculations. Fiscal effort is thus vulnerable to the 
same critique as fiscal capacity in that it measures a city's effort relative to the effort of 
other cities. 

Comparing the level of tax effort across jurisdictions is important. A state and a city 
example better explain this point. In 1987, Mississippi had the weakest fiscal capacity 
among the 50 states, but actually ranked 16th in terms of its effort to raise revenue.16 

Fort Worth's effort was so high that it produced relatively high real revenues even though 
its fiscal capacity was ranked just above average in 1986 and 1996. 

Effort is the relationship between a city's real tax rate and the average rate of the study 
cities in each of the three revenue sources. The 27 cities differ in the extent to which they 
emphasize a given tax. Additionally, as different revenue sources do not equally 
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contribute to a city's total revenue, city officials may choose to place a higher emphasis 
on raising tax rates for wealthy bases. 

This section describes the study' s findings regarding the 27 cities' level of fiscal effort 
for 1986 and 1996 and compares changes in fiscal effort for each of the cities during this 
period. Fiscal capacity was addressed by trends relating to city size, level of city growth, 
and the unique dynamics of border cities. Looking at those same characteristics for 
analysis of fiscal effort reveals, surprisingly, that fiscal effort does not correlate with city 
size. Also, border city is the only category that demonstrated a pattern with regard to 
effort. 

In 1986, cities in the study demonstrated a wide range of fiscal effort indexes, from 138 
for Fort Worth to 66 for Laredo. But, unlike the FCis in which natural breaks occurred, 
the effort indexes decreased smoothly (see Table 4.6). Low-scoring cities included El 
Paso, Round Rock, San Antonio, McAllen, and Laredo. Fort Worth, Beaumont, San 
Marcos, and Midland were high-scoring cities. An analysis of the 1986 FBI considers the 
cities based on the subgroups outlined above. 

It appears that the total population of a city was not an indicator of its fiscal effort 
ranking in 1986. Large and mid-sized cities, regardless of their classification as border 
cities, varied in rank from high to low. Similarly, small cities varied, but generally fell in 
two categories-low and mid-ranking. Interestingly, those with the highest effort
Beaumont, Fort Worth, and San Marcos--did not share characteristics such as city size or 
geographic location. 

Border cities rankings appeared to correlate with low effort. In 1986, El Paso and Laredo 
had among the lowest effort index, ranking 26th and 27th, respectively. McAllen's fiscal 
effort also fell close to the bottom, with a rank of 23. Incorporating San Antonio into the 
border category, as used in the fiscal capacity analysis, further strengthened the 
correlation. Given that border was the only category correlated with fiscal effort, an 
important question that must be asked is, "What drives a city's choice to tax itself at high 
levels?" Since rates are determined by city councils, and ultimately voters, each city's 
distinct political culture drives total fiscal effort. 

The range between high- and low-scoring cities increased from 1986 to 1996 (see Table 
4.6). Otherwise, the analysis reveals distribution patterns comparable with those of 1986. 
Again, Fort Worth led the rest of the state with a high FBI of 135. Despite the fact that 
most cities did not experience significant changes in rank, effort figures did change 
substantially. For example, Tyler's rank changed from 20th to 19th among Texas cities, 
but its effort index increased from 87 to 94. The change in index was a result of the wider 
gap between the highest and lowest ranking cities. Importantly, border cities continued to 
demonstrate the lowest effort. 

As with the 1986 data, the 1996 data did not reveal significant commonalities among the 
category city size, regardless of geographic location. One might expect that city growth 
rates would affect the effort to raise revenue. For example, a city able to annex high
value property would not need to increase property tax rates as rapidly as other cities. 
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However. this hypothesis does not hold for all cities in the study. Of the 4 cities with high 
growth, only Arlington's effort ranking dropped-from 6 to 20. Of the cities with 
moderate growth rates, the changes in effort ranking were relatively small. 

Table4.6 
Total Effort-Index and Rank 

1986 1996 
City Index Rank Index Rank 
Fort Worth 
Beaumont 
San Marcos 
Midland 
~ 

Arlington 
Waco 
Pasadena 
Houston 

138 
118 
117 
116 
114 
113 
110 
107 
107 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

135 
107 
110 
112 
109 
94 
123 
96 
109 

l 
9 
5 
3 
7 
20 
2 
17 
6 

Dallas 
Austin 
Corpus Christi 

104 
103 
101 

10 
11 
12 

111 
106 
106 

4 
10 
11 

Victoria 98 13 97 16 
Plano 97 14 105 12 
Amarillo 
Mesquite 
Garland 
Abilene 

95 
93 
93 
93 

15 
16 
17 
18 

84 
98 
107 
91 

23 
15 
8 
22 

San Angelo 92 19 95 18 
Tyler 87 20 94 19 
Lubbock 
Irving 
McAllen 
San Antonio 
Round Rock 
El Paso 
Laredo 
State Average 

87 
86 
86 
78 
71 
68 
66 

100 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

99 
98 
81 
78 
93 
60 
78 
101 

l3 
14 
24 
26 
21 
27 
25 

(12-13) 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-CLDR. Economic Development Sales Tax Rate, Municipal Property 

Tax Rate, Total Population, Property Relief Sales Tax Rate, Sales Tax Base, Sales Tax Rate, Sales Tax 

Revenue Returned to Cities, Total Property Tax Levy, Total Taxable Property). 

Border cities did not significantly change their ranking among study cities from 1986 to 
1996. El Paso went from 26th to 27th, Laredo went from 27th to 25th, while San 
Antonio's effort fell from 24th to 26th. In addition. McAllen fell in its ranking from 23rd 
to 24th. despite the fact that its FEI improved. 
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An important question is, "Why was effort low for border cities in 1986 and 1996?" 
Conventional wisdom would suggest that these cities had small tax bases, but would 
expect their fiscal effort nonetheless to have been high relative to other Texas cities. City 
effort is driven by citizens' demand for services, which results in decisions by public 
officials to raise tax rates and CLDR in order to provide those services. This may suggest 
that citizens from high-capacity communities demand a high level of services. Thus, 
political culture dictates the level of effort, not factors such as city size or proximity to 
the border. 

Analysis of fiscal effort indicates that there are few patterns or similarities in 
characteristics among city subgroups-with the exception of the border. Most cities 
experienced relatively marginal increases or decreases in rank from 1986 to 1996 (see 
Table 4.6). In fact, 14 cities did not change in rank by more than two positions. However, 
seven cities experienced a change greater than seven places. Garland, Irving, and 
Lubbock all increased in rank by at least eight, while Amarillo, Arlington, and Pasadena 
decreased by at least the same amount. Given that there were few trends in commonalties 
for effort among cities studied, examining individual city anomalies may provide insight. 

Effort in Terms of Personal Income per Capita 

The previous measure of effort compared cities' different tax rates to the state average 
and showed that border cities had low effort in both 1986 and 1996. As there appears to 
be a negative correlation between personal income and a city's effort, does the original 
measure of effort inaccurately penalize cities with exceedingly low income per capita? To 
test this hypothesis, an alternative effort measure was created to control for a city's level 
of income. Effort, as defined by personal income per capita, is the share of personal 
income devoted to local revenue. The first measure, fiscal effort, takes the perspective of 
a city, whereas the alternative measure of effort adopts the perspective of citizens. 

This alternative measure is calculated by dividing a city's revenue per capita by personal 
income per capita. For example, Fort Worth's revenue per capita was $939.57 in 1996, 
and personal income per capita was $21,391. As a result, Fort Worth residents paid 
$0.044 per dollar to the city. This was substantially higher than Abilene, where $0.028 
per dollar of personal income per capita went to city revenue. 

The benefit of using this alternative measure is that it considers the level of the tax 
burden placed on citizens from each city. Although a city may have low fiscal effort with 
regard to tax rates, its citizens may be exerting high effort by sending a larger share of 
their income to the city. This analysis provides an alternative interpretation to fiscal effort 
that goes beyond political choice and addresses tax incidence across cities. 

Recognizing the income per capita differences among the 27 study cities enhances 
understanding of the alternative effort measure. In 1986, there was a $17,932 difference 
between the cities with the highest and lowest per capita income (see Table 4.7). Ten 
years later, the inequality in income per capita across cities decreased slightly to $16,453. 
In both years studied, a similar pattern emerged-namely that the border cities of Corpus 
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Christi, El Paso, Laredo, and McAllen ranked at the bottom. Similarly, Dallas, Houston, 
Mesquite, and Plano all ranked at the top of income per capita. 

Table4.7 
Income per Capita by City in 1986 and 1996 

1986 1996 
per Capita Income per Capita Income 

Citv (in Dollars) Rank (in Dollars) Rank 
Dallas 26,978 1 28,261 1 
Mesquite 22,%2 2 25,313 3 
Houston 22,353 3 25,589 2 
Plano 21,769 4 23,955 4 
Round Rock 21,650 5 20,749 12 
Pasadena 20,828 6 22,448 7 
Austin 20,751 7 23,227 5 
Fort Worth 19,7()1) 8 21,391 10 
Arlington 19,681 9 21 ,657 9 
Beaumont 19,324 IO 22,040 8 
Abilene 19,306 ll 20,024 14 
Irving 19,178 12 21,104 11 
Garland 18,649 13 20,522 13 
Midland 18,514 14 22,729 6 
Waco 17,999 15 18,101 17 
San Antonio 17,518 16 19,547 15 
Tyler 16,872 17 18,8(i() 16 
Amarillo 16,046 18 17,131 19 
Lubbock 15,062 19 17,00'J 20 
San Angelo 14,947 20 16,063 22 
Victoria 14,945 21 17,853 18 
Odessa 14,207 22 16,257 21 
Corpus Christi 14,084 23 15,496 23 
El Paso 14,046 24 15,308 24 
McAllen 12,503 25 13,425 25 
SanMarcos 10,733 26 11,808 27 
Laredo 9,046 27 12,508 26 
State Average 17,765 ll,815 (26-27) 

Source: See Appendix A (Income per Capita). 

Since the these two methods for measuring effort are different, it is not surprising that the 
results varied. Border cities were no longer disproportionately represented at the bottom 
of effort rankings (see Table 4.8). For 1986 McAllen ranked 7th, Laredo ranked 14th, and 
Corpus Christi ranked 5th. El Paso was the border city with the lowest effort by this 
alternative measure. Similarly, border cities retained their high effort for 1996: McAllen 
ranked 5th, Corpus Christi 3rd, and Laredo 11th. El Paso and San Antonio decreased 
their ranking by one. Although the alternative measure for effort appears to be negatively 
correlated to income per capita, some cities had low effort despite lower relative income. 
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For example, in 1996, Dallas' rank for income per capita was 1st, but its alternative effort 
ranking was 21st. Similarly, Mesquite's rank for income per capita was 3rd, and its 
overall alternative effort rank of 24th was relatively low. This suggests that while income 
per capita may be an explanatory variable for border cities, it does not predict fiscal 
effort. 

Table 4.8 
Alternative Effort Based on Amount of Personal Income Collected by 

City and Rank 

1986 1996 
City Per Dollar Rank Per Dollar Rank 
San Marcos 0.0650 
Odessa 0.0509 
Midland 0.0503 
Fort Worth 0.0486 
Corpus Christi 0.0471 
Victoria 0.0456 
McAllen 0.0445 
Plano 0.0421 
Arlington 0.0408 
Beaumont 0.0403 
Waco 0.0401 
Irving 0.0400 
Tyler 0.0398 
Laredo 0.0394 
Amarillo 0.0386 
Austin 0.0385 
Houston 0.0381 
San Angelo 0.0371 
Lubbock 0.0360 
Dallas 0.0352 
Garland 0.0340 
Abilene 0.0311 
Pasadena 0.0301 
Mesquite 0.0284 
San Antonio 0.0282 
El Paso 0.0277 
Round Rock 0.0237 
State A vera~e 0.0393 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

0.0646 
0.0414 
0.0342 
0.0439 
0.0449 
0.0367 
0.0436 
0.0410 
0.0313 
0.0350 
0.0463 
0.0422 
0.0384 
0.0378 
0.0351 
0.0374 
0.0335 
0.0371 
0.0399 
0.0327 
0.0350 
0.0284 
0.0263 
0.0277 
0.0260 
0.0242 
0.0346 
0.0370 

1 
7 

19 
4 
3 

14 
5 
8 

22 
16 
2 
6 

10 
11 
15 
12 
20 
13 
9 

21 
17 
23 
25 
24 
26 
27 
18 

(13-14) 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-CLDR, Economic Development Sales Tax Rate, Income per Capita, 

Municipal Property Tax Tate, Total Population, Property Relief Sales Tax Rate, Sales Tax Base, Sales Tax 

Rate, Sales Tax Revenue Returned to Cities, Total Property Tax Levy, Total Taxable Property). 

The alternative effort measure provides insight as to why border cities had such low fiscal 
effort. Even though the tax rates were lower than average in border cities, in most cases 
their citizens contributed a higher share of personal income to city revenue. In essence, 
the fiscal effort measure describes the administrative and political choices made by city 
officials. The personal income measure of effort reflects the economic and political 
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limitations city decisionmakers face. Cities in which a high share of personal income 
goes to city revenue will be unable to realize significant revenue increases through 
marginal tax increases. 

While both measures of effort can legitimately describe a city's ability to raise revenue, 
there are methodological limitations to using the second measure. Measuring effort based 
on personal income alone does not adequately account for CWR, sales tax rates, and the 
commercial and industrial property tax bases. Further, the alternative measure is based 
entirely on city revenue and personal income, and revenue can change over time because 
of fluctuations in the economy, tax bases, or tax rates. Additionally, changes in the share 
of personal income devoted to city revenue could be attributed to factors that affect 
income per capita: changing tax rates, recessions, economic growth, or all three. 
Controlling for the multiple factors that could influence personal income is not feasible. 
Given these limitations, analysis of fiscal capacity and effort is based on fiscal effort 
calculations. 

Fiscal Capacity and Effort Compared 

Fiscal capacity measures a city's ability to raise revenue given its tax base, while fiscal 
effort considers a city's tax rates holding the tax bases constant. Now that the fiscal 
capacity and fiscal effort of each city have been considered, a comparison of the two, 
with a discussion of trends, furthers the understanding of the financial condition of the 27 
cities. Such an analysis might show, for example, that city governments attempt to raise 
revenues but are constrained by low fiscal capacity. 

While comparing capacity and effort, the independence of the two measures is worth 
noting. Although they draw on the same bases and rates, one measure cannot be used to 
predict the other. Capacity measures ability as defined by the three tax bases while effort 
indicates decisions concerning tax rates. As a result, high fiscal capacity cannot be used 
as an indicator for a city's effort. 

The relation of fiscal capacity and effort can be presented graphically (see Table 4.9). 
The state average lies at the intersection, creating four quadrants; cities are thus described 
as being above or below average. Cities can then be placed into quadrants by high or low 
capacity and high or low effort. 

Cities in the high capacity-high effort category have large tax bases and utilize the bases 
at a level above that of other cities. Austin, Dallas, Houston, and Midland are the only 
cities that fell in this category for 1986. Cities in the high capacity-low effort category are 
those that have a strong tax base, but choose to tax their citizens less than the average. 
This group is also small: Irving, Plano, and Tyler. Cities in the low capacity-high effort 
category represent cities with lower than average revenue-raising ability that tax their 
citizens at high levels. Cities in this category include Arlington, Beaumont, Corpus 
Christi, Fort Worth, Odessa, Pasadena, San Marcos, Victoria, and Waco. The final 
category is low capacity-low effort. This category represents cities with low revenue
raising ability that tax their citizens at below-average rates. Cities in this category include 
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Abilene, Amarillo, El Paso, Garland, Laredo, Lubbock, McAllen, Mesquite, Round Rock, 
San Angelo, and San Antonio. 

Table4.9 
Summary of Fiscal Capacity vs. Fiscal Effort Quadrants 

High 
Effort 

Low 
Effort 

Capacity 
1986 1996 

Quadrant I-Low Capacity High Effort 

Arlington (9, 6) 
Beaumont (14, 2) 
Corpus Christi (16, 12) 
Fort Worth (12, 1) 

Odessa (20, 5) 
Pasadena (25, 8) 
San Marcos (24, 3) 
Waco (17, 7) 

Beaumont (10, 9) 
Corpus Christi (20, 11) 
Fort Worth (13, 1) 

Garland (19, 8) 
Midland (15, 3) 
Odessa (24, 7) 

San Marcos (14, 5) 
Waco (17, 2) 

Quadrant III-Low Capacity Low Effort 

Abilene (18, 18) 
Amarillo (15, 15) 

El Paso (26, 26) 
Garland (13, 17) 
Laredo (27, 27) 
Lubbock (22, 21) 
McAllen (19, 23) 
Mesquite (10, 16) 

Round Rock (8, 25) 
San Angelo (23, 19) 
San Antonio (21, 24) 
Victoria (11, 13) 

Abilene (23, 22) 
Amarillo (12, 23) 
Arlington (8, 20) 
El Paso (25, 27) 

Laredo (27, 25) 
Lubbock (16, 13) 
McAllen (9, 24) 
Mesquite (11, 15) 
Pasadena (26, 17) 

San Angelo (22, 18) 
San Antonio (21, 26) 
Victoria (18, 16) 

1986 1996 
Quadrant II-High Capacity High Effort 

Austin (6, 11) 
Dallas (2, 10) 
Houston (5, 9) 
Midland (4, 4) 

Austin (4, 10) 
Dallas (3, 4) 
Houston (5, 6) 

Plano (1, 12) 

Quadrant IV-High Capacity Low Effort 

Irving (3, 22) 
Plano (1, 14) 

Tyler (7, 20) 

Irving (2, 14) 

Round Rock (7, 21) 
Tyler (6, 19) 

Note: the first number in parentheses represents capacity rank; the second number represents effort rank. 

The FCis of 20 of the 27 cities fall below the average of the study cities. Since four of the 
seven cities with high capacity have high effort, no pattern emerges among cities with 
high capacity. While capacity is unevenly distributed across the state average, effort is 
more evenly distributed. Almost an equal number of cities are below and above the 
average for the 27 cities. This shows that capacity as an indicator of the economic well
being of cities is unevenly distributed, while effort as an indicator of political choices 
varies more evenly across the 27 cities. 
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A pattern among cities based on size was not found (see Table 4.9). However, a common 
characteristic emerged for cities in the low capacity-low effort quadrant. The three border 
cities analyzed in this chapter, as well as San Antonio, fell into this quadrant. Thus, 
location on the border seemed to be an indicator of low capacity and low effort. The 
reason these cities fell in the low capacity-low effort category cannot be determined. 
Possibilities include citizen preference for lower taxes and fees, an inaccurate 
measurement of effort, inability to raise significant revenues because of low marginal 
rates of return, failure to account for the role of federal and state transfers, or all four. 
Further analysis of border cities would be necessary to determine the reason why border 
cities have both low capacity and effort. 

Comparison of fiscal capacity and fiscal effort in 1996 proceeds along the four quadrants 
outlined above. Round Rock moved from the low capacity-low effort to the high 
capacity-low effort category, reflecting its growth in fiscal capacity. Position changes 
were also found for Arlington, Garland, Midland, Plano, and Victoria. There were no 
patterns among these changes for the above cities. The other 21 cities did not change 
quadrants. The high proportion of cities remaining in the same quadrants shows that 
fiscal capacity and fiscal effort stayed remarkably constant between the years studied. 
One interpretation is that the politics and wealth of cities remained relatively constant 
from 1986 to 1996. This conclusion, and the low fiscal effort and low fiscal capacity of 
border cities in 1986 and 1996, are the most important findings from the comparison of 
capacity and effort. 

Effects of Other City Activities on Fiscal Capacity 

Fiscal capacity has been defined as a city's revenue-raising ability from its sales tax base, 
property tax base, and CLDR as a representation of fees. However, cities generate 
revenue through other mechanisms. Typically, sales tax, property tax, and fees are used 
for general fund activities such as police, fire, streets, and administration. Most of the 27 
study ~ities also engaged in additional activities, such as operating airports, running ci_vic 
centers, and providing gas or electric utility service. These nontraditional activities are 
usually accounted for in a variety of other funds. This section quantifies the per capita net 
impact of nongeneral fund activities, including debt service, capital projects, and water, 
sewer, and solid waste. 

In theory, enterprise funds should cover the cost of the services they provide. Some cities, 
as a matter of tax policy, choose to charge more for certain services in order to reduce 
taxes or charges in other areas. For example, if a city operates a gas utility that annually 
generates a positive net revenue, that fee can subsidize other, more traditional activities. 
Cities, however, may face the converse situation-negative impact of other funds. This 
scenario requires that general fund revenue be transferred to the enterprise fund to cover 
the losses. In either case, a city's fiscal capacity could be heavily influenced by other 
funds. Earlier conclusions regarding fiscal capacity were limited to the general fund. This 
section shows the limits of a methodology that must use a standard basket for 
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comparison. A more detailed analysis of the net impact of other funds on the general fund 
for cities is in Appendix E. 

The 27 study cities differ in the extent to which their fiscal condition is affected by other 
funds (see Table 4.10). Understanding the reasons for these differences requires 
examination of the finance structure of each city. San Antonio, Waco, and McAllen 
provide examples of distinct factors which led to both high and low rankings in 1986 and 
1996. 

Table4.10 
Net Fiscal Impact of Other City Activities, 1986 and 1996 

1986 1996 
Net Effect Net Effect 

City (in Dollars) Rank (in DoUars) Rank 
San Antonio 275 1 14 15 
Laredo 77 2 30 7 
Lubbock 53 3 72 2 
McAllen 46 4 63 3 
Dallas 45 5 15 14 
Garland 41 6 36 4 
Amarillo 38 7 134 1 
Corpus Christi 27 8 31 6 
Irving 26 9 27 8 
Beaumont 24 10 -13 24 
Houston 24 11 7 19 
Pasadena 24 12 -9 22 
Abilene 16 13 -11 23 
Victoria 11 14 4 20 
San Marcos 9 15 17 12 
El Paso 5 16 -2 21 
Arlington 4 17 32 5 
Tyler 2 18 23 9 
Round Rock -3 19 12 17 
Fort Worth -6 20 21 10 
Mesquite -7 21 16 13 
Midland -11 22 19 11 
San Angelo -16 23 -20 25 
Odessa -20 24 11 18 
Waco -44 25 -42 26 
Plano NIA NIA 13 16 

Source: See Appendix B (Net Impact of Other City Activities). 

Note: Due to changes in Austin's utility enterprise fund, reliable estimates of net fiscal impact comparable 

to the other cities could not be made. Austin, therefore, is excluded from this table. Given the city's 

ownership of its electric utility, the true net fiscal impact is very likely to be large and positive. 

San Antonio's gas and electric system drove its favorable first place ranking in 1986. Its 
fall in 1996 to 15th place can be attributed to two factors. First, San Antonio experienced 
reduced income from its city-owned gas and electric utility as well as larger net 
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deficiencies in its special revenue funds. Second, San Antonio faced large net deficits in 
the emergency medical services and the categorical grant-in-aid funds. These 
ciicumstances were unique because San Antonio provided more public health services 
than were paid for by charges or intergovernmental grants. 

Waco, by contrast, was at the bottom of the rankings in both 1986 and 1996. Waco's 
negative net effect illustrates the example of a city that experienced large losses from 
other funds. Waco• s situation in 1986 was a result of net deficiencies in both its special 
revenue funds-;>aiks and recreation and health programs-and losses from the 
enterprise funds. Those same fund groups account for Waco's unfavorable rank in 1996. 
Specifically. within the enterprise fund, the Cameron Park lixJ fund, the transit services 
fund, and the convention services fund experienced losses. And, within the special 
revenue funds, Waco's health programs fund contributed to the negative per capita net 
impact by expending funds for public health without covering costs through fees. 

Lastly. McAllen provides an example of how geographic location and a changing 
economy can contribute to additional revenue which a city may account for in other 
funds. In 1986, most of McAllen's favorable per capita net impact derived from 
enterprise funds other than the water, sewer. and solid waste funds. The most important 
source of revenue was the McAllen international toll bridge. The increased trade between 
Texas and Mexico, resulting from the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFT A), 
most likely increased toll bridge revenue because of increased traffic across the border. 
This unique factor may account for McAllen's favorable increase in rank, from 4th to 
3rd, and the increased net effect. from $46 to $63 per capita. 

Understanding the net impact of other funds in each city provides a context for the fiscal 
capacity and fiscal effort measures. The net impact of other funds improves 
understanding of the comparative advantages and disadvantages among the cities studied. 
Fiscal capacity analysis used only the general fund revenues from the sales tax, property 
tax, and CLDR in order to equally compare across the 27 Texas cities. For example, 
measuring Midland's fiscal capacity based on the assumption that it, like McAllen, could 
use an international toll bridge would be misleading. Although consideration of the net 
impact of other funds on the general fund improves analysis of the fiscal condition of 
each city individually, to compare the cities in the study, a standard basket of revenue and 
services must be used. 

Effect of Fiscal Capacity on Expenditures 

Now that the net impact of other funds has supplemented understanding of fiscal 
capacity. how does fiscal capacity contribute to analysis of a city's fiscal condition? A 
city's fiscal condition is comprised of two important parts: fiscal capacity and 
expenditures. City expenditure levels are limited by the amount of revenues a city can 
raise. What exactly is the effect of fiscal capacity on average city expenditures? 

Economists Helen Ladd and John Yinger have been at the forefront of studies examining 
cities' fiscal condition. 'Ibey proposed that socioeconomic variables can be used to 
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predict city expenditures.17 This study used a multiple regression analysis based on the 
Ladd and Yinger model. Specific demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of each 
of the 27 study cities predict what each city had to spend to provide a standard basket of 
city services. The regression model explained over 66 percent of the variability in Texas 
city expenditures. 

To predict average expenditures, this regression analysis used actual city expenditures, 
demographic data, and socioeconomic statistics. In order to compare a common basket of 
city services, actual expenditures for fiscal years 1986 and 1996 were collected from each 
city's general fund. Operating expenses from each city's water, wastewater, and solid 
waste services enterprise funds, if applicable, were added to the general fund 
expenditures. The explanatory variables used to predict expenditures include 
unemployment, percentage of old housing, average government salary, poverty rate, 
population, percentage of population under the age of 18, percentage of population over 
the age of 65, percentage of Hispanic population, percentage of Black population, crime 
rate, population density, per capita income, and a dummy variable used to isolate border 
city characteristics (see Appendix F and Table 4.11). 

Conventional wisdom suggests that cities are limited in their expenditures by their ability 
to raise revenue. In recognition of this constraint, Model 2 added fiscal capacity as an 
explanatory variable. Fiscal capacity was included to apply a budget constraint to the 
regression model. The model predicts how an additional dollar of revenue would be spent 
by a city on standard city services. The model supported the initial hypothesis and 
showed that fiscal capacity is a significant factor in predicting city expenditures. The 
accuracy of the prediction of expenditures improved to almost 75 percent (see Table 
4.11). Details of the analysis and accompanying results can be found in Appendix F. 

Analysis reveals that the higher a city's fiscal capacity, the higher that city's 
expenditures. For every dollar increase in hypothetical per capita revenue, expenditures 
for standard city services increased by $0.54 per capita (see Table 4.11 ). 

Changes in the unemployment variable show the differences between the two regression 
models. The fact that Model 1 fails to account for the constraints imposed by a city's 
fiscal capacity suggests that some explanatory variables were overestimated. Without a 
budgetary constraint, Model 1 estimates that an increase in the unemployment rate by 1 
percent increases city expenditures by $16 per capita (see Table 4.11). When the 
unemployment rate increased, so did expenditures. The higher expenditures may have 
resulted from the provision of additional city social services for unemployed persons. 
However, as already noted, additional city expenditures are constrained by the amount of 
revenue the city can collect from its citizens. The effect of this budgetary constraint is 
revealed in Model 2, where an additional increase in the unemployment rate by 1 percent 
resulted in only a $13.60 increase in per capita expenditures. The inclusion of the 
capacity measure in Model 2 decreases the positive relationship between per capita 
expenditures and the unemployment rate. Similarly, fiscal capacity weakened the 
relationship between per capita expenditures and percent of Black population and 
between per capita expenditures and per capita income. 
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Table4.11 
Expenditure Analysis Regression Results 

Charademtic Model 1 Coefficients* Modd 2 Coefficients* 

Percent unemployment 16.184828 13.630611 

Percent old housing N.S. N.S. 

Average government salary -0.022825 -0.023951 

Poverty rate N.S. N.S. 

Population N.S. N.S. 

Percent population under 18 N.S. N.S. 

Percent population over 65 -30.48366 -25.304500 

PercentofHispanicpopulation 16.03555 19.612164 

Percent of Hispanic population squared -0.442253 -0.50071 

Percent of Hispanic population cubed 0.003556 0.003761 

Percent of Black population 5.96008 5.2856 

Crime rate 1.328872 N.S. 

Population density -0.076655 -0.049425 

Income per capita 0.010708 0.00826 

Border city dummy variable -221.071528 -220.473467 

Fiscal capacity NIA 0.539632 

K- 0.6629 0.7495 

F value** 4.982 6.919 

Sources: See Appendixes A and F (Variables-Percent Unemployment, Percent Old Housing, Average 

Government Salary, Poverty Rate, Population, Percent Population Under 18, Percent Population Over 65, 

Percent of Hispanic Population, Percent of Black Population, Crime Rate, Population Density, and Income 

per Capita). 

*Only coefficients significant at p < .1 are reported. 

**p< .0001. 

Unlike unemployment, which increases city expenditures, a negative relationship existed 
between city expenditures and total population over age 65 (see Table 4.10). In Model 1, 
expenditures decreased by $30 per capita for every 1 percent increase in the proportion of 
population over 65. When fiscal capacity is taken into consideration in Model 2, an 
increase of l percent in the elderly population decreased expenditures by only $25 per 
capita. 

The negative relationship between total elderly population and city expenditures seems 
counterintuitive. Theory suggests that a larger elderly population would require a larger 
budget for social services, and thus greater expenditures. One possible explanation for the 
negative relationship found in this model is that social services are paid for with state and 
federal funds, and not city funds. Therefore, an increase in elderly population actually 
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results in a decrease in city expenditures because the funding for services shifts away 
from the city. 

Both models reveal that border location strongly affects predicted city expenditures. On 
average, border cities were predicted to spend $220 per capita less than nonborder cities, 
holding constant the effect of other variables. One possible explanation is that border 
cities are often the destination of immigrants from Mexico, producing expenditure levels 
far different from those in nonborder cities. It may be that recent Mexican immigrants in 
these border cities have lower expectations for services. Although this is one possible 
explanation, further analysis of border cities' spending patterns is needed to fully explain 
this phenomenon. 

The relationship between expenditures and percentage Hispanic population was found to 
be nonlinear. In other words, an increase in the percentage of Hispanic population does 
not correspond to an incremental increase or decrease in city expenditures. At the lower 
and higher ends of percent Hispanic population, an increase of 1 percent results in an 
increase in expenditures. However, when the Hispanic population is between 27 and 56 
percent, a 1 percent increase in population leads to a decrease in expenditures. After 
including the budgetary constraint in Model 2, the trend in the nonlinear relationship 
remained relatively the same. A slight difference occurs in the actual dollar impact on 
city expenditures at different levels of Hispanic population (see Figure 4.2 and Appendix 
F). 

Figure4.2 
Marginal Impact of Hispanic Population Changes 

on per Capita Expenditures 
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Analysis of expenditures shows that overall. fiscal capacity affects the level of city 
spending. The addition of fiscal capacity as a budgetary constraint weakens the 
relationships between expenditures and socioeconomic and demographic factors. When 
all factors are held constant. an increase in fiscal capacity of $1 per capita increased 
expenditures by over $0.50 per capita. The increase in expenditures reveals that the two 
sides of the fiscal condition equation are related; it is impossible to consider expenditures 
without fiscal capacity. 

Conclusions 

Determining the fiscal condition of a city is a complex task that involves bringing 
together analyses of trends in tax rates and bases. city finance structure. and expenditure 
levels. This chapter begins to address the complexities of this task by answering the 
question, .. How have fiscal capacity. effort. and expenditures contributed to an 
understanding of the fiscal condition of the 27 study cities?" 

To answer this question. Chapter 4 looked at the fiscal condition of the 27 study cities for 
1986 and 1996. examining their revenue. their capacity. their effort. the net impact of 
other funds. and the impact of capacity on expenditures. Although some commonalties of 
fiscal condition emerg~ the diversity of the 27 Texas cities in this study is the broad 
trend Factors which have influenced disparate financial circumstances in the cities 
include local economies. location. and city size. 

Most striking in analysis ofcity revenue sources is that fees. represented by CIDR. 
accounted for more than half the revenue of cities in 1986 and 1996. A more predictable 
finding is that the average share of total revenue from property taxes declined from 33 
percent to 28 pen:ent between 1986 and 1996. In addition. changes in state law and the 
strong economy resulted in increased revenue from the sales tax. 

Analysis ofchanges in tax bases between 1986 and 1996 suggests three important 
conclusions. FlfSt. border cities. with the addition of Corpus Christi and San Antonio. had 
low fiscal capacity in both years. Second. big cities. including Austin. Dallas. Fort Worth. 
and Houston. had high fiscal capacities in both years. Third. fiscal capacity stayed 
relatively constant over the decade. 

To complement the analysis of fiscal capacity. the measure of fiscal effort shows changes 
in tax rates relative to the average tax rate of the 27 cities in 1986and1996. The border 
city category was the only one that followed a distinct pattern, displaying low fiscal effort 
relative to the 27-dty average. An alternative measure of effort based on the share of 
personal income which goes to city revenue showed a very different picture. Specifically. 
border cities tax themselves at lower rates, but their citizens send a higher share of their 
income to the city than do citizens in other cities in the study. Both these methods can 
measure a city's effort to raise revenue. Fiscal effort incorporates the city's perspective. 
while the alternate effort measure looks at the burden or incidence of taxes on citizens. 
However. in order to compare fiscal capacity and effort between two years. the measure 
based on tax rates--fiscal effort-was used. 
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The second reason some cities face limited options for raising revenue is that they rank in 
the low capacity-low effort category, and their citizens already pay a large portion of 
their personal income to the city. The political decision to tax citizens at rates below the 
average may result from the difficulty in raising revenues from low property tax bases 
and low CLDR collections. No matter which reason is the basis for a city's limited 
options, a small increase in tax rates in these cities will not yield significant increased 
revenue because the tax bases are quite weak. The low income per capita figures suggest 
that these cities operate under a different fiscal constraint from the remaining cities. 

Ultimately, it is difficult to compare the fiscal capacity and effort of cities because they 
raise money and account for it differently. Thus, consideration of non-general fund 
revenue yields a fuller picture of the fiscal condition of each city. For this reason, the net 
effect of other funds on the general fund was considered. However, this examination was 
not incorporated into the fiscal capacity and effort analyses because of the need to 
establish a standard revenue basket for comparability. 

The analysis of the net effect of other funds demonstrated that cities provide and finance 
a wide variety of services using different methods. However, all 27 cities in the study 
were examined using the same common basket of services. These standard services are 
limited by a city's ability to raise revenue. In order to predict the level of expenditure for 
each of the 27 study cities, a regression analysis using sociodemographic data and the 
measure fiscal capacity was used. Not surprisingly, fiscal capacity was shown to explain 
city expenditures and to act as a budget constraint on those expenditures. 

The methodology used in the expenditure analysis assumed that an independent 
determination of need was unnecessary because the level of expenditures in a particular 
year accurately reflected the needs of the population. While this may have been the case, 
it is also possible that cities failed to meet the needs of citizens through current revenues 
and expenditures. To look at the "needs" of a city's population, citizen preferences and 
philosophy on the role of government in a city should be considered. There is no 
objective measure of a city's needs. Each method reflects a different bias about what 
services fulfill a government's responsibility to its constituents. 

Need is distinct from fiscal capacity. For example, Garland may want to invest funds in 
after-school programs as a crime-prevention mechanism. Citizens have demanded this 
service from the city, yet the city cannot provide the program because it lacks the funds. 
The need for the after-school program would therefore not have been captured by the 
methodology used in predicting city expenditures because it is not currently on the books. 

An additional complication in establishing a standard basket of needs for comparison 
purposes is that a service that satisfies a universal need, like fire protection, costs 
differing amounts in different cities. This is because dense populations may be easier to 
protect than those in sprawling communities. Thus, determining what revenues are 
necessary to fulfill cities' needs is difficult without special consideration of what services 
cost in a particular city. 
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Analysis of need would provide a strong base from which to conduct further research into 
the fiscal condition of cities. The examination of fiscal capacity and fiscal effort 
presented here informs city residents and officials about constraints and options in their 
attempt to provide services. The level of services provided by a Texas city depends 
directly upon the fiscal capacity of that city and indirectly upon decisions about tax 
policy as measured by fiscal effort. The following chapter addresses the legal constraints 
on cities, the findings regarding the three revenue sources, and the dynamics which 
determine a city's fiscal condition. 

Comparison of fiscal capacity and fiscal effort shows the importance of understanding tax 
rates and tax bases and their joint impact on the fiscal condition of a city. Those cities in 
the high capacity-high effort category are Austin, Dallas, and Houston. Each of these 
cities had valuable property tax bases and high revenues from CLDR. Other cities were 
also able to take advantage of rich tax bases and did not have to tax themselves at average 
levels to realize high revenues. Plano and Irving, for example, could afford to tax 
themselves at below average rates. Cities with high capacity and rich tax bases have a 
greater variety of options available to them to raise revenue. 

Other cities face limited options for one of two reasons. The first is that they fall into the 
category of low capacity-high effort; they have demonstrated that despite higher than 
average tax rates, predicted revenue falls below the 27-city average. Cities in this 
category include Garland, Midland, and Odessa. The key to improving fiscal condition in 
these cities does not lie in implementing more aggressive tax policies; expansion of and 
increase in the wealth of the tax base is the most likely source of increased revenue for 
these cities. 
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1 For this section of the study, the City of Brownsville is excluded due to anomalies in the data. 

2 The combined lesser discretionary revenues consist of the following: all nontax revenues in a city's 

general fund (i.e., charges, fines and forfeitures, interest, and franchise fees), and revenues from water, 

sewer, and solid waste operations whether accounted for in the general fund or enterprise funds. See 

Ronald John Hy, Cindy Boland, Richard Hopper, and Richard Sims, "Measuring Revenue Capacity and 

Effort of County Governments: A Case Study of Arkansas," Public Administration Review, vol. 53 

(May/June 1993), p. 222. 

3 Ibid. 

4 Ibid. 

s William D. Berry and Richard C. Fording, "Measuring State Tax Capacity and Effort," Social Science 

Quarterly, vol. 78 (March 1997), p. 160. 

6 The tax bases fall into roughly eight categories: total property, general sales and gross receipts, personal 

income, corporate income, selective sales, licenses, severance, and estate/gift taxes. 

7 U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (USACIR), State Revenue, Capacity, and 

Effort (Washington, D.C., 1991), p. 4. 

8 Vincent Marando, L. Reeves, and Mavis Mann, "Social Responsiveness and Local Government 

Reorganization," Social Science Quarterly, vol. 69 (December 1988), p. 1004. 

9 Since changes in revenues from 1986 to 1996 resulted from changing tax rates and changing tax bases, 

one of these two factors needs to be held constant for comparisons across time to be valid. Applying a 

constant tax rate to two different bases (1986 and 1996) allows the differences to be accurately attributed to 

one cause--changing bases. 

10 Marando et al., "Social Responsiveness," p. 1004. 

11 Robert Tannenwald, "Fiscal Capacity, Fiscal Need, and Fiscal Comfort: New Evidence and Its Relevance 

to Devolution," NTA Forum, no. 29 (December 1997), p. 2. 

12 Since changes in revenues from 1986 to 1996 resulted from changing tax rates and changing tax bases, 
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one of these two factors needs to be held constant for comparisons across time to be valid. Applying a 

constant tax rate to two different bases (1986 and 1996) allows the differences to be accurately attributed to 

one cause-<:hanging bases. 

13 Only seven cities in the study have FCis above the average. The reason for the small size of this group is 

the disproportionate effect cities with extremely large revenues have on the state average. This effect enters 

the FCI calculations and, in effect. pulls up the state average fiscal capacity. 

14 USACIR. State Revenue, pp. 5-9. 

15 Berry and Fording, "Measuring," p. 160. 

16 Robert D. Lee and Ronald W. Johnson, Public Budgeting Systems (Rockville, Md.: Aspen, 1989), p. 349. 

11 Helen Ladd and John Yinger, America's Ailing Cities (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 

1989). 
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Chapter 5. Conclusions 

Cities across the United States provide citizens with basic services such as police and fire 
protection, water, and street maintenance. Cities may face pressure to provide even more 
services as states and the federal government lay greater responsibility on local 
governments to fund services previously supplied. Given the challenges facing Texas 
cities to provide citizens with the services they need, this study asks the basic question, 
"What has been and is the fiscal capacity of Texas cities?" Chapter 2 explored the 
institutional constraints which drive the finance structure of city government. 
Understanding that cities are funded through three primary revenue sources-property 
tax, sales tax, and fees-Chapter 3 addressed the question, "What factors affect the rates, 
bases, and levies of each revenue source?" Chapter 4 explored the combined effects of 
these elements to arrive at a general picture of fiscal capacity of cities in Texas. 
Understanding of the fiscal condition of Texas cities can help to inform the decisions 
made by policymakers to raise sufficient revenue to provide necessary city services. 

This chapter will present the major findings of the previous chapters and discuss the 
relationship and connections among the findings of the chapters to draw overall 
conclusions about the ability of Texas cities to raise sufficient revenue to meet the needs 
of their communities. Finally, a summary of issues for further study will be provided. The 
further research of the listed issues would contribute to a better understanding of the 
challenges that Texas cities will face in the future with regard to their finances. 

Institutional Context of Texas Cities 

Texas home-rule laws appear to provide cities with a great deal of independence. 
However, the state also creates the fiscal framework within which cities must operate. 
State regulations limit cities' ability to increase their revenue by both sales and property 
taxes. Most Texas cities currently utilize the full authorized amount of the local sales tax. 
Texas cities are also constrained in their ability to raise revenues from property taxes 
because of the popular revolt against this type of taxation and the increasing 
interjurisdictional competition from counties, special districts, but especially from school 
districts. In addition, the traditional political culture of Texas does not make it politically 
feasible for cities to levy local income tax. 

Because of the manner in which fiscal policy has evolved in Texas, cities face difficulties 
in raising revenues. The decline in revenues from the state's energy resources that began 
more than 40 years ago has contributed to the financial difficulties cities face. Federal aid 
reductions to both state and local governments in the last two decades have also left more 
fmancial responsibilities to the cities. The devolution of several services to local 
governments combined with the unpopular nature of raising the property tax has placed 
additional pressure on cities. 
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Property Tax, Sales Tax, and Fee Revenues 

From 1986 to 1996, Texas cities saw a very slight overall increase in real combined tax 
revenues per capita Per capita property tax revenues declined and per capita sales tax 
revenues increased for all 28 cities, resulting in sales taxes playing a much larger role in 
producing city revenues. The many factors involved in the shift toward increased reliance 
on sales tax revenues include a decline in property tax bases, changing sales and property 
tax rates, tax competition (in particular, property tax competition), and overall economic 
conditions. The overall per capita tax base (sales plus property) of Texas cities has been 
declining since 1986, largely due to property tax valuation decreases in the late 1980s. 
However, this decline appears to have slowed. 

Total taxable property values experienced substantial shifts between 1984 and 1996 due 
in large part to fluctuations in the Texas real estate market during the 1980s. The decrease 
in total property values during the earlier years of the study can be attributed to both high 
interest rates, which decreased the demand for residential property, and the increasing 
effects of the infamous oil crisis. In the later study years, however, the real estate market 
rebounded and growth was steady; total taxable property value per capita increased by 3 
percent annually. Overall, the 1996 property tax base per capita remained slightly below 
the 1984 level, indicating that the property tax base has not yet fully recovered. 

This study examined three classes of property which comprise the property tax base: 
residential, commercial, and industrial. The residential property tax base represented 
more than 50 percent of the total in 1996, followed by the commercial property tax base, 
at approximately 25 percent, and then the industrial property tax base, representing 
approximately 13 percent of the total property tax base. As expected, the percentage of 
commercial property is the largest in the largest Texas cities. However, the fastest 
growing Texas cities have had a relatively low percentage of commercial property. This 
can be explained by the fact that the fastest growing Texas cities are predominantly 
suburban cities which were founded largely as bedroom communities of larger 
metropolitan areas. Commercial development typically lags behind initial residential 
development in these suburban cities. 

From 1984 through 1994 the largest determining factor of property value per capita was 
the level of wealth and population across cities. Differences in these factors across 
regions was related to significant differences in property value per capita in cities. 
Changes in tax rates also are predictors of changes in the value of the property tax base, 
primarily due to policymakers' compensating for a shrinking tax base by increasing the 
rate applied to that base. Thus, the rate is a predictor but does not necessarily cause 
property values to change property tax rates and does not necessarily depress the value of 
property. 

Smaller cities had higher than average total property tax rates prior to 1986, while the 
largest cities had the highest rates beginning in 1990. These higher rates in larger cities 
since 1990 may well be the result of, and reason for, high rates of business expansion into 
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suburban areas. This loss of substantial commercial property tax base per capita likely 
resulted in the levy of higher taxes by larger cities in order to offset that loss. 

Overall, municipal property tax rates declined somewhat, but this trend can be attributed 
to the increased interjurisdictional competition, or, in other words, to the "crowding out" 
effect. In fact, the combined property tax rates increased primarily because school 
districts increased their rates to close to the legal maximum. 

The study found that population is much more important than income in determining total 
·taxable value of property. Different models showed that city population and MSA 
population have been and continue to be significant whereas per capita income is 
insignificant. In other words, high property values in suburban jurisdictions can be 
partially attributed to their location in metropolitan areas. In addition, commercial 
property values have a very significant impact on total taxable value of property-more 
influential than industrial property values. 

Both sales tax bases and revenues increased for Texas cities between 1986 and 1996 due 
to broadening of the taxable sales categories and, in the mid-1990s, a booming economy. 
This is a good sign for sales tax revenues since it means that the increase in actual 
collections is directly attributable to a solid tax base and not only to increases in the rates 
themselves. The study found that sales tax collection per capita per 1 percent tax rate 
increases if population, per capita income, and share of Hispanic persons increase. In 
contrast, sales tax collection per capita per 1 percent tax rate decreases if crime rate 
increases. 

In general, cities with larger population and higher per capita income appear to generate 
the most sales tax revenue per capita; however, smaller cities with commercial facilities 
that attract consumers from the entire metropolitan area, like San Marcos and Plano, can 
generate high sales tax per capita revenue as well. 

The comparison between sales tax and property tax shows that sales tax is more sensitive 
to economic changes, whereas property tax is more sensitive to demographic changes. 
Sales tax is strongly influenced by per capita income. In the case of property tax, 
population change is the dominant factor. Whereas sales tax is also significantly 
influenced by population change, property tax is more sensitive to population change. 

The report suggests that the shift from reliance on property taxes to reliance on sales tax 
may not be sustainable. The shift in the past was supported by an 11.1 percent average 
annual increase in sales tax collections from 1983 to 1992; however, the average annual 
increase in sales tax collections decreased to 5. 9 percent from 1992 to 1997. 

Generally speaking, fees and charges for public services are designed to cover the cost of 
particular city services where the "consumers" are identifiable for the most part. The use 
of fees on a per capita basis increased over the years of the study, but by only 5 percent 
on average; 19 of the 26 cities analyzed increased their use. The wave of increasing 
utilization of fees appears to be ebbing. The cities with extremely high per capita rates 
lowered rates from 1986. However, those cities with lower per capita rates since 1986 
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increased rates toward the average. Some cities take advantage of charging fees not only 
to cover the cost of the particular city service, but also to contribute substantially to city 
revenues. For example, San Antonio, Lubbock, and Austin have benefited from electric 
utility charges. Laredo and McAllen benefited from their international toll bridges. 

This study indicates that a saturation point may exist somewhere around the average fee 
rates observed for the cities studied. The use of fees can, in theory, contribute to a more 
efficient and effective system of local government finance. If they are to contribute to the 
strengthening of the fiscal capacity of Texas cities, however, they must be applied with 
precision and in conjunction with a comprehensive fiscal policy that deals with larger 
issues of universal access, equity, and tax base stability and responsiveness. 

Fiscal Capacity and Fiscal Effort of Texas Cities 

The measure of fiscal capacity attempts to assess how the revenue base of a community 
can contribute to raising necessary city revenues given the fiscal framework within which 
cities can levy taxes, charge fees, and ultimately collect revenues. Fiscal capacity 
indicates the hypothetical revenue that a city could collect when an average property tax 
rate, average sales tax rate, and average user fee are applied to the city's actual property 
tax base, sales tax base, and fee-for-service activity. Fiscal effort, in contrast, captures the 
relation between a city's fiscal capacity and its actual revenue collections. 

Large cities like Austin, Dallas, and Houston are shown to have high fiscal capacity and 
high effort. Therefore, these cities have relatively richer tax bases and higher tax rates 
than average. These cities can generate higher actual revenues per capita due to this 
combination and, presumably, may spend more per capita than other cities. Cities in the 
high fiscal capacity-high fiscal effort category seem to have high capacity in terms of all 
three revenue sources. 

Border cities, including El Paso, Laredo, and McAllen, fit into the category of low fiscal 
capacity and' low fiscal effort. These cities have relatively less rich tax bases and, in 
addition, tax themselves at relatively lower rates. These cities will have lower actual 
revenues per capita due to this combination and, presumably, may spend less per capita 
than other cities. 

Several broad trends can be identified. First, from 1986 to 1996 the ability of cities to 
raise revenues stayed fairly constant. Those with the largest income per capita were able 
to continue to raise the most from their citizens. Particularly, large cities stayed constant 
in their capacity and real revenues collected, attributable to more diverse economies. 
Fiscal effort was also relatively constant; however, fiscal effort shows more variability 
than fiscal capacity. This finding indicates that changes in fiscal conditions measured by 
fiscal capacity are more likely to remain constant than a policy variable such as fiscal 
effort. 

Second, the fiscal condition of most cities should be considered through the lenses of 
their economic bases. Midland fell due to the burst in oil prices, San Marcos gained due 
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to its outlet malls, and border cities struggled due to low property values. As long as the 
strength of the economy persists, sales tax and fee collections will continue to help cities 
remain vibrant according to their business fortunes. 

Tyler's high capacity in both 1986 and 1996 shows that regional economic centers in 
rural areas can bring in substantial revenues. Tyler's capacity rank in both years was 
driven by sales. Whether this regional strength is sustainable depends upon the slowing 
urbanization in larger cities and the ability of such cities to maintain retail trade. 

Overall, wealth, and therefore tax revenue, is unevenly distributed throughout Texas. The 
highest wealth is concentrated in the cities located in the northeast region of state
Dallas, Fort Worth, Irving, Plano, and Tyler-where substantial amounts of commercial 
property and highly valued residential property are found. 

The city expenditure analysis showed that there are widespread constraints originating in 
the limits that fiscal capacity places on city officials in their fiscal decisions. Fiscal 
capacity is a very significant factor in determining city expenditures. Local decision 
makers cannot totally offset low capacity by increasing fiscal effort to reflect the needs of 
the local community measured by certain socioeconomic characteristics. In other words, 
tax rates and fees are not raised in order to provide the average level of public services; 
rather, poorer communities tolerate lower levels of city services. This finding, together 
with the finding about little change in fiscal capacity over time, suggests that a vicious 
circle of local fiscal policy exists that will keep expenditures by poor local communities 
low and those by wealthy ones high unless some crucial external event changes the city's 
fiscal capacity. 

mues for the Future 

Cities have sought new revenue sources and innovative approaches to meeting citizen 
needs when current revenue proves inadequate. Examples of special sales taxes and fees 
include the half-cent sales tax, 10 percent admissions tax, $3 parking tax, 5 percent rental 
car tax, 2 percent total occupancy tax, and $5,000 facility use tax. Cities have also begun 
to place greater emphasis on public-private cooperation in everything from joint funding 
of arts centers to private sponsorship of Fourth of July celebrations. Some have turned 
over services, such as solid waste disposal, to the private sector altogether. Many cities 
are also asking citizens to volunteer to perform some services that were formerly 
provided by paid employees, such as picking up litter. Others have turned to employee 
productivity enhancement to make scarce administrative and management resources 
stretch further. Despite all these variations in attempts to meet current fiscal needs, these 
approaches may not significantly contribute to the long-term health of a city's fiscal 
condition. 

Increasing property and sales tax revenue is the key to ensuring cities' sound fiscal 
condition. While this is a simple concept, realizing the goal is quite complicated, as this 
study has shown. The large increases in property tax rates, due in large part to school 
districts, have made it politically difficult to raise municipal property tax rates. Legal 
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constraints such as the Eight Percent Rollback Law and ceilings on both property and 
sales tax further limit the ability of cities to increase their revenue through raising tax 
rates. Given citizens' general dislike for taxes, it is understandable why fees for service 
comprise a large share of cities' revenue. However, cities may feel increasing pressure to 
reduce the growth of fees, which are not deductible from federal income~ as are 
property taxes, and some may face revenue losses due to the deregulation of their public 
utilities. While tax rates and fees are important components of the revenue equation, 
analysis of fiscal capacity demonstrates that development of the tax base is cmcial for a 
sound fiscal condition. 

Despite the legal and political limitations for cities to raise revenue, there is some 
potential. For example, the sales tax base can be expanded to include more personal 
services and electric commerce transactions. Doing so would capture some of the 
expansion and changing shifts within the economy. In order for cities and states to ensure 
a portion of this revenue, they will have to contend with congressional legislators. The 
Internet Freedom Act, under consideration in Congress, would preempt state and local 
taxation of electronic commerce via the Internet and limit already eroding sales tax bases. 

Cities today face unprecedented challenges due to changing national priorities and 
governmental responsibilities, a changing economy, and the aging of America. Increased 
fiscal conservatism in the population and federal budget cuts in social service programs 
have increased the pressure for local governments to continue to fill the gap. Between 
1980 and 1990, federal grant programs benefiting cities were cut by 46 percent. This 
reduction in funds, combined with increased mandates placed on cities, has limited cities' 
discretion in determining how and where to spend its funds. The 1990s has also 
witnessed the developed of a new kind of market economy. First, there has been a shift to 
a more service-based economy. Second, the increased mobility of firms, due to growing 
electronic commerce, has encouraged greater interjurisdictional tax competition. Third, 
the deregulation of the telecommunications and electric utility industries has placed 
pressure on cities, especially those that rely on city-owned utility providers, to 
supplement their general fund revenues. Finally, demographic changes such as the aging 
of America may mean less sales taxes revenue and greater demand for services. The 
means by which the modem economy creates wealth has evolved, and state and local 
leaders must ask how well the current tax system matches the modern economy. 

Items for Further Study 

The analysis of the fiscal capacity of the 28 cities and the relative strength of the property 
tax, sales tax, and revenues from fees in the form of CLDR has revealed several major 
areas for further study. First, the high proportion of total general fund revenue originating 
from CLDR raises the question of whether fees represent ••market prices" or function as a 
"hidden tax," replacing revenue traditionally raised by sales and property taxes. Second, 
an examination of the services provided by cities over time may better explain the large 
share of fee-based revenue. Lastly, in-depth analysis of fees may provide better 
understanding of their relative efficiency in service provision and administration. 
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In order to better understand fees and their use. three steps should be taken. First, a more 
detailed study should be conducted on individual fees across Texas cities. One of the 
difficulties in studying fees is that they are an amalgamation of very different types of 
services and government activities. Thus. a thorough examination of revenue raising. 
elasticity. incidence. the ability to cover cost of service. and the effectiveness of local fee 
structures and administrative schemes is best achieved by looking at specific fees one at a 
time across cities. Second, more research should be carried out to examine the use of fees 
as a category while leaving out utilities. The varying presence of utilities throughout 
different-sized cities skews attempts to make consistent comparisons across urban 
centers. Third, in order to aid in the effectiveness of both specific and more general 
studies of fees, a standardized method should be used to categorize and report on the use 
of fees across different urban centers. The fact that some cities classify certain fees as 
charges for service and other cities classify those same fees as franchise fees or licenses 
and permits prevents effective comparisons on a disaggregated basis. 

Understanding the role of property and sales taxes in the fiscal condition of Texas cities 
will lead policymakers to consider adjustments in tax policy. A number of policy tools 
can be used to increase revenue. Increasing the sales tax base by taxing services and 
electronic transactions are just two of many approaches. And every change in tax policy 
yields "winners and losers." Further study on the elasticity. incidence. and political and 
administrative viability of different taxes changes would be a natural extension of this 
study. 

Another area worthy of study is fiscal need. The method of calculating fiscal need could 
be based upon a general cost function for public services. Then the price of providing a 
standard level of public services could be estimated on the basis of two factors. The first 
factor would be an indication of demand according to certain socioeconomic vanables. 
The second factor would be input costs that could be used to interpret the cost of 
providing the demanded public services. Such a fiscal need indicator would be 
independent of the actual city expenditures so that its comparison to the fiscal capacity 
could indicate the fiscal health of the local community. 

In conjunction with the analysis of fiscal need, a comparison with cities outside the state 
of Texas would illustrate the relative health of the cities in our study. For instance. New 
York has a city income tax, while Philadelphia has instituted a commuter tax. These cities 
are different from Texas cities, and some of the differences would be impossible to 
address using available policy instruments. especially given Texas· political climate. 
However. the comparison might suggest some areas where Texas cities might look for 
revenues or help to understand their fiscal condition. 

Consideration of the net effect of other city funds begins a discussion worth pursuing. 
The standard basket of funds and services used in this report is only a portion of the 
available revenues. An analysis of the interaction among the general, debt service. and 
capital improvement funds for each city. as well as the interplay of various other funds 
with the general fund of each city. would be necessary to gain a more thorough 
understanding of the fiscal capacity and fiscal effort of each city. 
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Trends in fiscal capacity suggest that Texas cities face several challenges. Cities see a 
cresting economy offering generous sales tax revenues, but also a decreased property tax 
base with competition fighting for all rate increases. Increases in fees for municipal 
services are not likely, and cities can expect no help from the federal government or from 
the state in the near future. Texas cities also face the opposition of the citizenry to 
increases in property tax rates. The presence and strength of these revenue sources 
directly influence the fiscal capacity and fiscal effort of Texas cities. 
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Appendix A. Variable Sources 

The study used data from many different sources and various variables were calculated 
from raw data. This section contains a list of all variables and their data sources. If a 
variable is calculated from original data, the reader will be referred to Appendix B, which 
gives the method for calculating derived variables. 

AVERAGE GOVERNMENT SALARY 

See Appendix B. 

COMBINED LESSER DISCRETIONARY REVENUES (CLDR) 

Combined revenues for a jurisdiction made up of all general fund nontax revenue and 
operating revenues from water, sewer, and solid waste enterprise funds; 1986 and 1996 
city comprehensive annual financial reports (CAFRs). 

ENTERPRISE FUND TRANSFERS 

In a given jurisdiction; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs. 

EXPENDITURES PER CAPITA 

See Appendix B. 

FISCAL CAPACITY 

See Appendix B. 

FRANCIIlSE FEES 

In a given jurisdiction; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs. 

GENERAL FUND REVENUES 

In a given jurisdiction; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs. 

GROSS SALES (MSA) 

In a given metropolitan statistical area (MSA). Research Division, Texas State 
Comptroller of Public Accounts. 

GROSS SALES SUBJECT TO SALES TAX (MSA) 

In an MSA. Research Division, Texas State Comptroller of Public Accounts. 
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HOUSING, PERCENTAGE OLD 

See Appendix B. 

INCOME PER CAPITA 

See Appendix B. 

ISD PROPERTY TAX RATE 

The independent school district (ISD) property tax rate; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs. 

LAND AREA 

See Appendix B. 

MIXED DRINK TAXES RETURNED TO CITIES 

Research Division, Texas State Comptroller of Public Accounts. 

MSA POPULATION 

The population of the MSA; Research Division, Texas State Comptroller of Public 
Accounts. 

MUNICIPAL PROPERTY TAX RATE 

The municipal property tax rate; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs. 

NUMBER OF CRIMES 

In a given jurisdiction; U.S. Department of Justice, Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
Uniform Crime Report, 1984-1996. 

POPULATION OVER 65 

See Appendix B. 

POPULATION UNDER 18 

See Appendix B. 

POPULATION DENSITY 

See Appendix B. 

POVERTY RATE 

See Appendix B. 
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PROPRIETARY FUND TRANSFERS 

In a given jurisdiction; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs. 

SALES TAX BASE 

In a given jurisdiction; Research Division, Texas State Comptroller of Public Accounts. 

SALES TAX COLLECTED PER 1 PERCENT SALES TAX RATE 

See Appendix B. 

SALES TAX RATE 

In a given jurisdiction; Research Division, Texas State Comptroller of Public Accounts. 

SALES TAX RATE (PROPERTY TAX RELIEF, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT) 

In a given jurisdiction; Research Division, Texas State Comptroller of Public Accounts. 

SALES TAX RETURNED TO CITIES (OR SALES TAX ALLOCATION) 

In a given jurisdiction; Texas State Comptroller of Public Accounts (available at 
http://www.cpa.state.tx.us/ecodata/alloc_get.html). 

TAXABLE COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL PERSONAL 

The combined taxable value of commercial and industrial personal property within a 
given municipality. Texas State Comptroller of Public Accounts. 

TAXABLE COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL REAL 

The combined taxable value of commercial and industrial real property within a given · 
municipality. Texas State Comptroller of Public Accounts. 

TAXABLE COMMERCIAL PERSONAL 

The taxable value of commercial personal property within a given municipality. Texas 
State Comptroller of Public Accounts. 

TAXABLE COMMERCIAL REAL 

The taxable value of commercial real property within a given municipality. Texas State 
Comptroller of Public Accounts. 

TAXABLE INDUSTRIAL PERSONAL 

The taxable value of industrial personal property within a given municipality. Texas State 
Comptroller of Public Accounts. 
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TAXABLE INDUSTRIAL REAL 

The taxable value of industrial real property within a given municipality. Texas State 
Comptroller of Public Accounts. 

TAXABLE MULTIPLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 

The taxable value of multiple-family residential property within a given municipality. 
Texas State Comptroller of Public Accounts. 

TAXABLE PERSONAL PROPERTY 

The taxable value of personal property within in a given municipality; 1986 and 1996 city 
CAFRs. 

TAXABLE REAL PROPERTY 

The taxable value of real property within a given municipality; 1986 and 1996 city 
CAFRs. 

TAXABLE SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 

The taxable value of single-family residential property within in a given municipality. 
Letter from Herb Morales, Property Tax Division, Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, 
State of Texas, to Roberta Ritvo, LBJ School of Public Affairs, February 20, 1998 
(Microsoft Excel spreadsheet included). 

TOTAL BLACK POPULATION 

In a given jurisdiction; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs and financial reports. 

TOTAL HISPANIC POPULATION 

In a given jurisdiction; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs and financial reports. 

TOTAL LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPWYMENT 

In a given jurisdiction (available at www.lib.virginia.edu/socsi/reis/msa.html). Regional 
Economic Information Service (REIS). 

TOTAL PERSONAL INCOME OF WCAL GOVERNMENT 

Employees in a given jurisdiction (available at www.lib.virginia.edu/socsi/reis/msa.html). 
REIS. 

TOTAL POPULATION 

See Appendix B. 
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TOTAL PROPERTY TAX LEVY 

The total property tax levy of a given municipality; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs. 

TOTAL PROPERTY TAX RATE 

The total property tax rate in a given jurisdiction; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs. 

TOTAL TAXABLE PROPERTY 

The taxable value of all property within a given municipality; 1986 and 1996 city 
CAFRs. 

UNEMPLOYMENT RA TE 

See Appendix B. 

USER FEES 

Combined revenues for a jurisdiction made up of charges for services, business, and 
franchise fees, gross tax receipts, licenses and permits, special assessments, and charges 
for services found in enterprise, special revenue, trust, and capital project funds in a given 
jurisdiction; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs. 

WATER/WASTEWATER AND SEWER ENTERPRISE FUNDS 

In a given jurisdiction; 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs. 
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Appendix B. Methodology for Derived Variables 

This Appendix explains the methods used for calculating variables. The names of other 
variables used in calculating a derived variable are in capital letters. Definitions of these 
variables and their sources are provided in Appendix A. 

AVERAGE GOVERNMENT SALARY 

For each city, total personal income of local government employees was divided by total 
local government employment for each year. Data were collected from Regional 
Economic Information Service (REIS) (available at www.lib.virginia.edu/socsi/reis/ 
msa.html). 

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY AS PERCENT OF TOTAL TAXABLE PROPERTY 

For each city, the sum of TAXABLE COMMERCIAL REAL PROPERTY and 
TAXABLE COMMERCIAL PERSONAL PROPERTY was totaled and divided by 
TOTAL TAXABLE PROPERTY. The values are expressed as percentage for each year 
of the study. 

CRIME RATE 

For each city, a value representing "serious crimes known to police" was extracted from 
the Federal Uniform Crime Report (see Appendix A, Number of Crimes), labeled CRIME 
STATS, and divided by TOTAL POPULATION. Each value then was multiplied by 
1,000 for each year of the study. 

EXPENDITURES PER CAPITA 

Expenditures are defined as total general fund expenditures, plus solid waste services, 
operating expenses from associated enterprise fund, plus water/wastewater operating 
expenses from associated enterprise fund. The data were collected from comprehensive 
annual financial reports (CAFRs) and/or the financial statements for each city for fiscal 
years 1986 and 1996. Total expenditures were divided by city population to calculate 
expenditures per capita. 

FISCAL CAPACITY 

For this study, the Representative Revenue System (see Chapter 4) methodology was 
modified to account for data collection constraints of Texas tax policies. The steps taken 
to determine the fiscal capacity of the 27 study cities were as follows: (1) Determine what 
comprises the tax base for each of the three tax bases considered: property tax, sales tax, 
and fees. (2) Determine revenue collected by each city for each of the tax bases. Sum the 
tax collections for the 27 cities to obtain a statewide total per category ("statewide" here 
means only the 27 cities in the study). (3) Compute the base per capita for Combined 
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Lesser Discretionary Revenue (CLDR) (see Chapter 3) by dividing total (for the 27 cities) 
collections by the population serviced by those fees. Since actual tax rates for sales and 
property are known, there is no need to calculate them. ( 4) Multiply the state average tax 
rate for each base by the respective city tax base to calculate the hypothetical yield for the 
base. The statewide hypothetical yield for each revenue base is calculated also. (For 
example, applying the statewide average sales tax rate of 1.153% to Houston's $20 billion 
sales shows what level of sales tax revenue the city would receive if it taxed at the 
statewide average level.) (5) Add together the three hypothetical yields for each city and 
for all 27 cities to get the total revenue capacity for each city and the state. (6) Divide 
each total city capacity and state capacity by the respective populations in each city and 
for all 27 cities, respectively, to determine capacity per capita. (7) Divide each city 
capacity per capita by the state capacity per capita and multiply by 100 to get a 
comparative index. The index is called the fiscal capacity index (FCI). 

Source: Adapted from William D. Beny and Richard C. Fording, "Measuring State Tax Capacity and 

Effort," Social Science Quarterly, vol. 78 (March 1997), p. 160. 

HOUSING, PERCENTAGE OLD 

The share of old housing stock (units built before 1940) for 1980 and 1990 was extracted 
from the City and County Data Book (U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of 
Commerce, GPO: Washington, D.C., 1995) for each city. For the other study years, 1986
1996, the percentage for each city was interpolated by using straight line interpolation 
based on the 1980 and 1990 values. In cases where the percentage would become less 
than 0 percent, the 1990 percentage was used for all subsequent years. 

INCOME PER CAPITA 

Data were not available for each city for all of the years studied concerning income per 
capita and estimates were therefore calculated. The first step was to determine the ratio of 
each city's income per capita to its associated metropolitan statistical area (MSA) income 
per capita using data from the 1980 and 1990 U.S. Census. The next step was to gather 
MSA income per capita for each year from REIS (available at www.lib.virginia.edu/socsi/ 
reis/msa.html). This yearly MSA income per capita was then multiplied by its associated 
city ratio (found in Step 1). The 1980 ratio was applied to the years 1984 to 1989 and the 
1990 proportion was applied to the years 1991to1996. The 1996 MSA income per capita 
was not available through REIS, so an estimate was interpolated from the 1995 data using 
the estimated percent change in personal income as published by the Texas Comptroller 
of Public Accounts (see Appendix A). 

INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY AS PERCENT OF TOTAL TAXABLE PROPERTY 

For each city, the sum of TAXABLE INDUSTRIAL REAL PROPERTY and TAXABLE 
INDUSTRIAL PERSONAL PROPERTY was totaled and divided by TOTAL 
TAXABLE PROPERTY. The values are expressed as percentages for each year of the 
study. 
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT (ISD) PROPERTY TAX RATE AS 
PERCENT OF TOTAL PROPERTY TAX RATE 

For each city, ISD PROPERTY TAX RATE was divided by TOTAL PROPERTY TAX 
RATE and expressed as a percentage for each year of the study. 

LEVY PER CAPITA AS PERCENT OF INCOME PER CAPITA 

For each city, TOTAL PROPERTY TAX LEVY was divided by TOTAL POPULATION. 
This value then was divided by INCOME PER CAPITA and was expressed as a 
percentage for each year of the study. 

MUNICIPAL PROPERTY TAX RATE AS PERCENT OF TOTAL PROPERTY 
TAX RATE 

For each city, MUNICIPAL PROPERTY TAX RATE was divided by TOTAL 
PROPERTY TAX RATE and expressed as a percentage for each year of the study. 

NET IMPACT OF OTHER CITY ACTIVITIES 

The sum of the net excess or net deficiencies of all of the following funds, in per capita 
constant dollars: special revenue, expendable trust, component units, enterprise (not 
including water, sewer, or solid waste operations already considered in CLDR), and 
internal service from 1986 and 1996 city CAFRs. 

POPULATION DENSITY 

City population was divided by city land area (in square miles) for each city for each year. 

POPULATION UNDER 18 & POPULATION OVER 65 

The shares of population under 18 and over 65 for 1980 and 1990 were extracted from the 
City and County Data Book (see Appendix A) for each city. For the other study years, 
1986-1996, the percentage for each city was interpolated by using straight line 
interpolation based on the 1980 and 1990 values. 

POPULATION OVER 18 

The share of population over 18 was calculated by subtracting POPULATION UNDER 
18 from TOTAL POPULATION for each city for each year. 

POVERTY RATE 

The share of persons in poverty for 1980 and 1990 was extracted from the City and 
County Data Book (see Appendix A) for each city. For the other study years, 1986-1996, 
the percentage for each city was interpolated by using straight line interpolation based on 
the 1980 and 1990 values. In cases where the percentage would become 0 percent, the 
1990 percentage was used for all subsequent years. 
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PROPERTY TAX LEVY PER CAPITA 

For each city, TOTAL PROPERTY TAX LEVY was divided by TOTAL POPULATION 
for each year of the study. 

REAL PROPERTY AS PERCENT OF TOTAL TAXABLE PROPERTY 

For each city, TAXABLE REAL PROPERTY was divided by TOTAL TAXABLE 
PROPERTY and expressed as a percentage for each year of the study. 

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY AS PERCENT OF TOTAL TAXABLE PROPERTY 

For each city, the sum of TAXABLE SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 
and TAXABLE MULTIPLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY was totaled and 
divided by TOTAL TAXABLE PROPERTY. The values are expressed as percentages for 
each year of the study. 

SALES TAX COLLECTED PER 1 PERCENT SALES TAX RATE 

This variable was created in order to neutralize the differences among the sales tax rates 
across cities. It was calculated by dividing SALES TAX RETURNED TO CITIES by 
TOTAL LOCAL SALES TAX RATE (both available directly from the Texas 
Comptroller of Public Accounts; see Appendix A). 

SHARE OF BLACK POPULATION 

For each city, the TOTAL BLACK POPULATION was divided by TOTAL 
POPULATION to determine the percentage of Black population. 

SHARE OF filSPANIC POPULATION 

For each city, the TOTAL HISPANIC POPULATION was divided by TOTAL 
POPULATION to determine the percentage of Hispanic population. 

TAXABLE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY PER CAPITA 

For each city, the sum of TAXABLE COMMERCIAL REAL PROPERTY and 
TAXABLE COMMERCIAL PERSONAL PROPERTY was totaled and divided by 
TOTAL POPULATION for each year of the study. 

TAXABLE INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY PER CAPITA 

For each city, the sum of TAXABLE INDUSTRIAL REAL PROPERTY and TAXABLE 
INDUSTRIAL PERSONAL PROPERTY was totaled and divided by TOTAL 
POPULATION for each year of the study. 
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TAXABLE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY PER CAPITA 

For each city, the sum of TAXABLE SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 
and TAXABLE MULTIPLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY was totaled and 
divided by TOTAL POPULATION for each year of the study. 

TOTAL POPULATION 

The population of cities for years 1990-1996 came from the Texas State Data Center. The 
years from 1986 to 1989 used CAFRs when these provided the data. For those cities 
without population data in CAFRs, the 1980 and 1990 population data were obtained 
from the County and City Data Book. Straight line interpolation was used to estimate 
missing city population data. 

TOTAL PROPERTY TAX RATE 

For each city, this total rate was the sum of the rates set by the municipal government, 
ISD, county, and other city- or county-based districts such as community college districts, 
hospital districts, and/or county education districts (when in effect) and extracted from the 
1986 and 1996 CAFR of each city. Special taxing jurisdictions such as utility districts, 
navigation districts, mosquito control districts, and other less common districts were 
excluded. · 

TOTAL TAXABLE PROPERTY PER CAPITA 

For each city, the TOTAL TAXABLE PROPERTY was divided by TOTAL 
POPULATION for each year of the study. 

UNEMPLOYMENT RATE 

The employment rate of each city for 1984-1985 and 1987-1989 was interpolated using 
straight line interpolation based on the 1980 and 1990 values. After each city was 
grouped into region-southeast, northeast, northwest, and border-each missing value 
was estimated to match the trend of the existing data. 
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Appendix C. Property Tax Data: 
Population and Population Growth Subgroups 

The following supplements the property tax analysis of Chapter 2. 

Figure C.lA Total Taxable Value of Property per Capita, 1984-1996 

Year 

City Size (1996 Population) 

-+-Small -0-Meciam ~ -tr-Mecia.m (W) ~Urge _._All Cities 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Total Taxable Property per Capita). 

FigureC.lB Total Taxable Value of Property per Capita, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Total Taxable Property per Capita). 
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Figure C.2A Real Property Value as Percent of Total Property Value, 1984
1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Real Property as Percent of Total Taxable Property). 

Figure C.2B Real Property Value as Percent of Total Property Value, 1984
1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Real Property as Percent of Total Taxable Property). 
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FigureC.3A Taxable Value of Residential Property per Capita, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Taxable Residential Property per Capita). 

FigureC.3B Taxable Value of Residential Property per Capita, 1984-1996 

Year 
Population Growth (1984-1996) 

-+-Slow -0-Gndual -Ir-Moderate -*-Rapid ~All Cities 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Taxable Residential Property per Capita). 
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FigureC.4A Taxable Value of Commercial Property per Capita, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Taxable Commercial Property per Capita). 

Figure C.4B Taxable V aloe of Commercial Property per Capita, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Taxable Commercial Property per Capita). 
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FigureC.SA Taxable Value of Industrial Property per Capita, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Taxable Industrial Property per Capita). 

FigureC.5B Taxable V aloe of Industrial Property per Capita, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Taxable Industrial Property per Capita). 
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Figure C.6A Total Property Tax Rates, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Total Property Tax Rate). 

Figure C.6B Total Property Tax Rates, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Total Property Tax Rate). 
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Figure C.7A Municipal Property Tax Rates, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Municipal Property Tax Rate). 

Figure C.7B Municipal Property Tax Rates, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Municipal Property Tax Rate). 
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Figure C.SA Municipal Property Tax Rate as Percent of Total Property Tax 
Rate, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Municipal Property Tax Rate as Percent ofTotal Property Tax Rate). 

Figure C.8B Municipal Property Tax Rate as Percent ofTotal Property Tax 
Rate, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Municipal Property Tax Rate as Percent ofTotal Property Tax Rate). 
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FigureC.9A Independent School District (ISD) Property Tax Rates, 1984-1996 

Per $100 Valuation 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-ISO Property Tax Rate). 

FigureC.9B ISD Property Tax Rates, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-ISO Property Tax Rate). 
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Figure C.lOA ISD Property Tax Rate as Percent of Total Property Tax Rate, 
1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-ISO Property Tax Rate as Percent of Total Property Tax Rate). 

Figure C.lOB ISD Property Tax Rate as Percent of Total Property Tax Rate, 
1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-ISO Property Tax Rate as Percent of Total Property Tax Rate). 
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Figure C.llA Property Tax Levy per Capita, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Property Tax Levy per Capita). 

Figure C.llB Property Tax Levy per Capita, 1984-1996 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Property Tax Levy per Capita). 
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85 86 87 88 89 ,. 93 95 

Figure C.12A Property Tax Levy per Capita as Percent of Income per Capita, 
1984-1996 
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Appendix D. Sales Tax Data: 
Individual Cities Grouped by Region and Population Size 

The figures supplement the analysis in Chapter 3 on trends and comparisons in city sales 
taxes. 

FigureD.lA Northeast Texas Change Relative to 1984 Tax per Capita per 1 
Percent Sales Tax (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Collected per 1 Percent Sales Tax Rate, Population). 

Figure D.lB Southeast Texas Change Relative to 1984 Sales Tax per Capita per 
1 Percent Sales Tax (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Collected per 1 Percent Sales Tax Rate, Population). 
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Figure D.2A Border Cities Change Relative to 1984 Sales Tax per Capita per 1 
Percent Sales Tax (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Collected per 1 Percent Sales Tax Rate, Population). 

FigureD.2B Northwest Texas Cities Change Relative to 1984 Sales Tax per 
Capita per 1 Percent Sales Tax (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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FigureD.3A Cities of 200,000 Change Relative to 1984 Sales Tax per Capita per 
1 Percent Sales Tax (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Collected per 1 Percent Sales Tax Rate, Population). 

Figure C.3B Cities Under 100,000 Change Relative to 1984 Sales Tax per 
Capita per 1 Percent Sales Tax (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Collected per 1 Percent Sales Tax Rate, Population). 
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Figure D.4A Cities Between 100,000 and 200,000 in West Texas Change Relative to 
1984 Sales Tax per Capita per 1 Percent Sales Tax (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Sales Tax Collected per l Percent Sales Tax Rate, Population). 

Figure D.4B Cities Between 100,000 and 200,000 in East Texas Change Relative to 
1984 Sales Tax per Capita per 1 Percent Sales Tax (in Constant 1996 Dollars) 
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Appendix E. Effects of Other City Activities on Fiscal Capacity 

This section supplements analysis of the net impact of other city activities in Chapter 4. In 1986, 
the largest positive per capita net impact of other city activities was found in the cities of San 
Antonio, Laredo, and Lubbock (see Table 4.10). San Antonio's gas and electric system drove 
their favorable net impact ranking. Laredo's position can be attributed to their bridge system, 
which connects to the city of Nuevo Laredo, Mexico. Like San Antonio, Lubbock's favorable 
position was mainly due to their electric fund. 

The causes for low-ranking cities in 1986 varied. Waco ranked 25th, with the largest negative 
impact from other funds. Its unique situation was a result of net deficiencies in both its special 
revenue funds-parks and recreation and health programs-and losses from the enterprise funds. 

In 1986, Odessa, San Angelo, and Midland experienced large negative per capita net impact of 
other activities. In Odessa, the unfavorable position was mainly because of initially unfunded 
expenditures in the internal service fund. San Angelo's losses resulted from the airport and 
transit funds. Lastly, Midland's losses came from the airport and the "Midtran" transit fund. 

In 1996, the largest positive impact per capita from other activities occurred in Amarillo (see 
Table 4.10). Amarillo's ascension in rank occurred because of a hospital district, which realized a 
large net income from property tax, interest earnings, charges for services, and operating grants. 
Lubbock and McAllen also ranked relatively high. Most ofMcAllen's favorable per capita net 
impact was derived from its enterprise funds other than water, sewer, and solid waste. Most 
important was the McAllen international toll bridge. Like McAllen, Lubbock's favorable per 
capita net impact resulted from "other" enterprise funds. The main source of income was its 
electric fund 

In 1996, Waco was the city most unfavorably affected by other activities, because of the effects 
of both "other" enterprise funds and special revenue funds. Several enterprise funds operated at a 
loss, including the Cameron Park Zoo fund, the transit services fund, and the convention services 
fund. Within the special revenue funds, Waco's health programs fund contributed to the negative 
per capita net impact by expending funds for public health without covering costs through fees. 

Other cities experiencing drains from the general fund in 1996 include San Angelo, Beaumont, 
Abilene, Pasadena, and El Paso. San Angelo's losses in income were from both "other'' 
enterprise funds and a few funds grouped together as special revenue funds. Primarily the losses 
were from both the airport and the transit funds. Beaumont's unfavorable position was mostly 
due to operating deficiencies in special revenue funds, mainly the municipal transit fund. In 
Abilene, the unfavorable per capita net impact originated from two sources: the health services 
fund and the senior citizens' fund. Both were only partially funded through intergovernmental 
revenues. 

Cities that increased the most in rank from 1986 to 1996 were Arlington, Midland, and Fort 
Worth. Arlington's improvement was primarily the result of the addition of a sanitary landfill 
and storm water utility, both of which contributed to general fund revenue. The crime control and 
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prevention district in Fort Worth collected more revenue than it spent. In 1986, Midland 
experienced a net loss in its enterprise fund. By 1996, these funds registered a profit, most likely 
because the airport fund received revenue from a new passenger facility charge. 

Cities which fell the most between 1986 and 1996 included Beaumont and San Antonio. 
Decreased performance in Beaumont's special revenue funds can be attributed to the municipal 
transit fund. San Antonio's fall came from reduced income from its gas and electric utility, and 
from larger net deficiencies in its special revenue funds. Further, in both 1986 and 1996, San 
Antonio faced large net deficits in the emergency medical services and the categorical grant-in
aid funds. These circumstances were unique in that San Antonio provided more public health 
services than were paid for by charges or intergovernmental grants. 

Understanding the net impact of other funds in each city provides a context for the fiscal capacity 
and fiscal effort measures. The net impact of other funds improves understanding of the 
comparative advantages and disadvantages among the cities studied. Fiscal capacity analysis 
used only the general fund revenues from the sales tax, property tax, and CLDR in order to 
equally compare across the 27 Texas cities. For example, measuring Midland's fiscal capacity 
based on the assumption that it, like McAllen, could use an international toll bridge would be 
misleading. Although consideration of the net impact of other funds on the general fund 
improves analysis of the fiscal condition of each city individually, to compare the cities in the 
study, a standard basket of revenue and services must be used. 
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Appendix F. City Government Expenditures: 
Explaining Variation Among Cities 

In this appendix, expenditures are examined to supplement analysis of the fiscal condition 
of Texas cities. The fiscal health of a city does not depend strictly on what revenue it can 
generate. The amount it has to spend on providing basic services is also important. This 
portion of the study seeks to predict what Texas cities would be expected to spend based 
on their particular socioeconomic and demographic characteristics, in order to provide an 
average level of standard city services. Then, the analysis establishes the effect that fiscal 
capacity has on these predicted expenditures.1 

In predicting expenditures, it was found that several factors influence a city's expenditure 
level. The most important are percent unemployment, percent of population over 65, 
percent of minority population, a city's population density, the average local government 
employee salary, average per capita income, and the location of the city. 

Expenditures have been taken into account in other studies of fiscal health. Economists 
Helen Ladd and John Yinger, in their study of the fiscal health of cities in the United 
States, developed a method to estimate a city's standardized expenditure need. They 
defined standardized expenditures as the amount a city must spend per capita to provide 
public services of average quality.2 

A variety of factors affect the expenditures required to deliver an average level of public 
services. Ladd and Yinger argue that a city's expenditures are affected by social, 
economic, and fiscal trends that are often outside the control of city officials. 3 For 
example, factors that contribute to the costs of public services such as fire protection 
include the percentage of substandard or old housing and the density of housing in a city. 
Factors contributing to the cost of police protection might include the crime rate, the 
unemployment rate, the percentage of the population under 18 years of age, and possibly 
the poverty rate. Factors contributing to the costs of providing health and social services 
might again include the unemployment rate, the poverty rate, and the percentage of 
population over 65. All of these factors were considered in the development of the model 
to predict expenditures for this report. 

The U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (USACIR) also 
recognized that expenditures play a role in determining the fiscal health of a 
governmental entity. They published a report analyzing state expenditures entitled 
Representative Expenditures: Addressing the Neglected Dimension ofFiscal Capacity. 
Workload measures, derived from literature review and consultation with authorities in 
each functional area, were used to predict expenditures. For example, workload measures 
for police were population age 18-24, number of murders committed, and total 

. 4 
populat1on. 
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The USACIR found that generally the states with high costs and expenditures tend to be 
the states that previous revenue research studies had classified as having low fiscal 
capacity. They concluded that a system that looks only at the revenue side of a state's 
budget would not be completely accurate in determining the actual fiscal health of a state. 
For example, a state might be already classified as having low health based on its low 
fiscal capacity, and that same state might be incurring high expenditures, thus placing it 
in an even worse fmancial condition than expected.5 

In a study on the increasing responsibilities local governments will have in the future, 
Robert Tannenwald came to the same conclusions. He suggests that looking at only a 
city's revenue does not give a complete analysis of its fiscal health. Some cities have a 
high number of low-income residents who need special assistance with education and 
health care. Cities with a relatively low number of persons per square mile may need to 
spend high per capita amounts on roadways. Conditions like these may cause a city to 
spend more in certain expenditure areas than other cities the same size.6 

Actual and Predicted Expenditures 

Expenditures are defined as the costs of standard city services like fire, police, general 
government, streets, health, sanitation, water, and sewer. To capture these expenses, total 
general fund expenditures plus operating expenses of solid waste and water/wastewater 
services were collected from each city's 1986 and 1996 comprehensive annual fmancial 
reports (CAFRs ). An attempt was made to separate total general fund expenditures into 
specific categories such as fire, police, and streets. However, due to the reporting 
differences found in the CAFRs, this was not possible for every city and, therefore, total 
general fund expenditures were used. The data were adjusted for inflation using the urban 
consumer price index and are reported in 1996 values.7 Expenditures were converted into 
a per capita basis. 

The actual expenditure data, along with city demographic and economic statistics, were 
incorporated into a multiple regression analysis to estimate average expenditures. The 
demographic variables used in the analysis were city population, percent of population 
under 18, percent of population over 65, percent Hispanic, percent Black, percent of old 
housing, density (number of persons per square mile), number of crimes per thousand, 
and percent unemployed. The economic variables included per capita income, poverty 
rate, and average public administration salary. 

Actual Expenditures Analysis 

The analysis began with a review of actual city expenditures, the dependent variable in 
the regression model. Actual expenditures per capita, after adjusting for inflation, 
declined during the two years studied. The analysis included 27 of the original 28 cities 
studied. The 28th city, Brownsville, was not included in the analysis due to incomplete 
data. The average per capita expenditures for 1986 was $571, slightly higher than it was 
in 1996, at $576. In 1986 the city with the lowest per capita actual expenditures was El 
Paso, with $358, and the highest was Midland, with $852 (see Table F.1). El Paso again 
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had the lowest per capita expenditures in 1996 ($342), with the city of Austin ranking 
highest ($766). 

Table F .1 Actual Expenditures per Capita (Ranked), 1986 and 1996 

Rank Fiscal Year 1986 Rank Fiscal Year 1996 
1 Midland 852 1 Austin 766 
2 Austin 851 2 Houston 756 
3 Dallas 798 3 Irving 744 
4 Houston 761 4 Fort Worth 720 
5 Fort Worth 754 5 Plano 713 
6 Plano 702 6 Midland 712 
7 Odessa 676 7 Beaumont 687 
8 Beaumont 612 8 Dallas 686 
9 Victoria 605 9 Waco 643 

IO Irving 588 IO Odessa 639 
11 Arlington 586 II San Marcos 639 
12 Waco 585 12 Mesquite 604 
13 San Marcos 553 13 Corpus Christi 601 
14 Tyler 551 14 Tyler 551 
15 Abilene 538 15 Victoria 535 
16 San Antonio 527 16 Garland 512 
17 Pasadena 525 17 Lubbock 512 
18 Lubbock 509 18 San Angelo 512 
19 Garland 501 19 Arlington 508 
20 Amarillo 499 20 McAllen 507 
21 San Angelo 489 21 Abilene 496 
22 McAllen 483 22 Amarillo 490 
23 Round Rock 471 23 Round Rock 472 
24 Corpus Christi 465 24 Pasadena 454 
25 Mesquite 412 25 Laredo 391 
26 Laredo 388 26 San Antonio 361 
27 El Paso 358 27 El Paso 342 

Source: See Appendix A (Variable-Expendit_ures per Capita). 

Of the five cities ranking highest for actual expenditures per capita in 1986, all were large 
except for Midland. Ladd and Yinger suggest that large cities generally have higher per 
capita expenditures due to certain diseconomies of scale.8 They also propose that the 
difficulty in coordinating activities between and within departments increases costs. Two 
of Texas' larger cities-San Antonio and El Paso-however, did not have high 
expenditures. This suggests that the theory of diseconomies of scale may not necessarily 
hold for some Texas cities. It should be noted, however, that El Paso does not include its 
water and sewer utility in its budget. Water and sewer typically have large expenditures, 
and this contributes somewhat to the low expenditure level seen for El Paso. 

Expenditure levels of the Texas cities changed between 1986 and 1996. In 1996 the top 
five cities for expenditures per capita were Austin, Houston, Irving, Fort Worth, and 
Plano. Midland, which was ranked first in 1986, dropped to sixth place, and Dallas 
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dropped to eighth. Overall, approximately half of the cities dropped in expenditures per 
capita from 1986 to 1996 (after adjusting for inflation). The cities that raised expenditures 
enough to put them higher in the rankings were Irving (increased $156 per capita), 
Beaumont (increased $75 per capita), and Waco (increased $58 per capita). Other notable 
changes include San Antonio, which decreased expenditures $167 per capita between 
1986 and 1996. fu the early 1990s, San Antonio transferred its water and sewer to a 
separate entity (San Antonio water system). This change removed the expenditures and 
revenues related to these services from the city's budget, thus lowering overall 
expenditures. 

The border cities of El Paso, Laredo, and McAllen all had relatively low expenditures 
compared to the rest of the cities. This may be due to a reluctance or inability to increase 
taxation of their citizens, a high percentage of whom are poor, with poverty rates ranging 
from 24 to 49 percent. An alternative explanation may be related to state and federal aid. 
If these cities receive relatively more federal aid, their own expenditures might be lower. 

This brief review of actual expenditures of cities for the 1986 and 1996 revealed some 
interesting findings. Average per capita expenditures declined slightly between 1986 and 
1996. The difference between the lowest and highest city expenditures was more than 
$400 per capita, with El Paso being the lowest in both years. The cities near the Mexico 
border also had lower expenditures than cities in other areas of Texas. A more in-depth 
look at these cities would be needed to learn exactly why. As mentioned, one possibility 
is that these cities get more aid from other sources than other cities. Another is that they 
feel they cannot tax their citizens at a higher rate and therefore provide lower level of 
services than other Texas cities. 

Analysis of Predicted Expenditures 

Economic studies of expenditures done on other cities and states have used both 
economic and demographic characteristics to predict expenditures. With the previous 
economic studies as a guide, two regression analyses were performed to predict 
expenditures. The first model (Model 1) only captures the effect of the socioeconomic 
and demographic characteristics of the city. The second (Model 2) adds an additional 
explanatory variable, developed in Chapter 4-hypothetical city revenue, also known as 
fiscal capacity. The ability of a city to raise revenues will undoubtedly affect the amount 
of money it spends to provide standard city services. This fiscal capacity measure adds 
this budgetary constraint into the regression model and attempts to quantify its effect on 
expenditures. The analysis of predicted expenditures presented here takes into account the 
effect of adding this additional explanatory variable. 

The first regression analysis explains approximately 67 percent of the variability in actual 
expenditures in the cities. After adding fiscal capacity, the explanatory power increases to 
7 5 percent. Several factors were found to be significant in predicting a city's 
expenditures. They include percent of population unemployed, percent over 65, percent 
minority, population density, average local government employee salary, average per 
capita income, and if the city was considered a border city. An explanation of the specific 
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effects these variables have on the costs incurred by cities is presented later in this 
appendix. 

Whether a city was located along the border had the greatest single effect on predicted 
expenditures (see Table F.2). Predicted per capita expenditures were on average $220 
lower for border cities. This seems counterintuitive given the greater social and economic 
problems facing these cities. If these problems are indeed being addressed through 
various social services, a possible explanation is that they are being funded through 
federal or state money as opposed to local city funds. 

Table F.2 1986 and 1996 Predicted Expenditures per Capita (Ranked) 

Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

Fiscal Year 1986 
Dallas 820 
Houston 791 
Midland 742 
Austin 716 
Irving 678 
Fort Worth 674 
Victoria 668 
Plano 642 
Odessa 633 
Waco 632 
Tyler 621 
Lubbock 614 
Round Rock 602 
Beaumont 588 
Abilene 571 
Corpus Christi 563 
Arlington 558 
Pasadena 536 
Mesquite 529 
San Marcos 519 
McAllen 501 
San Angelo 489 
San Antonio 478 
Amarillo 470 
Garland 439 
Laredo 380 
El Paso 361 

Rank 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

Fiscal Year 1996 
Dallas 761 
Houston 732 
Austin 716 
Irving 715 
Midland 697 
Fort Worth 645 
Beaumont 642 
Tyler 638 
Waco 633 
San Marcos 631 
Plano 610 
Round Rock 597 
Arlington 567 
Lubbock 563 
Victoria 558 
Odessa 556 
Corpus Christi 531 
Mesquite 530 
Abilene 525 
McAllen 493 
Amarillo 485 
Pasadena 473 
Garland 461 
San Angelo 445 
San Antonio 441 
Laredo 395 
El Paso 340 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Percent Unemployment, Percent Old Housing, Average Government 

Salary, Poverty Rate, Population, Percent Population Under 18, Percent Population Over 65, Percent of 

Hispanic Population, Percent of Black Population, Crime Rate, Population Density, and Income per 

Capita). 

With the exception of San Antonio and El Paso, the larger cities tended to have higher 
predicted expenditures than the smaller ones. However, population itself should not be 
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considered a reliable predictor of expenditures as it was found to be statistically 
insignificant. 

Cities were ranked by predicted expenditures for both 1986 and 1996 (see Table F.2). 
Twelve of the 27 cities rose in ranking between the two years, while ten dropped. The 
ranking of the remaining five did not change. Cities that changed the most in rank 
included San Marcos, Beaumont, Odessa, and Victoria No single major change in 
socioeconomic characteristics that would affect expenditures could be isolated for these 
cities. After adjusting for inflation, the average predicted per capita expenditures for 1986 
was $585 while in 1996 it was $16, lower at $569. 

Predicted and actual expenditures for each city were also analyred. Graphical 
representation of the relative difference between actual and predicted expenditures for 
both years can be found in Figures F .1 and F .2 

Figure F .1 Actual Expenditures and Predicted Expenditures per 
Capita, 1986 
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D Actual Expenditures • Predicted Expenditures 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Percent Unemployment, Percent Old Housing, Average Government 

Salary, Poverty Rate, Population, Percent Population Under 18, Percent Population Over 65, Percent of 

Hispanic Population, Percent of Black Population, Crime Rate, Population Density, and Income per 

Capita). 

A sample index represents how closely a city's actual expenditures match its predicted 
ones as calculated by dividing the predicted expenditures by actual expenditures. This 
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- -

index shows whether a city is spending at its predicted level (a value at or near 1 ), less 
than predicted (a value ofless than 1), or more than predicted (a value of more than 1). 
Table F.3 shows the city indices for the two years. A city with a value of more than 1 may 
be spending more than it has to spend to provide basic services, or it may be giving its 
residents more services than another city with similar socioeconomic conditions. If the 
value of the index is less than 1, the city may be providing fewer services than it should 
based on its particular characteristics. These lower expenditures may be linked to the 
amount of revenue the city can raise, or city residents may simply expect less in the way 
of services provided. 

Figure F .2 Actual Expenditures and Predicted Expenditures per 
Capita, 1996 
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D Actual Expenditutts • Predicted Expenditures 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Percent Unemployment, Percent Old Housing, Average Government 

Salary, Poverty Rate, Population, Percent Population Under 18, Percent Population Over 65, Percent of 

Hispanic Population, Percent of Black Population, Crime Rate, Population Density, and Income per 

Capita). 

Of the 27 Texas cities studied, in 1986, 12 cities, or 44 percent, of the cities were 
spending at least at their predicted expenditure level while 15 cities, or 56 percent, were 
spending less than predicted (see Table F.3). In 1996, 15 cities, or 56 percent, were 
spending to meet their predicted expenditures while 12 cities, or 44 percent, were not. 
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Although Laredo and McAllen both had low predicted expenditures relative to the other 
cities, these cities actually spent near or above their predicted level, and in both of these 
cities the indices increased from 1986 to 1996. Plano had the highest index in 1996 ( 117), 
while Round Rock had the lowest (79), spending below its predicted level. Mesquite had 
the lowest index in 1986, but in 1996 its spending rose above the predicted level. In 1986, 
Midland had the second to the highest index, but it dropped substantially in 1996 from an 
index of 115 to 102. San Antonio also dropped substantially between the two years, from 
an index of 110 in 1986 to 82 in 1996. This again may be attributable to the city's 
decision to remove water and wastewater services from its budget. 

Table F.3 Index of Actual Expenditures to Predicted Expenditures, 
1986 and 1996 (Ranked) 

Rank Fiscal Year 1986 Rank Fiscal Year 1996 
l Austin 119 l Plano 117 
2 Midland 115 2 San Angelo 115 
3 Garland 114 3 Odessa 115 
4 Fort Worth 112 4 Mesquite 114 
5 San Antonio 110 5 Corpus Christi 113 
6 Plano 109 6 Fort Worth 112 
7 Odessa 107 7 Garland 111 
8 San Marcos 107 8 Beaumont 107 
9 Amarillo 106 9 Austin 107 

10 Arlington 105 10 Irving 104 
11 Beaumont 104 11 Houston 103 
12 Laredo 102 12 McAllen 103 
13 San Angelo 100 13 Midland 102 
14 El Paso 99 14 Waco 102 
15 Pasadena 98 15 San Marcos 101 
16 Dallas 97 16 Amarillo 101 
17 McAllen 96 17 El Paso 101 
18 Houston 96 18 Laredo 99 
19 Abilene 94 19 Pasadena 96 
20 Waco 93 20 Victoria 96 
21 Victoria 91 21 Abilene 94 
22 Tyler 89 22 Lubbock 91 
23 Irving 87 23 Dallas 90 
24 Lubbock 83 24 Arlington 90 
25 Corpus Christi 83 25 Tyler 86 
26 Round Rock 78 26 San Antonio 82 
27 Mesquite 78 27 Round Rock 79 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Percent Unemployment, Percent Old Housing, Average Government 

Salary, Poverty Rate, Population, Percent Population Under 18, Percent Population Over 65, Percent of 

Hispanic Population, Percent of Black Population, Crime Rate, Population Density, and Income per 

Capita). 
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Figures F.3 and F.4 present another view of actual expenditures versus predicted 
expenditures for 1986 and 1996. The diagonal line represents points where the actual 
expenditures equal predicted expenditures. Values above the diagonal line represent cities 
that had actual expenditures greater than those predicted. The cities below the line had 
predicted expenditures greater than the actual expenditures. 

A comparison of 1986 and 1996 results shows that nine cities continued spending above 
their predicted level over the two years: Midland, Plano, Beaumont, Austin, San Marcos, 
Amarillo, Fort Worth, Garland, and Odessa. Spending patterns changed for San Antonio, 
Arlington, and Laredo, which spent more than their predicted expenditures in 1986 but 
less than predicted in 1996. Seven cities that in 1986 spent below their predicted 
expenditures, spent above their predicted in 1996: Irving, Waco, Corpus Christi, Houston, 
McAllen, El Paso, and Mesquite. 

Finally, Figures F.5 and F.6 display the dollar difference between each city's actual and 
predicted expenditures. Cities with bars above the line spent more than predicted while 
those below the line did not spend enough to meet their predicted expenditure levels as 
determined by their socioeconomic characteristics and fiscal capacity. 

Independent Explanatory Variables 

To predict an average expenditure level, a series of independent explanatory variables 
was selected that previous research has found influential on the level of total expenditures 
in a community. Expenditures, or the cost of public services, are determined by the cost 
of labor and other inputs and by the social and economic environment in which the public 
services must be provided. Higher input costs or a harsher environment implies higher 
costs for public services.9 The independent variables used in the analysis are described 
below.10 

After the effect these explanatory variables have on expenditures is determined, a city's 
hypothetical revenue is added to the model. This measure of fiscal capacity introduces a 
budgetary constraint into the model. The amount a city can spend is obviously restricted 
by the amount of revenue available to it. The fiscal capacity explanatory variable captures 
and quantifies this effect. This new variable also changes the original effect of the other 
explanatory variables. Both the original model coefficients and those for Model 2 are 
presented in Table F.4. 

A positive relationship was found to exist between fiscal capacity and expenditures. In 
other words, because a city has a higher fiscal capacity, it can spend more money and 
have higher expenditures. The effect of capacity on expenditures can be interpreted as 
follows: for every $100 increase in hypothetical revenue per capita, expenditures for 
standard city services increase by $54 per capita. 
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Figure F.3 
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Figure F.4 Actual Expenditures vs. Predicted Expenditures per Capita, 1996 
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Figure F.5 Difference Between Actual and Predicted Expenditures, 1986 
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Salary, Poverty Rate, Population, Percent Population Under 18, Percent Population Over 65, Percent of 

Hispanic Population, Percent of Black Population, Crime Rate, Population Density, and Income per 

Capita). 

Figure F .6 Difference Between Actual and Predicted Expenditures, 1996 
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Table F.4 Expenditure Analysis Regression Results 

Variable Model 1 Coefficients* Model 2 Coefficients* 
Unemployment 16.184828 13.630611 

Percentage of old housing N.S. N.S. 

Average government salary -0.022825 -0.023951 

Poverty rate N.S. N.S. 

Population N.S. N.S. 

Percentage of population under 18 N.S. N.S. 

Percentage of population over 65 -30.483660 -25.304509 

Percentage of Hispanic population 16.03555 19.612164 

Percentage of Hispanic population -0.442253 -0.500710 
squared 

Percentage of Hispanic population cubed 0.003556 0.003761 

Percentage of Black population 5.96098 5.2856 

Crime rate 1.328872 N.S. 

Population density -0.076655 -0.049425 

Per capita income 0.010708 0.008260 

Border city dummy variable -221.071528 -220.473467 

Fiscal capacity NIA 0.539632 

Rz 0.6629 0.7495 
Fvalue ** 4.982 6.919 

Source: See Appendix A (Variables-Percent Unemployment, Percent Old Housing, Average Government 

Salary, Poverty Rate, Population, Percent Population Under 18, Percent Population Over 65, Percent of 

Hispanic Population, Percent of Black Population, Crime Rate, Population Density, and Income per 

Capita). For fiscal capacity, see Chapter 4. 

* Coefficients are represented for those with p values of p < .1. 

** P value significant at p < .0001. 

Average Public Administration Salary 

Average public administration salary was expected to correlate positively with 
expenditure because input prices have a straightforward impact on the cost of city 
services. In order to provide public services, cities must pay employees' wages and 
purchase police cars, fire trucks, and other inputs. In the analysis, the control variable for 
the labor costs is the average public administration salary for each city. These data were 
gathered from the Bureau of Economic Analysis and were calculated by taking total 
government wages for the city and dividing by the number of city employees.11 

The calculated average public administration salary figure used in the model might 
somewhat underestimate the real average public administration salary because the Bureau 
of Economic Analysis does not publish city employment data on a full-time equivalent 
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basis. Since the city employment information reported includes part-time workers, the 
calculation performed to determine average public administration salary might be 
underestimated. This problem, however, does not question the validity of using the 
calculated salary figure for the purposes of the multiple regression analysis. It must be 
noted, however, that if the cities in the sample vary significantly in terms of the 
proportion of part-time persons employed, the significance of the public administration 
salary explanatory variables might be diverted. 

A cost-of-living index could not be found for every city in the study. Because all of the 
cities studied were within the same geographical area of the country, it was determined 
that the difference in costs of standard items purchased by the cities would be negligible 
and was therefore not controlled for in the statistical analysis performed. 

Average public administration salary was found to be a statistically significant variable. It 
was, however, found to be negatively correlated with predicted expenditures in that as 
salaries increased, the predicted expenditures decreased. The coefficient for this variable 
can be understood as follows: for every $100 increase in average government salary, per 
capita expenditures would be expected to decrease by approximately $2.30 without the 
budgetary constraint and $2.40 if the fiscal capacity of a city is taken into consideration. 
The negative relationship between expenditures and salary is counterintuitive and cannot 
be explained. 

Unemployment Rate 

The unemployment rate has an ambiguous impact on city expenditures. According to 
economist Katherine Bradbury, higher ratios of jobs to population raise costs because 
there are more commuters and shoppers using streets and police services, and more 
businesses requiring sewage and sanitation services.12 A high unemployment rate, 
however, is correlated with poverty rate, and the increased social needs of the 
unemployed increase related expenditures. In addition, high unemployment rates mean 
reduced spen~ing on purchases made within the city and thus reduce tax receipts. Cities 
with high unemployment rates may therefore have to reduce expenditures because of 
lower revenues. 

The expenditure analysis revealed that as unemployment rates increase, so do predicted 
expenditures. The effect on per capita expenditures is significant in that as unemployment 
increases by 1 percent, expenditures increase by $16 per capita before fiscal capacity is 
considered. Once revenue is taken into account, expenditures increase by less than $14 
per capita. This lower amount may be capturing the negative effect that higher 
unemployment rates have on revenues. 

Popuhltion, Popuhltion Density, Percentage ofPopulation Under 18 and Over 65 

Assumptions in the analysis were that expenditures for general government, police, fire 
protection, health, and human services would be affected by population measures. 
However, the regression analysis did not reveal total population to be significant in 
predicting expenditures. 
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Population figures and the percent of the population under 18 and over 65 were gathered 
for the analysis. The percentage of population under the age of 18 and the percentage of 
population over the age of 65 show the portion of the population that are eligible for 
special entitlement programs in the area of health and human services. It was believed 
that the higher the proportion of these age groups within the city population, the higher 
the need for the related expenditures. The regression analysis also revealed the percent of 
population under 18 to be a statistically insignificant variable in predicted expenditures. 
The percentage of population over 65 was, however, found to be significant. It has a 
strong negative relationship to expenditures. For every increase of 1 in the percent of the 
population over 65, expenditures are predicted to decrease by $30.48 per capita in Model 
1 and $25.30 per capita in Model 2. 

Although this negative relationship to expenditures seems counterintuitive, it may be 
indicating that expenditures related to services for the elderly are not being covered by the 
city but instead are being funded by federal and state money. In addition, the elderly 
belong to that part of the local community that cannot be taxed by the city at the same 
level as most of the rest of the population. Persons over the age of 65 are eligible for 
additional property tax breaks, so they contribute less to the city's property tax revenues. 
In addition, the lower income of this age group might limit their overall consumption, 
resulting in a lower contribution to local sales tax revenues. These examples show that a 
high proportion of elderly people in the local community may decrease the revenue
raising capacity of those communities. If we accept the assumption that the limited 
revenue-raising capacity affects the expenditure side of the budget as well, then we can 
use it as an indirect explanation of the negative coefficients of this age group variable. 
Higher proportions of elderly population seem to decrease potential city revenues more 
than they appear to increase the need for additional city services and expenditures. This 
explanation appears to be supported by the resulting coefficient of the second regression 
model. With the city's hypothetical revenue included, the negative relationship between 
expenditures and percent over 65 becomes less pronounced. 

The cost of government services is also thought to be influenced by population density. 
Previous research indicates that cities with low densities face high transportation and 
coordination costs.13 It has been proposed that a negative relationship exists whereby 
lower population density raises the city's costs. In the analysis, density was measured as 
population per square mile. Population density was found to have a negative relationship 
with predicted expenditures and was found to be statistically significant in both models. It 
appears that a city may become more cost-effective if it can find ways to increase the 
density within the city. In addition to reductions in transportation costs, one might also 
expect reductions in costs associated with water and wastewater systems and trash 
collection. Expenditures for fue and police protection might also decrease if the need for 
outlying substations is reduced.14 

Border 

The most pronounced effect on predicted expenditures for the cities studied was whether 
the city was located on the border. Border cities on average spent approximately $221 per 
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capita less than other cities. This amount decreased slightly to $220 per capita when fiscal 
capacity was taken into account. The significantly lower expenditures predicted for 
border cities are difficult to explain. Further research, which is beyond the scope of this 
report, will be needed to interpret the overall lower expenditures of these cities. 

Percentage ofBlack and Hispanic Population 

Two additional independent variables used to predict per capita expenditures were the 
percent of the population that is Hispanic and the percent that is Black. Both of these 
variables were significant. For every 1 percent increase in the Black population, 
expenditures are expected to increase by nearly $6 per capita in Model 1 and $5 per capita 
once fiscal capacity is added. Interpreting the effects that the explanatory variable percent 
Hispanic has on expenditures is somewhat complicated by that fact that the relationship 
was found to be nonlinear. One cannot say that for every 1 percent increase in Hispanic 
population, expenditures are predicted to increase or decrease by a set amount. To capture 
the relationship, a combination of variables was used. 

The amount of increase or decrease in per capita expenditures varies depending on the 
percentage of Hispanic population in a city. The marginal impact of the percentage of the 
Hispanic population (x) is characterized by the first derivative of the function: 

f (x)=0.003556 x3-0.442253 x2+16.03555 x 

as determined from Model 1. The derivative is: 

f' (x)=0.010688 x2-0.884506 x+16.03555. 

The plot of this derivative function shows how much expenditures are predicted to 
change as Hispanic population changes (see Figure 4.2 in Chapter 4). 

As Figure 4.2 indicates, when overall Hispanic population is in the low range (below 27 
percent), or when it is in the high range (above 56 percent), a 1 percent change in this 
population corresponds to relatively higher per capita city expenditures. For example, in 
Model 1, when the Hispanic population increases from 6 to 7 percent, per capita 
expenditures are predicted to increase approximately $11, and when this population 
increases from 73 to 74 percent, per capita expenditures increase by $8. However, when 
Hispanic population changes within the 27 to 56 percent range, expenditures are predicted 
to decrease. For example, when Hispanic population increases from 47 to 48 percent, per 
capita expenditures are predicted to decrease by about $2.00. After including the fiscal 
capacity measure, the overall trend in per capita expenditure changes was found to remain 
the same, but the actual amount of increase or decrease was slightly different15 (see 
Figure 4.2). 

Poverty Rate, Percent ofOld Housing, andper Capita Income 

Research suggests that increases in poverty rates and percentage of old housing tend to 
increase expenditures.16 The analysis, however, showed that neither of these variables 
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was statistically significant in predicting expenditures. Bradbury claims there is a strong 
association between per capita income and the costs of police and fire services; these 
costs decrease as income increases. Per capita income is a measure of resident economic 
health; thus cities with residents in the poorest economic health must pay the most to 
obtain a given quality of police and fire services.17 This analysis, however, indicated the 
reverse. An increase in per capita income was found to slightly increase per capita 
expenditures. After the fiscal capacity measure was added, the amount of this increase 
was slightly lower. 

Summary 

Fiscal capacity was found to be a significant factor in predicting city expenditures. For 
every additional $1.00 of fiscal capacity, expenditures for standard city services are 
predicted to increase by $0.54. The analysis also showed that expenditures are expected 
to increase as the following factors increase: percent unemployment, per capita income, 
and percent of Black and Hispanic population. Expenditures are expected to decrease as 
these factors increase: percent over 65, number of persons per square mile, and average 
government salaries. And finally, border cities, on average, were found to spend 
approximately $220 less per capita than the other cities studied. 
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Notes 

1 
Another way of addressing the issue of city expenditures is to create a cost function for city services in 

relation to the demand for those services. The demand figure for city services could be determined using 

certain socioeconomic and demographic variables that characterize the local community. In other words, 

this demand function would indicate the needs of the local community. The cost function could be created 

on the basis of input costs like wages and price of equipment in relation to the demand determined by the 

socioeconomic and demographic variables. 

An analysis using the cost function for city services would be advantageous because it would be 

independent of the revenue-raising capacity of the local communities. A comparison of the city's revenue

raising capacity and the cost of city services would then indicate the local community's fiscal comfort or 

fiscal health . 

Any expenditure prediction model that is based on actual city expenditures is necessarily correlated with 

the actual city revenues, and therefore, indirectly to a city's revenue-raising capacity. As a result, a 

comparison between an actual expenditures-based prediction model and fiscal capacity will have a 

"circular argument" component. 

With this acknowledged, however, a cost function for all city services would be difficult to create. The 

demand for city policy and fire services might be predicted on the basis of socioeconomic factors like 

crime rate, percentage of old housing, population density, and so on, and the cost of these services could be 

predicted using the demand indicator and input prices like wages. However, it would be more difficult to 

determine the demand for and the cost of public library services. In addition, the variance in distributing 

responsibilities among local authorities and the determination of the variance of input costs across cities 

would cause additional difficulties. As can be deduced, further research is necessary to create 

comprehensive cost functions for city services in relation to the demand for those services. 

2 Helen Ladd and John Yinger, America's Ailing Cities (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 

1989), p. 79. 

3 Ibid., p. 78. 

4 U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations (USACIR), Representative Expenditures: 

Addressing the Neglected Dimension ofFiscal Capacity (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 

1990), p. iv. 
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5 Ibid., p. v. 

6 
Robert Tannenwald, "Fiscal Capacity, Fiscal Need, and Fiscal Comfort: New Evidence and Its Relevance 

to Devolution," National Tax Association Forum, no. 29 (December 1997), pp. 1-10. 

7 Urban consumer price index-see Appendix A. 

8 Ladd and Yinger, America 's Ailing Cities, p. 83. 

9 Ibid., p. 79. 

10 
In addition to the variables mentioned below, a dummy variable was created for year (if year= 1986, 

then dummy = 0, otherwise, dummy = 1). This variable was found to be insignificant and did not increase 

the explanatory power of the model. Therefore, it was excluded. 

11 Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economic Information System [CD ROM] (Washington, D.C., 

1997. Online. Available: http://www.lib.virginia.edu/socsci/reis/reis.html. Accessed January 1998. 

12 Katherine L. Bradbury, "Structural Fiscal Distress in Cities-Causes and Consequences," New England 

Economic Review (January/February 1983), p. 36. 

13 Ladd and Yinger, America 's Ailing Cities, pp. 84-85. 

14 The notion that population density relates to potential economies of scale in the provision of city services 

suggests a quadratic specification. However, a quadratic specification for population density was found to 

not be statistically significant. Therefore, linear modeling was used for this variable. 

15 The following is an explanation for the different regression model specifications used for Hispanic and 

Black populations. The percent Hispanic variable was not significant in linear model specifications when 

no other correlated explanatory variables (like the border dummy variable) were included. This suggested 

that the relationship between per capita city expenditures and the percentage of Hispanic population was 

nonlinear. A quadratic specification did not characterize the relationship but a cubic specification did. The 

percent Black variable was significant in the linear specification but was not significant in the quadratic or 

cubic forms. In addition, the range of percentage of Black population (from 7 to 43 percent) was relatively 

narrower than it was for the Hispanic population (from 4 to 91 percent). There exists less room for 

nonlinear variability in the percentage of Black population than in the percentage of Hispanic population 

for the cities studied. 
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16 
Ladd and Yinger, America's Ailing Cities, p. 86. 

11 
Katherine L. Bradbury, "Urban Decline and Distress: An Update," New England Economic Review 

(July/August, 1984), p. 41. 
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16 
Ladd and Yinger, America's Ailing Cities, p. 86. 

11 
Katherine L. Bradbury, "Urban Decline and Distress: An Update," New England Economic Review 

(July/August, 1984), p. 41. 
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